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We have grown accustomed to the BC Law community’s capacity to achieve great things. the accomplishments are even more im-pressive when size is taken into consideration. Counting alumni, 
students, faculty, and staff, we number about 12,000 people, the equiva-
lent population of a modest-sized town. 
and yet, among the recent successes covered in this issue of BC Law 
Magazine, several have far-reaching impact. they make boundaries of 
various kinds—geographical, philosophical, social, economic—disappear 
and help unite us with fellow communities everywhere.
the work of BC Law’s Post-Deportation Human rights Project 
(PDHrP), founded in 2005, is a prime example. it is the first and only le-
gal advocacy project in the country to focus on deportees. as reporter Jeri 
zeder notes in her story on Page 18, “its charge is so novel that the legal 
tools to represent deportees don’t even exist yet: there’s no such thing as 
post-deportation law. the PDHrP is inventing it.”
though the students whose admission essays we publish on Page 12 
have their lifetimes ahead of them, their stories of personal struggle, sac-
rifice, and achievement already mark them as leaders. their work with 
orphaned children, at the Southern Poverty Law Center, in the military, 
and for women’s rights speak to mature sensibilities. in their wisdom, 
they are here to obtain the skills that can turn those sensibilities 
into powerful tools for the greater good. if one person can make a 
difference in the world, then the impact of these inquiring 1Ls is a 
magnification to be anticipated.
elsewhere in this issue, academic Dean michael Cassidy intro-
duces five faculty (Page 34). the teaching and writing of Daniel 
Kanstroom, intisar rabb, Paulo Barrozo, richard albert, and Dan-
iel Lyons already throw a wide net over international and compara-
tive law circles, and their sphere of influence will grow as, year after year, 
they send forth 280 new BC Law graduates. 
Successes have been felt internally as well. this fall, the first alumni 
assembly under the reconstituted alumni Board was held. the gathering  
showcased an engaged volunteer base of some 900 and celebrated the 
dialog between active alumni and Law School entities such as admissions, 
Career Services, and advancement. new levels of commitment have  
resulted in expanded chapter activities, job networking opportunities, 
prospective student recruitment, and the like. See Page 43.
Last but not least is the exciting launch of an interactive, online  
version of BC Law Magazine (www.bc.edu/bclawmagazine). this 
digital twin allows us to offer more photographs, slide shows, videos,  
and content-rich links as you flip through the virtual pages.
Vicki Sanders
Editor in Chief
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[ F a c u L t y ]
rethinking accreditation
ABA proposals have broad implications
b y  D e a n  J o h n  G a r v e y
[ B e h I n d  t h e  c o L u m n s ]
T here’s something really interesting going on within the american Bar association, and it could have a significant impact on legal education. Law schools—like uni-versities, and, for that matter, elementary and secondary schools—are subject to accreditation requirements. the United States Department of education recognizes
accrediting agencies and approves their standards. 
for law schools, the accrediting agency is the aBa. 
it has a fairly elaborate set of Standards and rules 
of Procedure for approval of Law Schools. and it  
is currently in the process of rewriting them.
there’s nothing surprising about that. the  
department requires accrediting agencies to review 
their standards periodically. the interesting thing 
is that the aBa has decided to follow a new pat-
tern. Historically, its accreditation inspections have 
focused on inputs: the law school’s facilities, library 
and information resources, faculty size, admissions 
requirements, student support services, academic 
calendar, administrative structure, etc. the new 
standards propose to measure outputs. Like the  
no Child Left Behind act of 2001, the reform rests 
on the idea that we should define the basic skills 
entry-level practitioners need, and assess individual 
students on a regular schedule to see if they are 
acquiring those skills. 
this portends a big change in the way we do 
business. for the last fifteen years law schools, 
deans, and the association of american Law 
Schools have not been as actively involved in the  
affairs of the aBa Section of Legal education as 
they once were.1 in an effort to stimu-
late participation in this important 
matter, i convened a meeting of the 
new england deans at BC this fall 
(the deans of the law schools in 
maine, Vermont, new Hampshire, 
massachusetts, Connecticut, rhode 
island, and upstate new York). in 
December we had another meeting 
with the consultant for the Section 
of Legal education and a member of the Standards 
review Committee. there was a surprising degree 
of unanimity among the deans. 
we all agreed that the use of outcome measures 
could be a welcome change. a focus on inputs can 
lead the aBa to hold up accreditation over things 
like the number of adjuncts in evening courses, 
the amount of library shelf space, and the terms of 
faculty contracts. a shift to outcome measures, if 
it lets schools reach their goals in their own ways, 
could lead to more variety, more experimentation, 
and lower costs in legal education. 
we also shared a number of serious concerns. 
the first relates to the outcomes being measured. 
the current draft proposes that these include 
“knowledge and understanding of the substantive 
law [and] proficiency as an entry level practitioner 
in . . . other professional skills.” Schools are asked 
to identify the “other skills” required “for effective, 
responsible, and ethical participation in the legal 
profession,” but the set must include “trial and 
appellate advocacy, alternative methods of dispute 
resolution, counseling, interviewing, negotiating, 
factual investigation, organization and management 
of legal work, and drafting”(proposed Standard 
302(b)). these are certainly useful  
skills. But they exhibit a bias toward  
litigation as the work of an entry  
level practitioner, when in fact  
more than half of our graduates  
do other kinds of jobs: counseling  
corporations, structuring real estate  
transactions, protecting intellectual  
property, advising executors and  
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C am p u s  n ew s  &  e v e n t s  o f  n o t e
charles riordan was in seventh grade, a self-described “class nerd,” 
when he answered a challenge 
from a classmate to play a 
game of chess. 
“i got checkmated in four 
moves, much to the delight of 
everyone watching,” says rior-
dan. “at that point, i realized 
i needed to learn how to play 
and get a little revenge.”
This year, the united States 
chess Federation ranked the 
second-year bc law student 
among the top 100 chess play-
ers in the country. riordan, 
who is an editorial assistant 
to Professor dan coquillette, 
regularly participates in top 
tournament play in the region 
and throughout the country. 
“i like the fact that it’s a 
problem-solving exercise. i like 
that it’s unexplored in a lot of 
ways. There is a whole theo-
retical discussion about the best 
way to get a good position 
out of the opening for both 
colors,” says riordan, pausing 
to laugh. “i guess that’s very 
dull to anyone who doesn’t 
play. but i enjoy that you get 
to make new discoveries for 
yourself, your own subset of 
knowledge.”
a cambridge native, rior-
dan credits a parent of his high 
school chess club for getting 
him interested in competing 
on the national level. There 
are a lot of people who equate 
children playing chess to kids 
doing well in school, he says, 
“but i think there’s less cause 
and effect there. you have 
people who are interested 
From class nerd to chess champion
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in studying chess, there are 
people who are interested in 
studying a whole variety of 
other things. on its own, it’s 
very esoteric, but it’s fun. and 
that’s why i play.”
riordan says rare is the 
occasion when he sits across 
from someone he hasn’t already 
competed against before; a 
group of ten high-level chess 
players in the boston area often 
compete against one another 
repeatedly for the best match-
es. He describes his style as 
focused; he prefers not to look 
at his opponent at all, simply 
narrowing his attention to the 
technical points of the game. 
little has changed for rior-
dan since he became a top-
rated player, other than that he 
has taken to traveling with a 
chessboard in the trunk of his 
car, just in case a good match-
up presents itself. “i’ve been 
fortunate to meet some really 
amazing people through this,” 
he says.
and what advice would he 
give to nerdy seventh graders 
who may get checkmated dur-
ing a first attempt at chess? 
“don’t quit...unless you hate 
it. in that case, do quit and play 
sports,” says riordan. “and 
i’d tell them not to worry, most 
chess players are very nice and 
not all that geeky once we 
grow up.”
—Reprinted from a bc chron-
icle article by Melissa Beecher
when South korean businessman chun ki won first trav-
eled to china in 1995, he was 
shocked to find police officers 
beating small children, women 
being sold into prostitution, 
and a trail of corpses rotting 
along the banks of the Tumen 
river. His business associates 
explained that in china, defec-
tors from north korea are 
treated “not as people, but as 
things.” at that moment, chun 
says, “i developed a heart.”
in october, chun visit-
ed bc law School and told 
a standing-room-only crowd 
about his work helping hun-
dreds of north korean refu-
gees escape from china over 
the past decade. There was 
also a showing of the docu-
mentary Seoul Train, depicting 
the dangerous journeys under-
taken by defectors.
according to Human rights 
watch, no country in the world 
is more deserving of condem-
nation than north korea. it 
has been widely reported that 
since the mid-1990s, north 
korea has been plagued by 
famine and forced to rely on 
international aid to feed its 
population. instead of distrib-
uting rations equally, however, 
kim Jong-il is said to divert aid 
away from the “hostile” and 
“wavering” classes and directs 
the lion’s share of food to his 
“core class” of party loyalists 
and military personnel. as a 
result, millions have died from 
starvation and countless others 
have fled to china.
but for those who make it 
to china, life only gets worse, 
says chun. although china 
has fully acceded to the united 
nations convention relating 
to the Status of refugees, it 
nevertheless refuses to recog-
nize the refugee status of north 
korean defectors. Forced to 
live in hiding and under a con-
stant threat of refoulement, 
defectors become vulnerable to 
the most unconscionable sorts 
of exploitation because article 
47 of the north korean crimi-
nal code makes emigration a 
crime punishable by death. 
“in reality, there’s a faint 
chance,” chun says, that these 
people can make it across the 
vast land of china to the rela-
tive safety of a more friendly 
country. To help, chun and his 
affiliates have built a network 
of underground railroad-style 
orphanages and shelters across 
china, cambodia, Thailand, 
and mongolia. For his efforts, 
chun spent months in a chi-
nese prison and was ultimately 
banished from the country. 
He now receives constant death 
threats. undeterred, chun 
explains, “i have a bodyguard 
that you might not understand, 
and that bodyguard is god.”
Speaking through a transla-
tor, chun lamented that stu-
dents in his native South korea 
are not as interested in the 
refugee crisis as their american 
counterparts. “The education 
in the united States is based 
on the christian tradition of 
helping those in need,” whereas 
the primary goal of education 
in South korea seems more 
focused on jobs at Samsung 
electronics, chun said.  
The event was sponsored 
by the asian Pacific ameri-
can law Students association, 
the christian legal Society, the 
Holocaust/Human rights Proj-
ect, amnesty international, the 
korean Students’ association, 
and other local groups.
—Mike Connolly ’09
one man’s crusade against cruelty
cHun ki won FigHTS For THe liVeS  
oF norTH korean deFecTorS 
The bc women’s law center began the school year with an informal 
social event to foster mentoring 
relationships between women 
law faculty and students.  
more than forty students 
gathered at barat House in 
mid-September to hear from 
eighteen faculty members on a 
range of topics, from individual 
academic interests and course 
offerings to work-experience 
and the challenges of balancing 
motherhood with a career in 
the law.  
Visiting professor lisa 
Freudenheim told attendees 
that “the idea of being a woman 
in the law is a unique and won-
derful challenge.” To help meet 
that challenge, faculty invited 
students to stop by their offices 
to discuss various legal interests 
and real world concerns.  
The supportive culture 
at the law School is part of 
the university’s heritage, said 
assistant dean Tracey west: 
“in keeping with the Jesuit tra-
dition of boston college, men-
toring is central to our identity 
as faculty.” 
Jacqueline asadorian ’11, 
president of the student-run 
women’s law center (wlc), 
was pleased with the turnout 
and described the faculty’s par-
ticipation as “wonderful.”
despite the faculty’s eager-
ness to mentor, wlc Vice 
President kathryn kargman 
’11 observed that “some stu-
dents might feel a little tenta-
tive about reaching out, espe-
cially the 1ls.” To address that 
concern, the wlc is consider-
ing establishing a formal men-
toring program that will pair 
interested first-year students 
with willing women faculty.
—Mike Connolly ’09
women Helping women
FaculTy oFFer To menTor STudenTS
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a crowd of more than 250 crammed into an east wing classroom 
in november to hear white 
House chief domestic Policy 
director melody barnes, who 
urged students to “squeeze 
out every opportunity possi-
ble from this wonderful law 
school, because what you are 
learning here gives you nothing 
less than the ability to go out 
and change the country and 
change the world.”
barnes’ visit, her only bos-
ton-area stop on a northeast 
tour, centered on her career 
path, the satisfactions of a 
life in public service, and the 
importance of finding personal 
fulfillment: “in the end, it’s 
about what you want. when 
you leave this school, you have 
the right to get up in the morn-
ing and do something that you 
love,” she said.
barnes told of her own 
zigzagging career path, from 
the university of michigan 
law School in 1989 to Shear-
man & Sterling in new york, 
where she quickly realized 
that corporate practice wasn’t 
for her. “i found myself think-
ing, ‘who am i and what am 
i doing here?’” she recalled. 
in 1991, she tapped into her 
alumni network to land a 
job as assistant counsel to 
the uS House of representa-
tives Judiciary Subcommittee 
on civil and constitutional 
rights, and later became 
the chief counsel to Senator 
edward kennedy on the Sen-
ate Judiciary committee. 
barnes marveled at ken-
nedy’s thorough understanding 
of parliamentary rules, which 
allowed him to make substan-
tive improvements to countless 
pieces of legislation. moreover, 
she credits him with teaching 
her the art of compromise: 
“He taught me that you have 
to be true to your principles, 
but at the same time, you have 
to be flexible enough to know 
when to negotiate, to listen 
and work with people who 
disagree with you.”
barnes said she never expect-
ed to work in the white House, 
but was drawn to barack 
obama because she believed 
in his ability to effect change. 
after playing central roles in 
the campaign and the transi-
tion, she now coordinates the 
President’s domestic policy-
making process in the white 
House. 
“i think of all the people i 
work with and it has been an 
amazing experience,” she said. 
“in the middle of crisis, there is 
opportunity to be creative and 
work with different kinds of 
partners.”
Following her speech, barnes 
fielded questions on various 
domestic issues, including same-
sex marriage and health care.
She came to bc law School 
at the invitation of Sabrina 
acloque ’09, who met barnes 
while interning for kennedy. 
The talk was sponsored by 
the american constitutional 
Society, the bc law demo-
crats, the black law Students 
association, the community 
economic development law 









—Robert Franek, senior VP-publishing, on The Princeton Review’s 2010 
edition of “Best 172 Law Schools,” which lists BC Law in the top ten for 
Career Prospects and in the category “Professors Rock (Legally Speaking)”
obama advisor addresses Students




Source: Law School Survey of Student Engagement, 2008, Center for 
Postsecondary Research, Indiana University
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7www.bc.edu/lawalumni
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when albanians went to the polls last summer for the sev-
enth time since the collapse of 
communism, american flags 
greeted them outside the voting 
stations. For the poor naTo 
newcomer, the parliamentary 
elections were a milestone en 
route to admittance to the 
european union; it was hoped 
a democratic election would 
help move the bloc toward 
international integration. 
as voters turned out in large 
numbers to cast their ballots, 
marilyn Stempler ’79 stood by 
as an observer and witnessed 
history being made. “it was an 
experience that allowed me to 
watch albania try to have an 
election that complies with the 
standards of the oSce,” says 
Stempler, a partner in the bos-
ton law firm brown rudnick. 
The organization for Security 
and cooperation in europe 
is the world’s largest regional 
security institution.
The election was Stempler’s 
twelfth as an international 
supervisor and observer. She 
became interested in the work 
when a colleague told her about 
her own involvement in the 
South african election. “That 
is something i would love to 
do,” Stempler remembers say-
ing. “Helping other countries 
have a democratic society is 
helping to give back and having 
some influence abroad.”
in albania, Stempler was 
assigned to monitor the town of 
bilish and its environs, visiting 
twelve to fifteen voting centers 
on election day, watching for 
procedural violations, and filing 
continual observation reports.
as in many balkan coun-
tries, family voting—the prac-
tice of male heads of fam-
ily influencing other family 
members, in particular wom-
en—was a voting infraction 
worth noting. She saw one 
elderly roma woman insist she 
couldn’t read and try to have 
her nephew help her vote. “an 
argument ensued—the elector-
al code does specify that voters 
have the right to assistance,” 
says Stempler. more relatives 
arrived to argue the case, and 
voices were raised, including 
that of the chairman of the 
voting center, who wagged a 
finger, saying, “you roma give 
us trouble all the time.” it was 
clear to Stempler that voting 
authorities were discriminating 
against the woman.
in order to prevent some of 
the alleged fraud of the past, 
tabulating was centralized in 
ballot counting centers, where 
local and international observ-
ers, including representatives 
from each party, counted the 
votes the following day. Stem-
pler watched as a Socialist vote 
counter accused a democrat 
of scribbling on a ballot to 
invalidate it. “one was yelling 
and screaming to protest his 
innocence; the other was shout-
ing accusations,” says Stem-
pler. Finally, they asked her 
to intervene. “as an observer, 
we are bound to observe, not 
to comment or offer advice,” 
says Stempler. after much ado, 
with Stempler trying to remain 
impartial, she finally turned 
her back on the quibbling par-
ties and left, whereupon she 
was accused of being “a bad 
observer.”
although improvements 
were made in albania’s election 
process, including the adoption 
of a better legal framework and 
the introduction of new voter 
registration and id procedures, 
the political climate remains 
polarized and the threat of 
violations in future elections 
remains real. but in a state-
ment released by the oSce, 
the head of the delegation of 
the council of europe’s Parlia-
mentary assembly, declared, 
“These elections demonstrated 
that the albanian people have 
the whole potential for build-
ing a democratic society like 
that in other european coun-
tries,” a statement with which 
Stempler agrees. 
after the counting was com-
pleted in her area, Stempler 
headed to the capital of Tirana, 
a five-hour drive over moun-
tainous roads. it was enough 
time to reflect on her first expe-
rience as an oSce observer, 
in bosnia, after the war. The 
country was filled with destruc-
tion, but when citizens voted, 
“it was an amazing turnout. 
People came from far and wide. 
it was a celebration, unlike 
anything you’d see in the uS,” 
she recalls.
and so, Stempler car-
ries home from her travels a 
renewed appreciation of the 
safe and fair election process in 
the united States. “i always feel 
honored to vote, and always 
vote, of course,” she says. “it’s 
a right and a process that no 
one should take for granted.” 
—Cynthia Atoji
Safeguarding the right to Vote
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noah grabisch ’11
rAised neAr WAshinGton, dC, mAJored in AfriCAn 
AmeriCAn stUdies And pUBliC poliCy At University 
of mArylAnd, one of six stUdents seleCted 
nAtionWide As A 2009 nAACp/kelloGG’s lAW felloW.
WhAt did yoU do As An nAACp felloW?
i spent the summer in baltimore working on a case where 
church leaders had been swindled into purchasing these 
junk kiosk systems. i had to help figure out the best 
legal remedy, and ultimately, we opted to litigate under 
the consumer Protection act. i also went to Savannah, 
georgia, to work on the Troy davis death penalty case. 
we were fighting all summer to get a hearing on impor-
tant new evidence that could prove mr. davis [a former 
canadian Football leaguer convicted of murdering a 
georgia police officer in 1989] innocent, and thankfully, 
the Supreme court ruled in our favor.
do yoU hAve A hero?
my father. when your parents are here, it’s easy to 
take them for granted, but when he passed away in 
2006, i realized how instrumental he was in my life. He 
instilled in me that whenever one door closes, another 
door opens. i basically live to do all the things that he 
believed i could do.
hoW WAs yoUr 1l yeAr?
different from undergrad. you have to study every day, 
every week, every weekend, even when you sleep. it was 
tough. but the stories of bc being like disneyland are 
also true. everyone in my section got along, and we 
always helped each other out with notes.
Who is yoUr CAreer role model?
i’m a big fan of reginald lewis, the first african ameri-
can to build a billion dollar company. He’s also in the 
same fraternity as me. He made it to law school and 
became a successful lawyer, and that’s what i plan to do.
WoUld yoU ever rUn for pUBliC offiCe?
i was a legislative assistant in the maryland State Senate, 
so i know how the process works. and back home, my 
father is very well known, so i could have a path. i think 
i will eventually run for some kind of office.
WhAt is yoUr UltimAte dreAm?
To become a philanthropist and donate money to 
people who are underprivileged. i’d like to create schol-
arships and build schools and recreation centers. i didn’t 
come from the worst background, but i know a lot of 
people who lacked the opportunity to do something 










his Cup runneth over
The magazine is beautiful, and 
i am pleased that Jan Hassel-
man ’97, one of our land & 
environmental law Program 
grads, is featured for the great 
work he is doing (“into the 
drink: one man’s Triumphant 
water Fight,” Spring/Summer 
2009). Hasselman made many 
significant contributions while 
a student at bc law as a 
gifted teacher of our main cam-
pus environmental legal pro-
cess course for undergraduates, 
an active environmental law 
Society member, an editor on 
the Environmental Affairs Law 
Review where he published a 
note setting out a dramatically 
important new constitutional 
theory of non-preemption of 
common law, and as an award-
ee of our land and environ-
mental law certificate. Jan is 
lighting a stellar path for our 
students present and future.
—Professor Zygmunt Plater
Environmental Law Professor
old friends Break Bread
i was pleased to see the feature 
article on meg connolly ’70 
(“legal aide,” Spring/Summer 
2009). i knew her back in the 
days when she was deputy direc-
tor of the boston regional office 
of the legal Services corpora-
tion. i am not at all surprised 
that she has done so well and 
has received the well-deserved 
accolades cited in the magazine. 
However, i was most sur-
prised to read that, in pursuit of 
her laudable ecumenical efforts 
in “covering” all the religious 
holidays, meg actually bakes 
challah for Passover! She may 
not realize it, but eating any 
leavened bread on Passover is 
strictly forbidden. That is why 
one sees matzo for sale in most 
supermarkets just before the 
holiday. (i don’t know how one 
would bake matzo, but since 
no yeast is involved, the process 




Footnote from meg connolly: 
That was a quote from my 
Jewish husband. I don’t make 
challah for Passover, I make 
it for Rosh Hashana. I caught 
the error when I read the arti-
cle and have been teasing Tom 

















—Osama Siddique, associate professor at the department of law and policy, 
Lahore University of Management Sciences, Pakistan, from a presentation  
at BC Law in November  
9www.bc.edu/lawalumni
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t r e n D s  a n D  t i m e L y  i s s u e s
The Supreme courts of connecticut and massachusetts say that the state cannot recognize “marriage” 
for heterosexual couples and “civil unions” 
for gay couples, because the distinction is 
discriminatory. Former President george 
w. bush said that such decisions threaten 
the “sanctity” of marriage, which is a 
“sacred” institution. Quite possibly, the 
former President and the two state courts 
are both right.
Polls show a substantial fraction of the 
public opposed to same-sex marriage but 
supportive of same-sex civil unions. This 
distinction has led commentators to puzzle 
over what is so special about the word 
“marriage.” but that is not so puzzling if 
you think about the unexamined premises 
on each side.
The same-sex-marriage issue is so 
intractable because it arises in the context 
of our most fundamental and long lasting 
breach of separation of church and state. 
with respect to marriage, church and state 
are thoroughly intertwined. marriage is 
both a religious and a legal relationship, 
jointly administered by church and state. 
The state deputizes clergy of all faiths to 
administer vows that create legal marriages 
as well as religious marriages. most of our 
churches effectively deputize the state to 
grant divorces that dissolve religious mar-
riages as well as legal marriages. and most 
americans think of the religious and legal 
relationships as a unity.
of course, there are exceptions to these 
generalizations. divorced catholics need a 
church annulment before they can remar-
ry, and orthodox Jews need a get, a decree 
from a religious court. People awaiting 
their annulment or get are legally divorced 
but still religiously married. but most 
americans simply think of these people as 
divorced and having a problem with their 
church.
americans who view marriage as pri-
marily a religious relationship oppose 
same-sex marriage by lopsided margins. 
civil unions for all 
How THe Same-Sex marriage debaTe can be PuT To reST
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Those who view marriage as primar-
ily a legal relationship support same-sex 
marriage by a modest majority. no one 
should be surprised by this disparity. it is 
intolerable for the state to change a reli-
gious institution in a way that religious 
believers consider immoral. The reason 
so much political intensity attaches to the 
word “marriage” is that “marriage” is a 
religious relationship.
but marriage is also a legal relationship. 
The legal relationship defines property 
rights and duties of support, and it supports 
claims to social security benefits, retire-
ment benefits, insurance benefits, inheri-
tance rights, taxation, bankruptcy, rights 
to sue for injury to a loved one, and more. 
despite rising divorce rates, governments 
and employers use marriage as an indicator 
of long-term commitment. They offer long-
term benefits to spouses because marriage 
defines long-term legal obligations. 
exclusive sexual relations are central to 
most religious definitions of marriage, but 
sex has less and less to do with the legal 
definition. in most states, adultery and 
fornication are no longer crimes and seduc-
ing another person’s spouse is no longer 
grounds for a lawsuit. in states where these 
laws are still on the books, public opinion 
would not tolerate prosecutions. divorces 
are no longer based on adultery, because 
“grounds” for divorce are no longer need-
ed. unconsented sex with one’s wife is 
rape in most states; the fact of marriage 
no longer proves automatic or irrevocable 
consent to sex.
most spouses intend an exclusive sexual 
relationship, and marriage laws assume 
such a relationship. but law neither 
requires such a relationship nor does much 
to protect it. in every state, a couple can 
be legally married without ever having sex 
with each other, while having sex with 
others outside the marriage, or both. Pri-
vate sexual relationships have been largely 
deregulated both in and out of marriage. 
once a license is issued, it is rare for any 
legal rule about sex to be the basis for any 
legal decision about marriage.
in much of western europe, religious 
and legal marriage are completely separate 
institutions. it is time to disentangle them 
in the united States, although we can do 
better than the european model. “civil 
unions” should not be a second-class status 
for gays and lesbians; civil union should 
a fourteen-year-old girl, adopted as a young child by immigrant par-ents, sits beside her lawyers in 
juvenile court. She is represented by a 
law school clinical program specializing 
in comprehensive representation of girls 
in the justice system. She has a history of 
status offenses—running away, staying out 
through the night—and involvement with 
older, predatory men. She has been in and 
out of treatment facilities and, in the most 
recent, she and a small group of girls set 
fire to a sofa in a common room, doing 
significant property damage. all parties 
are concerned about her mental health and 
safety, but she refuses psychiatric treat-
ment. The court facility is old and some-
what run down, but the presiding judge is 
attentive, well-versed in her case, and car-
ing. He is also frustrated. There are too few 
resources available for her treatment and 
her needs are significant. The question in 
front of the court is whether she should be 
detained pending her criminal trial.
This scene, which could have occurred 
in any juvenile court in the united States, 
happened recently in juvenile court in 
Jerusalem, and the girl was represented by 
the Hebrew university youth representa-
tion Program. it is structured remarkably 
like the Juvenile rights advocacy Project 
(JraP), the youth law clinic here at boston 
college law School. 
last november i spent a week consult-
ing in israel as a guest of the national 
Public defender office. i was able to 
develop professional connections among 
the Juvenile court judiciary, defense bar, 
and youth representation clinics at major 
universities. it was an opportunity to step 
back and compare youth law in the uS 
with the israeli system, which shares our 
values and has a similar history. The com-
parison goes to the heart of the tension 
between social welfare and social control 
in both systems. 
like the country itself, juvenile law in 
israel is young and rapidly changing. The 
first juvenile court judge was appointed 
and a separate juvenile court established in 
1950. The juvenile court, struggling to find 
its identity as a social welfare court, experi-
enced a period of significant growth begin-
ning around 1991 with the passage of a 
mandatory abuse and neglect reporting law. 
There are now fifteen juvenile court judges 
who preside over both civil (child protec-
tion) and criminal (delinquency) cases. 
israel established a national juvenile 
Pubic defender office in 1998 (three years 
after the adult Pubic defender office was 
established). The national public defender 
office revolutionized the juvenile court 
where a study showed that in 1997, 70 
percent of juveniles charged with crimes in 
Tel aviv had not received representation. 
while mandatory appointment of defense 
counsel for juveniles was initially greeted 
with skepticism by judges and court per-
sonnel used to the social work model of 
the court, the defender service has become 
a leader in the developing juvenile law and, 
according to a recent study, 95 percent 
of juveniles are now represented, most of 
them by the public defender office. 
israel shares a common law history 
with the united States, and the struggles 
of its developing youth justice system 
are familiar. However, unlike the united 
States, israel ratified the united nations 
convention on the rights of the child 
(crc) in 1991, shortly after it was adopt-
ed. Thus, while juvenile law in the uS is a 
patchwork of laws in fifty states without a 
clear unifying framework, modern israeli 
juvenile law is a more coordinated work 
in progress striving to conform to the prin-
israel	shares	a	common	law	history	with the 
united States, and the struggles of its developing
youth justice system are familiar.
lessons from abroad
comParing JuVenile JuSTice in uS and iSrael
(continued on page 51) (continued on page 51)








The hurtful slurs of a class bully. The uproarious travails 
of a ship’s cook. A grandmother’s courageous stands. 
The instinct to aid a fellow seaman. These are among 
the transformative influences and events that shaped the 
lives and legal ambitions of the BC Law Class of 2012.
In the competitive world of law school admissions, 
the personal essay can be an eloquent advocate for an 
applicant. From among the statements of current 1Ls, 
we selected the writings of seven. Collectively, their 
experiences provide a glimpse into the character of the 
class as a whole.
An eighth voice is represented here as well, in the 
photographs of student Jacob Silberberg, a Pulitzer 
Prize finalist who for six years covered some of the 
world’s most troubled zones. His job this time was a 
happier one: making the portraits that accompany his 
classmates’ essays.
photographs by jacob silberberg ’12
 I
n sixth grade, Jody, the class bully, looked at me and 
asked, “Did you s*#t on yourself to get your skin that 
color?” i stood in place stunned, unable to respond to 
her question. She pushed past me to go to class and i 
ran to the bathroom, locked myself in a stall, and began 
to sob. it was then i realized that despite lacking the 
thick indian accent that my parents possessed, i too was 
noticeably different from my peers. 
to this day i attribute my insecurity about turning “too 
dark,” and my tendency to search to see if i am the darkest-
skinned person in any room, to Jody. while her words had 
a scarring effect on me, i did not give the incident much 
thought as i got older. However, now serving as a bilingual 
outreach paralegal at the Southern Poverty Law Center 
(SPLC), i hear stories of chilling racial discrimination and i 
think of my encounter with Jody with increasing frequency. 
working within SPLC’s immigrant Justice Project, i devote 
my efforts to a pending civil lawsuit filed in the fifth Circuit; 
the plaintiffs, my clients, are nearly 250 indian ship fitters 
and welders who were trafficked into the gulf Coast in the 
wake of Hurricane Katrina. they tell stories of their former 
employers berating them as “stupid animals” and subjecting 
them to substandard living conditions. Often, their bigotry 
knew no bounds.  
my fluency in the rather obscure South indian language 
spoken by the majority of the plaintiffs, malayalam, enabled 
me to secure this job. it is my horror at the ease with which 
the traffickers manipulated the american guest worker pro-
gram and my respect for my clients’ struggle for dignity that 
has kept me motivated to do this work in a political climate 
that has so aggressively targeted immigrants.
through my work, i have not only developed an incred-
ible amount of respect for immigration attorneys, but i have 
also been greatly frustrated by how difficult it is to tell of the 
plight of these indian men within the narrow confines of US 
law. among the biggest challenges is bridging the major dif-
ferences between indian and US culture. i have had to explain 
the subtle hardships my clients would encounter if returned to 
india. they have spoken, for example, of the deep shame they 
would face because of the massive debts they incurred from 
being trafficked.
Balancing the legal theories with a presentation of cultural 
background has blended my heritage and the american legal 
system in a way i never thought possible. now, i see that my 
upbringing in a traditional indian family within the US is an 
asset that helps to translate american law to indian experi-
ences, and vice versa.  i have found a cause to which i hope to 
more than skin deep
Anjali Nair
University of Michigan
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 Certain people i come across in my life are unforgettable. Like most people, my fam-ily and friends have a major impact on me everyday. However, there are also indi-viduals with whom i have had just a single encounter, but i truly believe i will remem-ber them forever. the situations in which i met them have touched me deeply and 
convinced me of what i want to do with my life.
there is a shy little girl in Bucharest, romania. i came in 
contact with her during one of two stints volunteering in the 
city. the group i was part of had spent the day doing yard 
work and painting the orphanage she called home. after a cou-
ple hours, we were able to spend some time with the children. 
most of the kids were boisterous and excited to play with us. 
it was a tumultuous scene—dozens of young romanian chil-
dren and forty to fifty american high school and college kids 
getting to know each other. One girl caught my attention. She 
was silent and hung back from the rest of the group. i went up 
to her and introduced myself, trying to make her laugh. She 
smiled slightly, but it was clear to me that she lived with pain 
and hardships that i could never understand or fix.
Later, i thought about how unfair it seemed. She had no 
parents and was forced to live in a decrepit, state-run, third 
world orphanage—and she was silent. She could not do any-
thing about her situation. the romanian government put a 
stop to all international adoptions a few years ago, except 
in the case of close relatives. there are tens of thousands of 
orphans in the country and most of them live in very poor 
conditions and, more important, without parents. i have seen 
the result of this law first hand. the little girl in Bucharest is 
helpless. She needs someone to speak for her.
a few years ago i interned for Senator mary Landrieu of 
Louisiana (recently re-elected to the US Senate). i worked 
closely with staffers who focused on defense and foreign rela-
tions and learned a lot from them and the many powerful 
people with whom i came in contact.
However, the people who influenced me the most were 
those who called or came through the office everyday, looking 
to speak to the senator about some personal problem (often 
extreme hardships) or a cause they deeply believed in. they 
reminded me that politics and lawmaking are tremendously 
important responsibilities.
Since college, i have been working at a law firm that han-
dles personal bankruptcies. Hundreds of people, many from 
the poorest neighborhoods in Boston, have come through the 
office. One woman, a veteran of the first gulf war, is etched 
(continued on page 50)





n the lifeboat, at night, we cannot sleep. 
Just nine of us in this twelve-man raft, but 
i don’t know how its makers could expect 
even five to sleep in this vessel, already 
two inches deep in water, and cramped 
as an italian train. Our watery bed shifts 
and wiggles like gelatin in response to 
any movement, however minute, and we 
spend hours engaging in an intricate dance—left leg shifts, 
right arm moves up, person to left giggles, person on right 
tries to roll on his side—until dawn, at which point we swim a 
quarter-mile to shore through the massachusetts water.
Unzipping our gumby suits on the dock, we compare the 
relative leakiness of each suit by watching how much water 
streams out of each as we open them. Our bodies are steaming 
in the December air, but now all of us are certified Lifeboat-
men, a dubious honor, certainly, but one required for all offi-
cers aboard the schooner, nonetheless.
every morning at 0530, Cap taps my shoulder, looks 
expectantly at my opening eyes, and nods. Sometimes there 
is a softly uttered “morning,” and then the watch bells chime 
three times to let me know that i haven’t slept in. i’ll begin to 
prepare the meals for the day and when the watch bells chime 
four times, the bosun’s whistle pipes the students awake: 
“Out of your bunks and into your trunks, we’re going swim-
ming.” in august, the ocean is a balmy 60 degrees at 0600, 
in June, a crisp 48. Officers first—Cap, the executive officer, 
then cook—which leaves me just enough time to run down-
stairs and finish breakfast for twenty-four. 
Cooking on board the schooner is like trying to conduct an 
experiment for a physicist in a world that obeyed the physical 
laws of wonderland. Cakes came out topsy-turvy regardless 
of how many times you rotated them, mousses fell, pots and 
pans flew off the stovetop when we changed tacks, and even 
though i’m sure that pigs don’t fly, i’ve witnessed pork make 
some impressive aerial displays.
four weeks into my job as cook and it’s a rough day at sea. 
the latch on the oven is broken, so i am sitting on the deck 
of the galley happily searching for that night’s dessert in my 
cookbook with my legs against the door of the oven to keep it 
closed. i tried to think of the fool who would orient an oven 
on board so that the contents would be in danger of flying out 
50 percent of the time. when it is time to take the lasagnas 
out, the ship lurches and my arm closes in the oven, skids 
three times, comes out, charred, red, and looking not unlike 
the melted top of my lasagna, which is blessedly safe, sound, 
and ready for dinner. i couldn’t rest my arm on the edge of the 
table for the rest of the summer.
lessons from the deep
Leah Shabshelowitz
Brown University
(continued on page 50)
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hina has always been a country of walls. 
foreigners who know nothing about China 
know of our great wall, and tourists crowd 
to enter the walls of the forbidden City. 
even the standard Chinese character for 
“country” includes a wall.
walls shut out and protect, but they also 
enclose and isolate. i have never liked walls. 
in my childhood, walls always enclosed our small family gro-
cery store, which was also our shared family bedroom and 
where i studied by flashlight so as not to disturb the others. 
this time under the blanket, however, was among the hap-
piest of my childhood. it was far better than having to run 
the store while my parents were out doing temporary work. 
it was better than the times at school when kids did not want 
to play with me because of the patches on my pants. it was 
better than the times in the classroom when everybody had the 
books to read, but my family could afford only the notebook 
on which i could copy the text. it was better than the count-
less times i crouched in the corner lecturing myself to be tough 
and optimistic. 
the wall enclosing our small village of fewer than a thou-
sand was not visible, but was strong nonetheless. Culturally, 
psychologically, traditionally and (in my case) financially, edu-
cation was on the outside. i knew early that my life lay outside 
that wall, and study was the vehicle out. 
at first, my only opportunity was at a tuition-free voca-
tional school, which led to a job but would not qualify me for 
further studies. in my second year there, i supported myself 
in part by tutoring a visiting american professor in Chinese, 
but without knowing it, she helped me even more: She intro-
duced me to the idea of standing up for one’s rights, using the 
law. nonetheless, the wall around my future seemed to be as 
strong as ever. 
thanks to my academic performance, however, the govern-
ment itself chose to tear down one wall for me. i was the only 
person in the school offered a chance to continue at Chang-
chun University, as long as i studied Computer Science. i took 
my first degree there, in Computer Science, and graduated first 
in my class of 298. although i was primarily self-taught in 
english, i also took first place in the english speech contest of 
Changchun City in 2002 and the all-China english competi-
tion for university students in 2003. During this time, i real-
ized how technology and language were rapidly overcoming 
the wall that has isolated China for so long. 
Once again, academic performance provided a door 
through what seemed to be an impenetrable wall: i was admit-
ted to China’s premier law school, at Peking University. while 
(continued on page 50)
china’s other walls
Xiao Dan “Alice” Wang
Changchun and Peking Universities 
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he texas-born petty officer in our Special 
Operations helicopter squadron had stumbled 
before, but never this badly. after nearly wash-
ing out of training, he had now defied a direct 
order to remain on base and had driven to Dal-
las to see his girlfriend. as the legal officer for 
my squadron, it was now my responsibility to 
determine his fate. 
after interviews with multiple witnesses to his insubor-
dination, it was apparent that this particular sailor had few 
friends in the command. many complained of his lack of 
determination, drive, and discipline; his peers clearly wanted 
him gone. after looking at the merits of the case, examining 
his service record, and speaking with him, it was clear he was 
guilty, but also that he possessed promise. His physical fitness 
scores were the best in the command, and he was completely 
remorseful when answering the several questions i posed to 
him. His responses and demeanor revealed that he not only 
wanted to remain in the squadron but that he also desired to 
become a valued asset to the command.
when i delivered my report, i was told that “Captain’s 
mast,” a type of military tribunal, would be held, and 
unless someone other than i could express confidence in 
the sailor, the commanding officer would separate the 
member from the navy. i asked each of the petty offi-
cer’s colleagues if they would be willing to mentor their 
troubled peer. i found just one. He, too, had a precarious 
beginning to his naval career, and i appealed to this fact to 
encourage him to take on the extra responsibility. Later that 
week, this gentleman stepped forward at mast and spoke 
about both the character and potential he saw in the young-
er sailor. Under his tutelage, the once-struggling seaman has 
made tremendous strides in his professional and personal 
development, and today he serves with distinction on the 
frontlines of the global war on terror.
when it came time for me to choose which frontline force 
i would join in the navy, i chose aviation with the full expec-
tation of becoming a legal officer so that i may simultane-
ously perform the duties of pilot and prosecutor, aviator and 
advocate. while serving in this capacity, my knowledge base 
expanded to include the Uniform Code of military Justice, sta-
tus of forces agreements, and the legal relationships that exist 
between military bases and civilian jurisdictions. as part of my 
role, i liaised with Jag officers, sheriffs and judges, ensuring 
those in my command received the best legal protections and 
services that the navy could provide. whether i was conduct-
(continued on page 50)
For essays by sophia hall and hannah rogers-ganter, see page 49
the frontlines of war
Joseph Horton
University of Notre Dame
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PrOgrAM BeCOMeS  
THe FIrST And OnLy 
LegAL AdvOCATe FOr  
THe wrOngLy dePOrTed
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1999, “eliza,” a permanent legal resident, 
was banished from the United States, forbid-
den ever to return, even to visit her children. 
when she was seven years old, eliza 
immigrated lawfully to the US with her 
parents, grew up in texas, and married a US 
citizen. in the mid-1990s, during a painful 
divorce, eliza became addicted to drugs and stole to support her 
habit. She wound up with two non-violent criminal convictions 
and a prison term, where she successfully completed drug treat-
ment. Yet, despite serving her sentence, coming clean, and being a 
legal resident, eliza was swept up in a new wave of tough immi-
gration law enforcement and permanently deported to england. 
there, she started a new life and has remained on the right side of 
the law. Her children, however, stayed in texas, with their father 
and grandparents. they spent summers with eliza in england, but 
she could not visit them in the US, mother and children deprived 
of each others’ attention and company.
this state of affairs went on for nearly ten years, and probably 
would have continued indefinitely, had not BC Law’s Post-Depor-
tation Human rights Project (PDHrP) intervened. 
founded in 2005, the PDHrP bills itself as the first and only 
legal advocacy project in the country to focus on deportees. its 
charge is so novel that the legal tools to represent deportees don’t 
even exist yet: there’s no such thing as post-deportation law. the 
PDHrP is inventing it. 
But why take such a difficult tack? why not, say, focus on 
preventing unlawful deportation in the first place? Because, while 
BC Law is and continues to be a national leader in representing 
immigrants facing deportation, the problem is bigger than that. 
the US deportation system is broken. it’s rounding up hundreds 
of thousands of socially and economically vulnerable people every 
year, most of them unrepresented by legal counsel, and expelling 
them from the country without legal recourse. Simply stated: the 
PDHrP is necessary.
“Deportation was a relatively small scale operation until fairly 
recently,” says BC Law Professor Daniel Kanstroom, author of 
Deportation Nation: Outsiders in American History (Harvard 
University Press 2007), and the immigration scholar and advocate 
who founded and directs the PDHrP. “Since 1996, though, we 
have seen a tsunami of deportation because of harsh new laws 
that, in my view, overreacted to the problem. they removed 
discretion and mercy and reduced judicial oversight. it has been a 
radical policy experiment with devastating effects.”
Kanstroom is referring to the anti-terrorism and effective 
Death Penalty act and the illegal immigration reform and immi-
grant responsibility act. these laws made it easier to detain 
non-citizens, eliminated the hardship waivers that once spared the 
family members of US citizens from deportation, and required the 
deportation of green card holders for petty crimes that garnered 
sentences of at least a year. their effect was retroactive, applying 
even if the non-citizen had served his or her sentence and gone 
on to lead a law-abiding life. Before 1996, you could remain 
in the US pending appeal of your deportation order; now, you 
are deported immediately and have thirty days to appeal from 
abroad—difficult when you have no attorney and don’t know 
your rights. Before 1996, you could file a motion to reopen your 
case to reverse a mistake or introduce new evidence; that option 
is gone. Before 1996, immigration administrative judges could 
consider mitigating circumstances and the impact of deportation 
on your family. no longer.
Couple this crackdown with an under-resourced system, and 
the results are Kafkaesque. Last year, 214 immigration judges 
decided 350,000 cases. more than one million individuals are 
deported or ordered to leave the US each year. many are poor 
and limited english speakers; most have no lawyers. as many as 
31,000 individuals are held at immigration detention facilities on 
any given night. People can be arrested without a warrant, have 
no right to an attorney, are detained in remote locations, and have 
no access to supporting evidence or paperwork. Lacking standard 
due process safeguards, the system puts even citizens and long-
term legal residents at risk. in april 2009, the associated Press 
reported documenting more than fifty-five cases of US citizens 
arrested as illegal immigrants or deportable residents, with immi-
gration lawyers counting hundreds more. according to some esti-
mates, as many as 100,000 people have been wrongly deported 
from the US. thousands of them are the breadwinners or primary 
caretakers in families with elders or children who are US citizens. 
while the PDHrP is rooted in the Law School campus, it is a 
project of the University’s Center for Human rights and interna-
tional Justice, where Kanstroom serves as associate director. the 
center aims to strengthen the field of human rights by bringing 
together scholars and practitioners from a broad spectrum of 
disciplines. Consistent with the center’s mission, the PDHrP is 
an interdisciplinary endeavor. the center’s director, BC theology 
professor David Hollenbach, SJ, calls Kanstroom a “pioneer” in 
the field of deportation law. Hollenbach says in a recent email 
that the PDHrP will “provide a framework for reflection on how 
the law should develop” through the analysis of how deportation 
affects individuals and communities. He continues: “my hope is 
that it will set a model for other work in human rights by the Cen-
ter for Human rights and international Justice.”
in conceptualizing the PDHrP, Kanstroom worked with a 
number of academics and practitioners, particularly professor of 
community/social psychology m. Brinton Lykes at the BC Lynch 
School of education, assistant professor Qingwen Xu at the BC 
graduate School of Social work, and then-PDHrP staff attorney 
rachel rosenbloom. they arrived at three strategies: litigation, 
policy work, and participatory action research, an approach that 
combines empirical study with community activism. the idea is 
that, together, these methods bolster each other and form a pow-
erful springboard for change.
THe dAugHTer OF A dePOrTee wrOTe An eSSAy FOr SCHOOL TITLed, 






























bC law’s immigration 
offerings
Immigration and human rights at BC Law  
is a varied and rich endeavor, with opportunities 
for teaching and learning, theory and practice, 
scholarship and activism, both at home and 
abroad. The landscape includes: 
Courses
n Immigration and refugee Law
n Advanced Immigration Law and Business 
Immigration Law
n International Human rights Law
n Administrative Law
n International Criminal Tribunals: Theory 
& Practice
n Immigration Law guided research Seminar
n war, war Crimes, and genocide
CliNiC
n Boston College Immigration and Asylum Clinic. 
with faculty supervision, students represent 
indigent non-citizens and asylum seekers.
law reviews
n International and Comparative Law Review
n Third World Law Journal
Moot Court
n Jessup International Moot Court competition
CeNters & ProjeCts
n Boston College Center for Human rights 
and International Justice. A multi-disciplinary 
center housed at the main BC campus, with  
a major Law School presence and participation 
by law students and faculty.
n Boston College Law School International 
Human rights Program. A comprehensive 
program in international and comparative law 
with curricular and co-curricular elements.
n Post-deportation Human rights Project. 
A project of the BC Center for Human rights, 
housed at the Law School. A multi-disciplinary 
project focusing on research and representation 
for deportees.
n Owen M. Kupferschmid Holocaust/Human 
































 project, developing the precedential value  
of Holocaust-related international law.
n Spring Break Service Trips with Immigration 
agencies, non-profits, etc.
studeNt orgaNizatioNs
n International Justice Project. Focuses on 
human rights in the Americas, in partnership 
with the Harvard Human rights Program.
n International Law Society
n Immigration Law group
study abroad
n London Program human rights externships
n International Criminal Tribunal externships
n BC Immigration & Asylum Project externships
n Law and Justice in the Americas
n Foreign study at BC partner universities 
abroad
other
n International Scholars Program. Brings visiting 
scholars from around the world to the Law 
School for a semester or academic year.
—JZ
immigration reality Check
n 12–15 million undocumented non-citizens 
live in the uS.
n some 13 million lawful permanent 
residents live in the uS.
n More than 170 million “non-immigrants” 
(e.g., tourists, students, etc.) enter the uS 
legally each year.
n some 1 million new legal immigrants arrive 
each year as permanent residents.
n  More than 34 million individual non-
citizens have been subject to deportation 
or “voluntary departure” since 1978.
n over 1 million people are deported or 
ordered to leave the uS each year, of which 
349,041 were formal deportations ordered  
by immigration courts in 2008, up from 
206,339 in 2006. 
n over 9 million people were deported 
or “voluntarily” departed in administrative 
actions from 2000–2007.
n over 280,000 people are detained by the 
department of Homeland Security for at least 
24 hours, in over 400 facilities, at a cost  
of $1.2 billion per year. 
n about half of immigration detainees 
have no criminal record.
n 685 immigrants were arrested in 2004 
in non-criminal workplace raids; by 2006,  
that number had risen to 5,184.
n New immigrants are 45 percent less 
likely to commit violent crimes than are 
third-generation Americans, but criminal 
prosecutions for immigration offenses totaled 
67,994 in Fy 2009 to date, up 14.1 percent 
from last year, up 139 percent from 5 years 
ago, and up 459 percent from 10 years ago.
n of the 31,075 immigrants in detention 
on Sept. 1, 2009, only 1,742—less than  
6 percent—had committed violent crimes.
n Nearly half of unauthorized immigrant 
households (47 percent) consist of a couple 
with children. 
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n there are 4 million us-born citizen 
children in mixed-status families (with 
unauthorized immigrant parents), up from 
2.7 million in 2003.
n hundreds of thousands of deportees 
are young people who came to the uS 
as infants and toddlers with refugee 
parents. They can be deported for 
simple possession of drugs, driving while 
intoxicated, petty larceny, and simple 
assault.
n us citizens have been mistakenly 
detained and deported.
n Most deportees lack immigration counsel 
or have inadequate counsel.
n some 80,000 to 100,000 people have 
been mistakenly deported, based on best 
estimates of annual deportations, recent 
Supreme Court cases, and assuming 




Litigation involves direct representation, attorney training, and 
shepherding test cases through federal court. to increase the pool 
of attorneys who are prepared to represent deportees, the PDHrP 
also drafts practical advisories and manuals that are posted on its 
website. 
in test cases before five federal circuit courts, with more in the 
pipeline, the PDHrP is serving as either counsel of record or in 
an advisory, pro bono, or amicus role. these cases are aimed at 
establishing what remedies are available to a person who has been 
wrongly deported. Circuit splits have already emerged, increasing 
the chance that the Supreme Court will take up the issue. 
One of those splits occurred in the tenth Circuit in Rosillo-
Puga v. Holder, a case that’s representative of the millions of 
families that have been broken apart by deportation. a legal 
immigrant from mexico, rosillo-Puga was convicted of battery 
in 1997 in indiana. in 2003, now living in Colorado, rosillo-
Puga was charged by the Department of Homeland Security, 
tried without counsel before an immigration judge, and deported 
to mexico. He left behind his wife, Chiara rosillo, an eleven-
year-old son, and a six-year-old daughter, all US citizens. three 
months after his deportation, the Seventh Circuit ruled that the 
crime for which he was convicted was not a deportable offense.
in 2007, the PDHrP and pro bono attorneys from Holland & 
Knight were on the case. they filed in immigration court for the 
reopening and reconsideration of the deportation ruling against 
rosillo-Puga. the immigration judge denied the request, ruling 
that federal regulations preclude reconsideration once a person 
is deported. the Board of immigration appeals upheld the deci-
sion, as did the tenth Circuit in September 2009, with one judge 
submitting a powerful dissent. the lawyers are filing a Petition for 
en Banc rehearing.
meanwhile, rosillo-Puga’s family lost its sole breadwinner. 
when he was deported, rosillo-Puga was working full time, 
earning $22 an hour. Chiara says that she and her children, now 
eighteen and thirteen, live on her monthly $672 disability checks. 
Her children are angry and miss their father terribly, she says. 
Her daughter wrote an essay for school titled, “my Dad is not 
a Criminal.” Her son, once an excellent student, is scrambling to 
earn enough credits to graduate this year. “i miss him so much,” 
Chiara says. “i’ve been with him for half of my life. i feel like part 
of me is gone.”
for the law students involved in these cases, the work is both 
daunting and exhilarating. “One of the most challenging things is 
realizing there’s not always an answer,” says Joy e. Hewitt ’11, 
who has been assigned to the PDHrP through BC Law’s immi-
gration Law Clinic. “You can work on something for weeks and 
weeks and you’re not necessarily going to find an answer.”
Dylan Hayre ’11, another clinical student, says, “we’re devel-
oping the law as we’re working on it. the importance and the 
novelty of the work we do comes across early on.”
PDHrP supervising attorney maunica Sthanki believes these 
challenges give BC Law students an edge. “regardless of legal 
specialty, it’s important to be a creative lawyer,” she says. “Out-
of-the-box, creative lawyering is a skill every lawyer must have. 
these sorts of lawyers have the greatest impact on our society.” 
Sthanki joined the PDHrP in 2009 when rosenbloom left for an 
assistant professorship at northeastern University School of Law. 
Before that, Sthanki was a staff attorney for South texas asylum 
representation Project, where she provided legal services to immi-
grants detained at the Port isabel Detention Center.
the PDHrP’s policy work is aimed at legislative and regula-
tory reform. with its co-sponsor, the aBa Commission on immi-
gration, the PDHrP comments on and drafts regulations and 
legislative proposals, and educates policymakers. in february of 
2008, for example, rosenbloom testified before the House immi-
gration Subcommittee. Kanstroom has been a keynote speaker 
and participant in a number of professional and academic con-
ferences. the PDHrP will be hosting its own conference at BC 
in march  called “Deportation, migration, and Human rights: 
interdisciplinary theory and Practice.” erzulie Coquillon ’09, 
who is on leave from the new York firm of Shearman & Sterling 
to work at the PDHrP this year, is helping to organize it. the 
PDHrP is increasingly called upon for comments in major news 
outlets, including the New York Times and the Washington Post. 
in a Post op ed highlighting the injustices of the US detention and 
deportation system, rosenbloom poignantly wrote, “individu-
als can be deported for shoplifting, jumping subway turnstiles, 
drunken driving, and petty drug crimes. Some of those who have 
been subject to mandatory deportation came to the United States 
as infants and have never known life elsewhere.”
along with litigation and policy work, the PDHrP is engag-
ing in participatory action research (Par) under the guidance of 
BC social psychology professor Brinton Lykes and social work 
professor Qingwen Xu. in standard social science research, 
investigators study their human subjects at arm’s length. in Par, 
by contrast, the people being studied are active participants in 
shaping the research and determining how to use the findings. 
for the PDHrP’s purposes, the thinking is that Par can foster 
community action and promote an understanding of immigrant 
communities under siege. Par can also help law students better 
understand human rights advocacy. “Lawyers are used to help-
ing individuals,” explains rosenbloom. “the Par model means 
looking at it as a collective issue.”
in partnership with community organizations Centro Presente 
in Cambridge, La Organización maya K’iche in new Bedford, 
and english for action in Providence, ri, the PDHrP has been 
conducting a study called the Detention and Deportation Par-
ticipatory research Project; results will be published in the com-
ing year. the study explores the effect on Latino families of the 
2007 federal immigration raid at the Bianco factory in new 
Bedford, and has looked transnationally at the issue by studying 
the situatioN is KafKaesque. MOre THAn One MILLIOn PeOPLe 
Are Ordered TO LeAve THe uS eACH yeAr. 
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For Clyde d. Bergstresser ’74, 
photography is an antidote to 
the high-stakes, high-stress world 
he inhabits as a trial lawyer at 
Campbell Campbell Edwards & 
Conroy. By day he enters the fray 
as a plaintiffs’ attorney in per-
sonal injury cases of the sort that 
give mental patients the right  
to refuse invasive drug treat-
ment. By night—and in nearly 
every spare moment—he 
retreats to the Tibetan Plateau, 
the deserts of Africa, the plains 
of Myanmar, even the gardens 
of Boston, looking for a different 
kind of truth.
He finds it in the easy kinship 
of two boy monks, in the 
gnarls of an ancient olive tree, 
in the startling charge of an 
electrical storm. “In subtle ways, 
photography has informed me 
as a lawyer,” Bergstresser says. 
in the eye  
oF the  
Beholder
25www.BC.eDU/LawaLUmni
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Near left: twin girls in agadez fixing 
me with their big eyes remind me of my 
own twin daughters (2003). far left, top 
to bottom: seen while descending on the 
inca trail at dawn, the clouds rise from 
the amazon basin to reveal the majesty 
of Machu Picchu (2004). Notice the lack  
of self-consciousness and flowing  
geometric lines of these young monks in 
the ananda temple in Myanmar (2000). 
a burmese woman effortlessly carrying 
firewood on her head mimics one  
of the 2,200 remaining buddhist temples 
in bagan (2000).
Previous Page: several days’ ride off 
road, through the dunes of the sahara  
in Niger, this ancient stone arch frames 
rare storm clouds (2003).
“Photography is about learning 
to slow down and see.” It is 
also how he connects to a jury, 
by creating images with words 
that make his stories—and his 
arguments—convincing.
A policeman’s son with  
a fondness for motorcycles, 
an athlete’s competitive 
streak, and a math and science 
whiz’s penchant for precision, 
Bergstresser easily mastered  
the technical challenges  
of photography, first in the 
darkroom and later in the digital 
environment. He favors large, 
exactingly printed black and 
white pictures. After thirty years 
of shooting, his collection now 
tops 100,000 images.
—Vicki Sanders
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this Page: a lightning storm over 
Pleasant bay in Chatham, Massachu-
setts, reveals an otherwise placid harbor 
scene (1996). far right, top to bottom: 
Mani stones beautifully inscribed in 
sanskrit overlook lamayuru Monastery 
seated beneath the peaks of the hima-
layas in ladakh, india (1998). anonietta 
and Matteo (a centenarian) pose in their 
home in the hills of sardinia, fram-
ing their portrait from an earlier time 
(2003). in the borderlands of the sahara, 
wodaabe men adorn themselves in a 
beauty contest and perform the yaake 
dance, part of a mating ritual during the 
gerewol festival held at the end of the 
rains (2003). 
29www.BC.eDU/LawaLUmni
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[ P O I N T  O F  V I E W ]
Woe Is the Class of 2011
b y  A l i  R u s s e l l  ’ 1 1
We’ve heard muCh ado about the Class of 2009: those 
who managed to dodge delayed start dates and relinquished 
offers have an uphill battle to prove themselves in a leaner and 
somber office setting. we’ve heard the moans and groans of 
the Class of 2010: the pomp and exuberance from Big Law 
summers was scaled back, and there were no longer guaranteed 
offers to reward summer associates for doing document review 
for twelve weeks. But what about the Class of 2011, or, as i 
have affectionately dubbed it, the “Lost generation of Law Stu-
dents?” Perhaps the reason why no one has heard from them is 
because they have been too busy licking the envelopes on their 
mass mailings and saying prayers that the economy will turn 
around by this summer.
as a member of Boston College Law School’s Class of 2011, 
i can tell you what it’s like in the trenches, and it ain’t pretty. 
many law firms dropped out of the fall recruiting schedule. 
those that did not, severely cut their summer programs. i went 
in for one interview, and upon learning that the firm was inter-
viewing eighteen students at BC, as well as multiple students 
from BU and Harvard, my competitive nature emerged. i’d 
show those Harvard kids! But after 
being told there were only four posi-
tions available, i sank back in my chair, 
the wind gone from my “i’m nailing 
this interview” sails. at least i have a 
deck of cards and a nice highlighter to 
remember the occasion. 
government agencies closed their 
deadlines early because they were inundated with applications. 
well, i wasn’t sure how to spin my creative-writing back-
ground for an SeC interview anyway. most students have been 
proactive, realizing that chances of securing a job through on-
campus interviews (nicknamed OCis) are not as great as they 
once were. many of my friends sent out numerous resumes to 
law firms and government agencies, only to have a wave of 
(continued on page 53)
Some jobseekers generalized, “I hate 
all ‘suits.’ Why are they hogging 
all of the interviews?” others envied, 
“I wish I could be in a suit.”
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n ew s  &  R e s e A R c h
s c h o l A R ’ s  f o R u m 
an iconic Social activist
b y  P r o f e s s o r  m a r k  s .  B r o d i n
professional life in Boston’s grimy criminal courts 
defending all manner of society’s castoffs. 
He did so with little or no recompense. raised on a 
gentleman’s farm, this courtly patrician became unlikely 
guru to Boston’s progressive legal community and role 
model for the generation of activist lawyers that came 
of age in the 1960s. world war ii combat veteran of 
both the British and american navies, Homans was 
also first-responder of choice for anti-Vietnam war 
demonstrators who would write his phone number 
on their hands, knowing they could call him for legal 
assistance day or night. Hardened inmates at the state’s 
maximum-security prison enjoyed the company of this 
lifelong member of Harvard’s ultra-exclusive Phoenix 
Club when he joined them as an “observer” during the 
tumultuous guards’ strike of 1973.
Homans’ story is deeply rooted in the new england 
tradition of social activism; his predecessors range from 
anti-slavery leaders william Lloyd garrison and wen-
dell Phillips to naaCP founders moorfield Storey and 
w.e.B. duBois to his own aunt mary Peabody, arrested 
at age seventy-three while leading a civil rights protest in 
the South. Homans was, as the Boston Globe profiled 
him, “that kind of quirky maverick that the harsh soil 
of new england has nurtured since it bore abolitionists 
and transcendentalists.” But it is also the tale of a man 
with the instinctive capacity to empathize with persons 
who had traveled quite different paths from his and to 
champion their causes as his own.
Having spent twenty-five years writing law review 
articles, treatises, and casebooks, i decided to switch 
gears and take on a project with a more historical focus. 
telling the story of Homans’ incredible life in William 
P. Homans Jr.: A Life In Court (Vandeplas Press, 2009) 
allowed me to explore larger narratives as well: 
• the emergence of the Brahmin class, as Oliver wen-
dell Holmes Sr. named it. the early english inhabitants 
of Boston became a powerful elite who waged the ulti-
mate contest for power and influence against the newer 
arrivals of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 
 w
illiam P. Homans Jr., who was descended from two of Boston’s 
most storied families that together had produced generations of 
illustrious surgeons, distinguished Harvard faculty, prosperous 
corporate lawyers, and prominent politicians, spent most of his
(continued on page 53)
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Propped on the floor in Kent green-field’s office is a framed poster-sized portrait of President Barack Obama. 
On inauguration day 2009, greenfield 
and his then ten-year-old son Liam stood 
shoulder to shoulder with thousands on 
the mall in washington, dC. “it was a 
day of real pride for me, and i was happy 
to be able to take my son,” says the soft-
spoken corporate law professor, who was 
an early Obama supporter and an activist 
in his campaign.
as a teenager growing up in a Southern 
Baptist family, greenfield himself was an 
enthusiastic high school politician who 
imagined a future as governor of Ken-
tucky. Hearing his minister father give 
a sermon not long ago, greenfield says 
he was struck by the similarity between 
him and his dad. “i’m not motivated by 
religious principles and values in the same 
way,” he says, “but what i do is not that 
different from what he does. He’s not a fire 
and brimstone kind of guy, and i’m not a 
fire and brimstone kind of guy.” 
after studying economics and history 
at Brown University, greenfield traveled 
in africa and South america for several 
years before enrolling in the University of 
Chicago Law School. “i wanted to do 
law because i think it’s still the last best 
hope for generalists,” he says. His success 
there opened the door to what greenfield 
considers one of the greatest honors of 
his life: the chance to clerk for Supreme 
Court Justice david Souter. By example, 
says greenfield, he learned two invalu-
able lessons from Souter: “You’re never 
too famous that you can’t be gracious 
and kind to those around you, and you’re 
never so smart that you shouldn’t always 
pay attention to the details.”
greenfield’s 2007 book, The Failure of 
Corporate Law: Fundamental Flaws and 
Progressive Possibilities, established him as 
“the most creative thinker in the contrar-
ian school of progressive corporate law,” 
P R o f I l e
[ F a c u l T y ]
Principle matters 
greenfieLd BattLeS iSSUeS Of SexUaL BiaS and COrPOrate irreSPOnSiBiLitY


















Greenfield: how we regulate business has implicaions for economic well-being and human rights.
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when the US Supreme Court ruled in Caperton v. Massey Coal Co. last year that a west Virginia 
judge should have recused himself from 
review of a $50 million verdict against a 
company that had contributed $3 million 
to his judicial campaign, it highlighted 
a peculiar aspect of our judicial system: 
that almost 90 percent of state judges face 
popular election.
to kick off the eighth year of the Bos-
ton College Law School Legal History 
roundtable, Professor Jed Shugerman of 
Harvard Law School came to campus in 
mid-September to discuss his forthcoming 
work on judicial elections with members of 
the law school faculty, including roundta-
ble conveners mary Bilder, daniel Coquil-
lette, James rogers, and frank Herrmann.
in his article “financial Crisis and the 
rise of Judicial elections and Judicial 
review,” Shugerman challenges the mod-
ern perception that judicial elections have 
always served to compromise the rule of 
law. “the idea that courts were supposed 
to be made weaker by elections is not 
right,” he told the gathering. rather, he 
argues that judicial elections were originally 
conceived as a way of empowering the 
judiciary against the influence of corrupt 
state legislatures.
“today, we think that judicial appoint-
ments foster independence, but in the early 
1800s, most state judges did not have life 
tenure,” Shugerman explained. as a result, 
they were very reluctant to overturn the 
acts of the legislatures upon which they 
would ultimately rely for reappointment. 
However, in the aftermath of the Panic of 
1837, the public lost confidence in their 
state legislatures, and efforts to elect judges 
were followed by dramatic increases in 
the practice of judicial review. Shugerman 
believes this is important in light of the 
recent Massey Coal decision since it shows 
that “it’s possible for there to be a rapid 
wave of judicial reform.”
the Legal History roundtable brings 
together faculty from BC Law and else-
where to discuss papers in an informal set-
ting. Other guests in the 2009-2010 lineup 
include Professor marjorie Kornhauser of 
the Sandra day O’Connor College of Law 
at arizona State University and Professor 
ray madoff of BC Law, both of whom 
spoke last fall. the roundtable welcomes 
antiquarian bookseller michael von der 
Linn of the Lawbook exchange on Janu-
ary 28, Pulitzer Prize-winner and Harvard 
University Professor Bernard Bailyn on 
march 9, and Professor Kristin Collins of 
Boston University Law School on april 15.
according to Professor gordon Smith of 
the University of wisconsin Law School. 
greenfield’s thesis, which he points out 
would be mainstream in europe, is that 
corporate law should protect the public 
interest and hold corporations account-
able to a broad spectrum of stakeholders, 
including employees and consumers, as 
well as shareholders.
“a lot of people think i’m dead wrong,” 
greenfield says cheerfully. But his has 
become a distinctive voice calling for a legal 
framework to compel corporate responsibil-
ity. “How we regulate business has implica-
tions not just for economic well-being but 
also for issues and notions of human rights,” 
he says, a theme he elaborated upon at a 
conference hosted by the United nations 
Special representative for Business and 
Human rights in toronto last november.
greenfield believes that the freedom and 
prestige enjoyed by tenured law professors 
brings a responsibility to speak out and act 
on principle. He spearheaded a coalition of 
academic institutions, the forum for aca-
demic and institutional rights (fair), that 
brought suit against Secretary of defense 
donald rumsfeld and others to fight the 
Solomon amendment. this forces schools 
to admit military recruiters to their cam-
puses, even though they contest the mili-
tary establishment’s discrimination against 
gay, lesbian, and bisexual students. the 
Supreme Court decided the case against 
fair on march 6, 2006.
greenfield does not regret the battle. for 
students who feel marginalized because of their 
sexuality, “it was a show of support that was 
not just words,” he says. and he sees other 
benefits, close to home: “Looking back, one 
of the most valuable things was that my son 
got to see me really fight hard, and stick my 
neck out for principles i really believed in, even 
when it wasn’t so comfortable.”
Lately, greenfield has been pondering 
how choices are shaped by economics, cul-
ture, biology, and bias. His book-in-progress, 
with Yale University Press, has the working 
title The Myth of Choice. “Our rhetoric 
about choice and personal responsibility in 
america skews our ability to see what’s really 
going on,” he says. “most people, most of the 
time, are much more constrained in their deci-
sions than they realize.”
when he’s not writing or teaching, 
greenfield’s chosen occupation is to hike 
rethinking Judicial elections 
SCHOLar PreSentS new PerSPeCtiVe at HiStOrY rOUndtaBLe
Perju awarded 2009 ius Commune Prize 
PaPer CaLLed a “wOnderfUL COntriBUtiOn”
BC Law Professor Vlad Perju’s article “reason and authority in the euro-pean Court of Justice” (Virginia 
Journal of International Law 49, no. 2, 
winter 2009) was awarded the 2009 ius 
Commune Prize in europe. the prize, 
presented at a ceremony in maastricht 
in december, is given to an article of 
outstanding quality that falls within the 
material scope encompassed by the ius 
Commune research School.  
a letter from the jury that awarded 
the prize reads, in part: “it was a truly 
wonderful contribution, and the jury was 
unanimous in its decision from the start. 
the winning paper was not written by 
a member of the research school, but 
by somebody whom the research school 
should wish to be among their members.”
in the article, Perju analyzes critically 
the style of reasoning found in the decisions 
of the european Court of Justice. fervently 
disputing the court’s judicial minimalism, 
the paper argues for a dialogical turn in the 
court’s justification models. Perju says this 
transformation, long overdue, could play 
a role in the development of a common 
european political consciousness.(continued on page 53)
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[ F a c u l T y ]
fresh faces
b y  A c a d e m i c  d e a n  R .  m i c h a e l  c a s s i d y
 Certain recruiting seasons stand out in history. in 1936, mgm Studios signed teenagers Judy garland and mickey rooney—both future academy award winners. in 1963, the demo-
cratic caucus in the United States Senate welcomed freshmen edward 
Kennedy, george mcgovern, and Birch Bayh. in 1965, the Chicago 
Bears drafted future Hall of famers dick Butkus and gayle Sayers. 
Scouting talent and planning for the future is what all organiza-
tions do, whatever the industry. this is no less true with law schools 
than it is with other franchises. attracting the best and brightest 
teachers and scholars to educate our students is perhaps the most important thing we do. 
i suspect that many years from now, 2009 will be remembered as one of the premier 
recruiting seasons in the history of Boston College Law School. this is not just because we 
hired a large class of entering faculty (five), but also because of the enormous range and 
depth of the particular talent we were able to attract. 
dan Kanstroom, an international authority on immigration law and human rights, 
transferred from a clinical faculty position to an open tenure track position. in addition, 
the Law School hired four new junior faculty to begin teaching in aY 2009-2010: Profes-
sors richard albert, Paulo Barrozo, daniel Lyons, and intisar rabb. You may read their 
impressive biographies at www.bc.edu/lawfaculty.they enrich our curriculum and faculty 
expertise in the areas of property law, constitutional law, criminal law, islamic law, and 
moral philosophy.
Our new faculty share impressive academic credentials (all hold at least one—and in 
several cases multiple—degrees from Harvard or Yale). after law school, they landed 
highly competitive judicial clerkships that helped prepare them for careers involving rig-
orous scrutiny of difficult legal problems (e.g., 9th Circuit, 3rd Circuit, Supreme Court 
of Canada). and, as is increasingly the case with new faculty hires, they have developed 
substantial publication records even before entering the academy (having already placed 
important articles in the American Journal of Comparative Law, the Wisconsin Law 
Review, the Michigan Journal of Law Reform, the Pennsylvania Journal of Constitu-
tional Law, and the Journal of Criminal Law and Philosophy). 
two salient features of this year’s freshman class bear particular emphasis. first is their 
interdisciplinary focus. two of our new faculty members (intisar rabb and Paulo Bar-
rozo) hold Phds in other disciplines and expect to work extensively on joint projects with 
the Philosophy and Political Science departments at Boston College. dan Kanstroom has 
already partnered with faculty members from theology and Political Science to found the 
interdisciplinary Boston College Center for international Human rights. 
the second notable feature is the international focus of their work. One of the Law 
School’s strategic initiatives in its Light the world Campaign is to expand our internation-
al and comparative law offerings. Having faculty members whose research interests are in 
comparative constitutional law, islamic law, international criminal law, and international 
human rights law is an important advance in this strategic direction.
in retrospect, i suspect that Boston College will be very proud of how it managed the 
recession of 2009. Less dependent on endowment for its operating costs than other major 
research universities, BC did not adopt a hiring freeze for faculty. in essence, BC has taken 
advantage of a buyers’ market during an economic downturn to attract top-notch talent, 
in years when many law schools are not hiring at all. this aggressive hiring strategy has 
already begun to reap great dividends and hopefully will benefit the Law School for many 











C om p i l e d  a n d  E d i t e d  b y  D e b o r a h  J .  W a k e f i e l d
[ F a c u l t y ]
RiChaRD albERt
Assistant Professor 
Recent Publications: “The Fusion 
of Presidentialism and Parlia-
mentarism.” American Journal 
of Comparative Law 57 (2009): 
531–577.
Presentations: “The united States 
constitution: For bart Simpson, 
for lisa Simpson, and for You,” on 
constitution day, St. columbkille 
School, boston in Sept. “con-
stitutional Handcuffs,” Faculty 
workshop Series, university of 
connecticut School of law, Hart-
ford, cT, in Sept. “The Presidency, 
congress, and constitutional Poli-
tics,” to boston college freshmen, 
boston college Office of Residen-
tial life in Oct.
Activities: delegate, 2009 annual 
meeting of the american Society 
of comparative law, Roger wil-
liams university School of law, 
bristol, Ri, in Oct. Roundtable dis-
cussant, 40th anniversary confer-
ence, “charting a course for the 
next Generation of black Yalies,” 
afro-american cultural center at 
Yale university, new Haven, cT, 
in Oct. “The constitution and 
the Political Process,” discussion 
with bc law alumni, wellesley, 
ma, in Oct.
New Appointments: appointed 
distinguished academic associate, 
centre for law and Religion, car-
diff law School, wales, uK, in 
July; senior research fellow, cana-
dian council for democracy, emb-
run, On, canada, in aug.; and 
associate, clough center for the 
Study of constitutional democ-
racy at boston college in Sept.
Other: Provided live commentary 
during Senate confirmation hear- 
ings for Justice Sotomayor, necn 
in July. author of the following op- 
ed pieces: “a Proposal for Peace 
in Zimbabwe,” Zimbabwe Tele-
graph, “Time to Support democ-
racy in madagascar,” Embassy 
magazine, “north Korea’s Trap 
for Japan” and “The challenge 
of democracy in india,” united 
Press international in april; “ban 
the bloc?”, “The Politics of Senate 
Reform,” and “when is a coup 
legitimate?” Themarknews.com 
in may, June, and July, respectively; 
“czars Run counter to President 
Obama’s Promises,” Politico in 
July; “For country and legacy, 
Karzai Should Stand down,” 
united Press international in aug.; 
“why President Obama Should 
be more machiavellian,” Boston 
Herald in aug.; “Promoted to the 
Senate on Principle, not Patron-
age,” Winnipeg (MB) Free Press 
in Sept.; “why canada needs 
another Tory majority,” Hamil-
ton (ON) Spectator in Oct.; and 
“History is on Romney’s Side,” 
TheHill.com in Oct. 
alExis J. anDERson
Associate Clinical Professor
Recent Publications: “anderson, 
George w.” in Yale Biographi-
cal Dictionary of American Law, 
edited by Roger newman, 13–14. 
new Haven: Yale university Press, 
2009. “bourquin, George m.” in 
Yale Biographical Dictionary of 
American Law, edited by Roger 
newman, 65. new Haven: Yale 
university Press, 2009.
Presentations: with norah wylie, 
“beyond the ada: How legal 
Skills Faculty can Help Students 
with ‘non-visible’ disabilities 
bridge the ‘accommodations Gap’ 
between law School and legal 
Practice,” institute for law Teach-
ing and learning 2009 conference, 
“implementing best Practices and 
educating lawyers: Teaching 
Skills and Professionalism across 
the curriculum,” Gonzaga uni-
versity School of law, Spokane, 
wa, in June.
Filippa MaRullo anzalonE
Professor and Associate Dean for 
Library and Technology Services 
Activities: Session speaker, “legal 
Research Questions on the bar 
exam”;   and session co-mod-
erator, “latest Trends in library 
automation: building creative 
and inspiring discovery Plat-
forms,” american association of 
law libraries 2009 annual meet-
ing and conference, washington, 
dc, in July.
barrozo Testifies on  
Rights of unparented children
HeaRinG iS FiRST OF iTS Kind
On november 6, bc law Professor Paulo barrozo and a team 
of experts stood before the 
inter-american commission 
on Human Rights in washing- 
ton, dc, in what is believed 
to be the first hearing ever on 
the question whether there 
is a human right of existing 
unparented children to grow 
up in a nurturing family. 
in the hearing, barrozo 
was joined by elizabeth bart-
holet of Harvard law School 
and Karen bos and charles 
nelson, both of children’s 
Hospital boston and Harvard 
medical School. Scientific 
evidence, barrozo and col-
leagues argued, supports the 
conclusion that no other sin-
gle non-genetic factor in times 
of peace is more mentally 
and physically disabling than 
extended institutionalization 
in infancy. Those who sur-
vive early institutionalization 
often end up institutionalized 
as adolescents and adults. 
States’ action and inaction, 
barrozo concluded, contrib-
ute to this brutal orphanage-
to-asylum pipeline. 
The team showed that 
social, medical, and devel-
opmental sciences demon-
strate that membership in a 
nurturing family is generally 
necessary for healthy physi-
cal and mental development. 
This, barrozo argued, helps 
explain why the right to live 
in a nurturing family should 
be recognized as a fundamen-
tal right of the child.
barrozo said the human 
right to grow in a family is 
also a pre-condition for the 
enjoyment of most other 
human rights. For children 
who cannot and will not be 
raised by their birth parents, 
adoption into a new family 
will generally be the only fully 
adequate way to provide their 
fundamental human right 
to a nurturing family. That’s 
why, he argued, states’ poli-
cies in relation to adoption 
invite special scrutiny for their 
potential for violation of the 
human rights of the child.
barrozo affirmed that 
unparented children are the 
most insular minority of any 
country. until they find a 
nurturing family, their pre-
dicament is one of crushing 
vulnerability and dependence 
upon their respective states. 
The suffering, regimentation, 
and isolation of institutional-
ized children often lead to 
spiritual death if not the com-
plete obliteration of the child 
and this, barrozo and col-
leagues are trying to persuade 
the commission, should be 
denounced by the inter-amer-
ican human rights system. 
boston college law School 
Research Fellow amelia Gray 
’09 and student meredith 
Regan ’12 worked with Pro-
fessor barrozo on the case.
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hugh J. ault
Professor 
Recent Publications: with Jacques 
Sasseville. “2008 Oecd model 
Treaty: The new arbitration Pro-
vision. Bulletin for International 
Taxation 63 (2009): 208–215. 
“Reflections on the Role of the 
Oecd in developing interna-
tional Tax norms.” Brooklyn 
Journal of International Law 34 
(2009): 757–781.
Works in Progress: Comparative 
Law: A Structural Analysis. 3rd 
ed. Kluwer law international, 
forthcoming 2010.
Activities: Session chair, Oecd 
advisory Group for co-operation 
with non-Oecd countries, Fes, 
morocco, in april. Panelist, “Tax 
aspects of Tradable emissions Per-
mits,” confederation of Swedish 
enterprise, Stockholm, Sweden, in 
June; Oecd conference on Tax 
aspects of Tradable Permits (cap 
and Trade systems), Paris, France, 
in Sept.; and “Practical applica-
tions of comparative Tax law,” 
conference entitled “comparative 
Tax law: Theory and Practice,” 
co-sponsored by the American 
Journal of Comparative Law and 
the center for international and 
comparative law, university of 
michigan law School, ann arbor, 
mi, in Oct.
New Appointments: member, 
international bureau of Fiscal 
documentation board of Trustees, 
amsterdam, netherlands, in may; 
chair, international network for 
Tax Research Steering Group, 
Paris, France, in July; and max 
Planck Society Scientific advisory 
board (Fachbeirat) for a three-year 
term, max Planck institute for 
intellectual Property, competition, 
and Tax law, munich, Germany.
ChaRlEs h. baRon
Professor
Recent Publications: “bioethics 
and law in the united States: a 
legal Process Perspective.” Diritto 
Pubblico Comparato ed Europeo 
2007-4 (april 16, 2009).
Works in Progress: “The dialogue 
between biomedicine and law 
in an ‘intra-american Transna-
tional Perspective.’” in Scienze 
Biomediche e Diritto: un Dialogo 
tra Discipline, Culture, e Lingue 
(forthcoming 2010).
Presentations: “The dialogue 
between biomedicine and law in 
an ‘intra-american Transnational 
Perspective,’” conference entitled 
“Scienze biomediche e diritto: un 
dialogo tra discipline, culture, 
e lingue,” university of Pavia, 
Pavia, italy, in July. “Transna-
tional law in Support of Science, 
Science in Support of Transna-
tional law,” meeting entitled 
“Science and the worldwide law-
making Process,” organized by 
the court of appeal of milan and 
the interdepartmental Research 
centre european centre for life 
Sciences, Health, and the courts, 
Palazzo di Giustizia di milano, 
milan, italy, in nov.
Activities: co-leader, law and 
bioethics Seminar, Osher life-
long learning institute Fall 2009 
Program, brandeis university, 
waltham, ma.
New Appointments: member, 
Town of westport (ma) Finance 
committee. appointed to the 




Presentations: “Human Rights of 
the child and the Hague System,” 
Harvard law School child advo-
cacy Program, cambridge, ma, 
in Oct.
Activities: Testified before the 
inter-american commission on 
Human Rights regarding the 
“Human Rights of unparented 
children and international adop-
tion Policies” in the americas, 
washington, dc, in nov.
KaREn s. bECK
Curator of Rare Books and 
Collection Development Librarian
Activities: Participant, “crime, 
law, and Society in ancient 
Rome” seminar sponsored by the 
Robbins collection, university 
of california at berkeley School 
of law in april. continues as 
immediate past chair of the legal 
History and Rare books Special 
interest Section of the american 
association of law libraries for 
2009–2011. 
New Appointments: elected a 




Recent Publications: with R. Kent 
newmyer, and maeva marcus, ed. 
Blackstone in America: Selected 
Essays of Kathryn Preyer. cam-
bridge: cambridge university 
Press, 2009. “The colonial Period: 
The Sources of colonial law.” 
in The Oxford International 
Encyclopedia of Legal History. 
Vol. 6, edited by Stanley n. Katz, 
32–34. Oxford: Oxford university 
Press, 2009.
Presentations: “The authenticity 
of madison’s notes,” ideas and 
innovations in legal Scholarship 
Faculty workshop Series, institute 
for legal Studies, university of 
wisconsin law School, madison, 
wi, in april. “madison’s Hand,” 
bc law Summer workshop in 
June. “John adams,” John adams 
and Thomas Jefferson: libraries, 
leadership, and legacy confer-
ence, boston Public library and 
the massachusetts Historical Soci-
ety in boston and monticello, 
charlottesville, Va, in June. 
“Rethinking Separation of Pow-
ers,” symposium entitled “Judicial 
Review: Historical debate, mod-
ern Perspectives, and comparative 
approaches,” George washington 
university law School, washing-
ton, dc, in Oct.
Activities: alumni luncheon 




Recent Publications: “border 
Searches in the age of Terrorism.” 
Search and Seizure Law Report 
36 (2009).
Works in Progress: with mark S. 
brodin. Criminal Procedure: The 
Constitution and the Police. 6th 
ed. new York: aspen Publishers, 
2009.
 
Activities: coach, bc law crimi-
nal Procedure moot court Team, 
which took third place among 
forty teams at the national com-
petition, university of San diego, 
San diego, ca, in nov.
Other: Recipient of the 2009 
emil Slizewski Faculty excellence 
award at bc law.
E. Joan bluM
Associate Professor of Legal 
Reasoning, Research, and Writing
Recent Publications: with Kath-
leen elliott Vinson. “Teaching in 
Practice: legal writing Faculty 
as expert writing consultants to 
law Firms.” Mercer Law Review 
60 (2009): 761–790.
Activities: On behalf of the uS 
department of Justice Office of 
Overseas Prosecutorial develop-
ment, assistance, and Training 
and the uS embassy in Sarajevo, 
presented a three-day course on 
legal analysis and writing to legal 
officers of the court of bosnia and 
Herzegovina war crimes section, 
and a shorter course to the legal 
associates of the court’s Organized 
crime section, in Sarajevo, bos-
nia, in June. Hosted a meeting of 
the new england consortium of 
legal writing Teachers Steering 
committee, bc law in June.
MaRK s. bRoDin
Professor
Works in Progress: with Robert 
bloom. Criminal Procedure: The 
Constitution and the Police. 6th 
ed. new York: aspen Publish-
ers, 2009. “Ricci v. DeStefano: 
The new Haven Firefighters case 
and the Triumph of white male 
Privilege.”
Activities: Panelist, “Real world 
litigation,” sponsored by the liti-
gation and advocacy Society, bc 
law in Sept.
Other: Recipient of the anthony 
P. Farley award for outstand-
ing teaching presented by the 
black law Students association 
in may.
R. MiChaEl CassiDy
Professor and Associate Dean  
for Academic Affairs
Works in Progress: “waivers and 
Plea bargaining: Out of the Shadow 
of contract and into the light of 
Professional Responsibility.”
MaRy ann ChiRba-MaRtin
Associate Professor of Legal 
Reasoning, Research, and Writing
Recent Publications: “legal 
issues.” in Developmental-Behav-
ioral Pediatrics, edited by william 
b. carey et al., 4th ed. Philadel-
phia: Saunders, 2008.
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Works in Progress: “drawing 
lines in Shifting Sands: The uS 
Supreme court’s mixed messages 
on eRiSa Preemption imperil 
Health care Reform.” Notre 
Dame Journal of Legislation 
(forthcoming 2009). “eRiSa Pre-
emption of State employer man-
dates: why congress must act if 
employers are to ‘Play or Pay.’”
Activities: moderator, “when 
demand exceeds Supply: design-
ing Organ donor laws to Pro-
mote Fair allocation of a Scarce 
Resource” panel co-sponsored by 
the american constitution Society 
for law and Policy and the Feder-
alist Society for law and Public 
Policy Studies, bc law in Oct.
DaniEl R. CoquillEttE
J. Donald Monan, SJ,  
Professor of Law
Presentations: “american legal 
education,” to the 2009–2010 
entering class, Harvard law 
School in aug. “Patriots and 
lawyers,” inaugural James Otis 
lecture sponsored by the massa-
chusetts chapter of the american 
board of Trial advocates, mas-
sachusetts State House, boston 
in Sept.
Activities: member, federal task 
force on privacy; the boston col-
lege Search committee for the 
behrakis chair in Greek Politics 
and Philosophy; and continues as 
chair of the bc law committee on 
Judicial clerkships.
New Appointments: elected, with 
Professor david wirth, to the 
boston college Provost’s advisory 
committee. Reappointed reporter, 
committee on Rules of Practice 
and Procedure of the uS Judicial 
conference by uS chief Justice 
Roberts.
Other: as reporter to the Stand-
ing Rules committee of the Judi-
cial conference of the united 
States was instrumental in the 
passage through congress of the 
Statutory Time-Periods Techni-
cal amendments act of 2009. 
The bill was signed into law in 
may by President barack Obama, 
who presented coquillette with an 
autographed copy.
FRanK J. gaRCia
Professor and Director of the Law  
and Justice in the Americas Program
Works in Progress: with John lin-
arelli and chi charmody, editor. 
Distributive Justice and Interna-
tional Economic Law. cambridge: 
cambridge university Press, forth-
coming 2010. “Three Takes on 
Globalization.” La Verne Law 
Review (forthcoming 2010).
Presentations: “The doha Round 
and its implications for develop-
ing countries,” castan centre for 
Human Rights law, melbourne, 
australia, in march. “Three Takes 
on Global Justice,” Global law 
colloquium Series inaugural lec-
ture, university of la Verne col-
lege of law, Ontario, ca, in Sept.
Activities: as visiting professor, 
taught international business 
Transactions, australian national 
university college of law, can-
berra, australia, and the uni-
versity of Technology Sydney 
law School, Sydney, australia, 
in march; taught a seminar on 
globalization, monash university 
law School, melbourne, austra-
lia, in april; and taught Global-
ization and comparative law: 
uS Trade agreements, university 
of Paris west, nanterre, France, 
in Sept.
New Appointments: director of 
the bc law emerging Scholars 
Program. 
Other: Recipient of a boston col-
lege Teaching, advising, and men-
toring Grant for 2009–2010.
John h. gaRvEy
Dean
Other: named to the “irish legal 
100” list of lawyers, judges, edu-
cators, and politicians in the uS 
who share a passion for the law 
and pride in their irish heritage 
by Irish Voice and Irish America 
magazine.
JanE KEnt gionFRiDDo
Associate Professor of Legal 
Reasoning, Research, and Writing
Presentations: Panelist, “nuts and 
bolts of Teaching” and “com-
menting on Student written 
work,” legal writing institute’s 
“One-day workshop for adjunct 
Professors and new legal writing 
Professors,” St. John’s university 
School of law, new York, nY.
Activities: as editor in chief of the 
monograph Series of the legal 
writing institute (lwi), finalized 
and posted the first volume, “The 
art of critiquing written work,” 




Recent Publications: “defending 
Stakeholder Governance.” Case 
Western Reserve Law Review 58 
(2009): 1043–1065. “corporate 
law and the Rhetoric of choice.” 
in Law and Economics: Toward 
Social Justice, edited by dana l. 
Gold, 61–89. (Research in Law 
and Economics, v. 24) bingley, 
uK: emerald Group Publishing 
limited, 2009. “attorney General 
mukasey’s defense of Professional 
irresponsibility.” Boston College 
International and Comparative 
Law Review 32 (2009): 223–229. 
“The Origins and costs of Short- 
Term management.” in Paper Series 
on Restoring the Primacy of the Real 
Economy, edited by allen white, 
26–33. corporation 20/20, 2009. 




Works in Progress: “Good Faith 
and bad Judging: an analysis of 
the Good Faith Jurisprudence of 
delaware.” The Myth of Choice.
Presentations: “defending Stake-
holder Governance,” association 
of american law Schools confer-
ence on business associations, 
long beach, ca, in June. “The 
myth of choice,” bc law in 
June and the university of Tulsa 
college of law, Tulsa, OK, in 
Sept. “economic arguments for 
Stakeholder Governance,” Society 
for the advancement of Socio-
economics 2009 annual meet-
ing, Sciences Po university, Paris, 
France, in July. Presented a paper 
at the symposium, “The delaware 
Fiduciary duty of Good Faith after 
disney: meaningful or mickey 
mouse?” sponsored by the New 
York Law School Law Review 
and the center on business law 
and Policy, new York law School, 
new York, nY, in nov.
Activities: member, convening 
committee for the 2nd Summit 
on the Future of the corpora-
tion, Faneuil Hall, boston in June. 
Participant, “expert consultation 
on corporate law and Human 
Rights: Opportunities and chal-
lenges of using corporate law 
to encourage corporations to 
Respect Human Rights,” Osgoode 
Hall law School of York univer-
sity, Toronto, On, canada in nov.
Other: author of the following 
blog essays: “Of big and Small 
Tents: arlen Specter as a dem, 
and the Obama Storm at notre 
dame,” HuffingtonPost.com, 
may 1, 2009; “The Supreme 
court, empathy, and the Science 
of decision making,” Huffington-
Post.com, may 25, 2009; “Souter 
and empathy,” acSblog.org, June 
12, 2009; and “The new Federal-
ism attack on dOma: does the 
Supreme court Really care about 
States’ Rights?” HuffingtonPost.
com, July 9, 2009.
gail J. huppER
Director of LLM and International 
Programs
Works in Progress: “international 
ambivalence: The Rise of a For-
eign-Student doctorate in law.” 
Activities: Panel moderator, “new 
Trends in legal education devel-
opment,” Qatar law Forum, 
doha, Qatar, in may.
New Appointments: appointed to 
the academic council of a new 
llm program at austral university, 
buenos aires, argentina, in Oct.
Other: met with legal officers of 
the international criminal Tribu-
nal for the Former Yugoslavia, The 
Hague, netherlands, in may. Par-
ticipant, Supreme Judicial court 
working group on standards for 




Recent Publications: “legitimacy 
and corporate law: The case 
for Regulatory Redundancy.” 
Washington University Law 
Review 86 (2009): 1273–1333.
Works in Progress: “corporate 
Governance and accountability.” 
in Corporate Governance, edited 
by Ronald anderson and H. Kent 
baker. new York: John wiley and 
Sons, forthcoming 2010. “back to 
(continued on page 54)

















PaTRiaRcH JameS J. mawn ’57 wiTH HiS FamilY,  
FROm leFT: dauGHTeR maRY caTHeRine mawn RileY ’86, SOn JameS J. mawn ’95,  
SOn-in-law Sam a. mawn-maHlau ’90, and dauGHTeR alicia J. mawn-maHlau ’90
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a l umn i  n ew s  &  c l a s s  n o t e s
a professional racecar workshop is a head-on collision between a trauma surgery unit and the drill deck of an 
offshore oil rig. This meticulous fusion of 
high and low tech resembles a suburban 
boston two-car garage about as closely as a 
mini approximates a mack truck. 
be that as it may, it was against a back-
drop of rakes, fishing gear, and snow shov-
els that Kitt Sawitsky ’77, and his then-
teenage sons, aaron and luke, conjured 
an all-wheel-drive, 600-horsepower rocket 
from a chassis shell and a fifteen-year-old 
engine.
“it seemed insurmountable several 
times,” says Sawitsky, now the proud 
owner of a customized mitsubishi eclipse 
Turbo GSX. “The project got stalled for 
days and even weeks, but we fought and 
thought through challenges deeper than we 
thought we could.”
For the record, the fight is ongoing. 
at this writing, the car was up on blocks 
for some minor maintenance—an in fieri 
punch list that includes changing the water 
pump and fixing the radio. 
lesson no. 1: a mechanic’s work is 
never done. 
The meat of the project, however, 
unfolded over twelve months during 2004 
and 2005. it consumed 1,200 man-hours, 
tested the outer limits of fraternal/paternal 
bonds, and concluded with a cumulative 
price tag that Sawitsky prefers to keep 
to himself. “Put it this way; it helps a lot 
to have someone with a good day job 
involved,” he quips.
along the way, amidst mashed knuck-
les, profound missteps, and a multitude 
of cliffhanger moments, three guys whose 
preexisting under-the-hood knowledge 
maxed out at locating the engine-oil dip-
stick teamed up to hand-build a finely 
tuned racing machine.
“even today, i still have a hard time 
believing that we were actually able to take 
this car, strip it down, and replace nearly 
everything on it with no prior experience 
working on cars,” says luke, a twenty-
one-year-old student at northwestern.
lesson no. 2: The absence of knowl-
edge doesn’t presuppose an incapacity for 
know-how.
The idea to rebuild the dSm (dragway 
lingo for the eclipse, which was produced 
as part of a manufacturing joint venture 
between chrysler and mitsubishi named 
diamond-Star motors) originated as little 
more than a teaching moment for Kitt 
a Kitt car
SawiTSKy Family redeFineS The meaninG oF FaST TracK
three guys whose preexisting under-the-hood 
knowledge maxed out at locating the engine-oil dipstick
teamed up to hand-build a finely tuned racing machine.
Kitt Sawitsky with Luke (center) and Aaron wearing 
their mechanics’ best. At right, the guts of the Mitsubishi 
Eclipse Turbo GSX, which became a labor of love and, 
eventually, a pretty mean race car.
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Sawitsky. a general corporate and busi-
ness law attorney at boston’s Goulston & 
Storrs, his mentoring instincts were piqued 
by his sons’ obsession with web forums 
about fast cars and their otherworldly 
engines. 
“i finally told them, ‘cars are about 
wrenches and nuts and bolts, not about 
specs on the internet, and you guys don’t 
even know what a ratchet wrench is,” 
recalls Sawitsky. “They didn’t miss a beat. 
They said, ‘we’ve never turned a ratchet, 
but we could change that.’”
within months, a 1995 eclipse, along 
with a bare bones 1990 engine (the origi-
nal ’95 motor was doa), took up resi-
dence beneath the fluorescent lights and 
the work-boot-adorned shelving of the 
Sawitsky garage.
armed with nothing but a workbench, 
a vise, occasional counsel from a few 
dSm gurus in the area, and a tenacious 
determination to soldier on, the Sawitsky 
family turned the automotive equivalent 
of a blank slate into a low-slung, electric-
blue ride so righteous that it might turn the 
head of naScar’s richard Petty. and a 
family affair it was. wife and mom heath-
er Sawitsky controlled the checkbook for 
the project—and even held a few drop 
lights along the way—so every proposed 
expense had to pass her muster. 
“She is the fourth member of the team, 
and i don’t say that lightly,” says Sawitsky. 
“her voice of sanity was vital and her 
patience and support for all this truly 
beyond the call.”
Vital and especially patient. it turns 
out, it’s not so easy to drive through a 
sleepy bedroom community in a 600-horse 
vehicle (even at the posted speed limit) 
without getting pulled over by the police. 
Three times. “i think we redefined for the 
local force what it means to stereotype 
a driver,” says Sawitsky. “clearly, they 
weren’t expecting a corporate lawyer in a 
tie greeting them from a car straight from 
the movie The Fast and the Furious.”
These days, the Sawitsky men get their 
chills and thrills farther afield by opening 
up their blue bullet on the quarter-mile 
asphalt track at the new england drag-
way in epping, new hampshire. 
“after four years in the garage of each 
of us making stupid mistakes and each of 
us coming through in the clutch, we have 
gained tremendous respect for one anoth-
er,” says aaron, twenty-four.
So, is 0-to-60 in 3.4 seconds a welcome 
distraction from mergers and acquisitions? 
“it’s certainly a thrill to go 126 miles per 
hour, but it’s an even bigger thrill to rely on 
your sons’ workmanship—to stop!”
Perhaps that’s lesson no. 3.
—Chad Konecky 
The Sawitsky team’s 600-horsepower blue bullet has 
become a contender at the New England Dragway in 
New Hampshire.
T his year’s reunion celebration culminated in October when more than 480 alumni and 
guests gathered in Newton and Boston 
for Reunion Weekend 2009. The week-
end included the first annual Alumni 
Assembly meeting, where several new 
members of the Alumni Board were 
elected to serve in 2010, as well as a 
half-century luncheon for the classes 
of 1943–1959, brunch with Dean John 
Garvey, a lecture by Professor James 
R. Repetti ’80, the inaugural holder of 
William J. Kenealy, SJ, Chair endowed 
by the Class of 1974, and festive class 
receptions Saturday night. 
The Reunion Gift Campaign was 
also a success, exceeding last year’s 
total donors by fifty-seven, welcom-
ing ninety first-time donors to the 
honor roll, and setting a new reunion 
campaign participation record of 33 
percent. Cash gifts and pledges totaled 
$1.61 million. Planned gifts, such as 
bequest intentions, were included in a 
“futures campaign” for the first time 
and totaled $1,050,000, bringing the 
grand total for the 2009 Reunion Cam-
paign to $2.66 million. 
“I want to thank everyone who 
participated,” said  Ann Carey, associ-
ate director of reunions and classes, 
“especially those for whom this was 
their first BC Law reunion and/or do-
nation to BC Law. They made these 
campaigns succeed in a difficult year.” 
To view more reunion photos and  
a video, go to http://www.bc.edu/law 
reunion.
Alumni from classes of 1960, 1965, 1970, 
1975, 1980, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000,  
and 2005 are invited to return to Boston 
for Reunion Weekend 2010, held  
October 15-17, 2010. 
    For more information, visit http://
www.bc.edu/lawreunion or contact  
Associate Director of Reunions and 
Classes Ann Carey at 617-552-0054 or 
ann.carey@bc.edu.
sav e  t h e  dat e !
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a Presidency and a Portrait
bc law commiSSionS PainTinG For new head oF acTl 
ropes and Gray partner Joan lukey ’74 made history in october when she was installed as the first wom-
an president in the fifty-nine-year history 
of the american college of Trial lawyers 
(acTl), an invitation-only organization of 
the trial bar. lukey accepted the mantle at 
a ceremony in boston.
boston college law School honored 
lukey with a portrait by cameron bennett 
that now hangs in the moot courtroom. 
as a bc law student thirty-five years ago, 
she was the first woman to win the nation-
al moot court competition award for best 
Speaker and accepted that award from 
Supreme court Justice Thurgood marshall.
as president of acTl, lukey will focus 
on streamlining the civil justice system. 
For both individuals and corporations, the 
delays and extraordinary expense associ-
ated with civil lawsuits means that many 
valid cases are never brought. among the 
issues under study is lowering the cost of 
electronic discovery, which can run into 
the millions of dollars. “The trial bar wants 
to make the system fair again,” says lukey.
lukey will oversee a pilot program 
implementing new procedural rules in sev-
eral court rooms across the country. The 
rules were proposed by the acTl Task 
Force on discovery and the institute for 
the advancement of the american legal 
System. She will also continue acTl’s 
efforts to maintain the independence of 
the judiciary, both state and federal, in the 
face of legislative efforts that threaten that 
independence, or when an individual judge 
is singled out and is unable to defend him/
herself publicly because of the canons of 
judicial ethics.
in her practice, lukey specializes  in 
complex business litigation. She has tried 
more than seventy federal and state cases, 
predominantly to juries. an experienced 
appellate advocate, she has argued approx-
imately fifteen cases before the uS court 
of appeals for the First circuit and some 
forty cases before state appellate courts in 
massachusetts and new hampshire.
She was named by the National Law 
Journal as one of america’s 50 Top wom-
en litigators. a past recipient of the burton 
award for legal achievement in writing, 
she is co-editor and co-author of Federal 
Litigation in the First Circuit. 
‘you don’t do it alone’
STeinberG adVocaTeS holiSTic aPProach To Pro bono SerViceS
debra brown Steinberg ’79 said in her keynote address at bc law’s curtin center Public interest and 
Pro bono reception last fall that a crisis 
such as 9/11 can teach important lessons.
as she learned from her own experi-
ences spearheading the pro bono efforts 
of her law firm, cadwalader, wickersham 
& Taft, on behalf of families of victims 
killed in the 2001 terrorist attack, people 
develop a capacity for good that can 
spread exponentially. “human altruism 
rises to the top,” she observed. “That spirit 
radiated through our city, our country, and 
the world” after 9/11.
She cited rebecca Solnit’s A Paradise 
Built in Hell: The Extraordinary Commu-
nities that Arise in Disaster, which suggests 
that rather than devolving into chaos in a 
catastrophe, societies can develop surpris-
ing strengths and capacities. 
“The question is,” Steinberg asked, 
pausing, “can this spirit be sustained in 
everyday life?” 
“The answer is in this room,” she said, 
acknowledging the public interest law 
students, faculty, alumni, and advocates 
gathered in barat house.
“by saving one individual, you can save 
the world, but you don’t do it alone.”
indeed, Steinberg became known for the 
innovative holistic model she devised for 
delivering pro bono services to the victims’ 
families, involving a host of advocates and 
agencies (among them new york lawyers 
for the Public interest) that addressed not 
just their legal and political needs, but also 
such personal issues as education, immi-
gration status, and housing. 
Steinberg was behind new york State’s 
September 11th Victims and Families 
relief act (2002), the federal September 
11th Family humanitarian relief and 
Patriotism act (pending in the uS Senate 
and uS house of representatives), and The 
association of the bar of the city of new 
york’s comments on proposed regulations 
implementing the September 11th Victim 
compensation Fund of 2001. She also 
worked with the department of homeland 
Security to develop and implement the 
9/11 humanitarian relief Program (april 
24, 2008), which provided humanitarian 
parole or deferred action, together with 
work authorization, to eligible spouses and 
children of 9/11 victims.
Professor dan Kanstroom, director of 
bc law’s international human rights 
Program, praised Steinberg for her efforts. 
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First assembly caps innovative year
new era beGinS in alumni relaTionS
alumni board President John hanify ’74 surveyed the alumni assembly gathering and broke into a smile. 
The board had concluded a morning-
long business meeting at which members 
reported on the strides made in the past 
year towards the goals set forth in the 
restructuring of the alumni association 
in 2008. “This is a new era of volunteerism 
at bc law School,” hanify said, “and we 
are ready to take the law School to the 
next level.”
The day-long convention on october 
9 closed the first chapter on the renewed 
effort to establish a results-oriented dia-
log between alumni and their law school; 
increase participation at all levels; expand 
chapter involvement; build social, career, 
and affinity-group networks; and enhance 
admissions, career services, and advance-
ment initiatives. The fact that the assembly 
already comprises nearly 1,000 alumni vol-
unteers speaks to the new organization’s 
overall success. 
in the morning, as each board member 
reported on his or her respective area of 
responsibility, accomplishments in every 
field of endeavor became apparent. exam-
ples follow.
brigida benitez ’93 (admissions) said that 
her group, working with admissions staff, 
made better strategic use of alumni in the 
student recruiting process. John bronzo ’74 
(annual giving) cited a 3l class gift effort 
$151,000, among other gains, in a tough 
economic year. Thomas burton ’96 (career 
services) spoke of a pilot mentor program to 
link students to alumni that yielded sign-ups 
by two-thirds of first-year students.
“our goal,” he said, “is to engage the 
entire first-year class with 150 new alumni 
so it’s an alumni-driven network in the cit-
ies we live and work in.” 
reunions and classes also made gains 
under the direction of Kevin curtin ’88, 
among them a record 33 percent participa-
tion in reunion 2009 and the initiation of 
a class agent program. 
George Field ’78 (alumni programs) 
said a new pro bono, day-in-court program 
was a hit with alumni and generated wait 
lists. he also said improvements were 
made to admitted applicant receptions and 
a new diversity bar review was held. 
representing student programs, adam 
baker ’08 spoke of introducing 1ls to 
the alumni association during orientation 
week with gift bags, and of welcoming 3ls 
to association ranks at an event for the new 
graduates. “we reached out to students 
coming in and going out; both were great 
ways to keep the alumni association on 
their minds,” he said.
affinity groups, headed by christine 
Griffin ’93, reported that a summit for 
students and alumni with common inter-
ests is in the works. The hon. lynda 
connolly ’74 (advocacy programs) spoke 
of the brown bag lunches and other initia-
tives she’s undertaken to persuade alumni 
judges to take part in the law School’s 
competitions. chapter events have not 
only increased in number and quality, 
reported david delaney ’03 (chapters), 
but groups were also coalescing in new 
regions of the country. The biggest job 
undertaken in communications, headed by 
John mchale ’75, was the launch of bc 
lawnet, an online networking effort that 
is transforming how alumni communicate 
with each other.
elections were held and new board 
members mark warner ’89 (alumni pro-
grams), ingrid chiemi Schroffner ’95 
(affinity groups), and earl adams Jr. ’02 
(communications and media) were named. 
The new officers elected for 2010 are 
denis cohen ’76, president; marty ebel 
’94, president-elect; George Field ’78, vice 
president; chris dillon ’88, secretary; and 
barbara cusumano ’08, treasurer. 
other activities on assembly day includ-
ed a Volunteer Tribute luncheon keynoted 
by bc theology professor Father Kenneth 
himes and the inaugural lecture of william 
J. Kenealy, SJ, Professor James repetti ’80.
To learn more about the alumni asso-
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B o o K s h e l F
AMeriCAn PriVACY: THe 400-YeAr HiS-
TorY oF our MoST ConTeSTeD riGHT 
(Beacon Press, Boston, 2009) By Freder-
ick S. Lane ’88  Fred lane’s latest explora-
tion of the way legal issues shape society 
is a history of the right to privacy from 
colonial times to the age of Twitter. “The 
ability to control personal information 
has steadily declined for most americans 
over the last several decades, and for the 
e-generation now coming of age, it scarcely 
existed at all,” he writes.
lane calls for the creation of a Federal 
Privacy Protection agency. Such a body, 
he argues, could protect and enhance the 
Fourth amendment, monitor and regulate 
government and corporate data practices, 
and educate the public about the constitu-
tional basis of this fundamental right, now 
under threat of erosion by technological 
innovation.
CHinA HiGH: MY FAST TiMeS in THe 010: 
A BeiJinG MeMoir (St. Martin’s Press, 
2009) By “ZZ”  here’s a puzzle for bc law 
graduates of the late 1990s. who is “zz,” 
the Shanghai-born, american educated 
lawyer-entrepreneur and author of this 
insider/outsider view of beijing high and 
low-life? another clue: according to the 
publisher, “zz” went to hong Kong in 
late 2000 to work for Sidley austin brown 
& wood llP, and transferred to its bei-
jing office in late 2001. 
That’s when he discovered the Sanlitun 
district, the city’s “default pasture for sex, 
drugs, and rock ‘n’ roll.” Fired from his 
$250,000-a-year job at a law firm for run-
ning a food delivery service on the side, 
zz, “young, charming, fluent in english, 
totally americanized yet with a chinese 
face,” hung out his shingle as a freelance 
lawyer, got busted for smoking a joint in 
public, and spent a couple of weeks in jail. 
along the way he gathered enough mate-
rial to deliver a detailed account of a city 
and culture in violent transition, in the 
cocksure narrative voice of a young man 
on the make, grappling with the contradic-
tions of his bi-cultural heritage.
ALSo new AnD noTeworTHY 
Fred hopengarten ’70 has distilled decades 
of professional experience in high profile 
zoning cases into Antenna Zoning: Broad-
cast, Cellular & Mobile Radio, Wireless 
Internet—Laws, Permits And Leases, Pro-
fessional Edition (Focal Press, an imprint 
of elsevier, 2009). deahn berrini’s (’87) 
novel Milkweed (Somerset hall Press, 
boston, 2009) is a Vietnam-era homecoming 
tale rooted in her experience of growing up 
in the Greek immigrant community in ips-
wich. in Frame Up (oceanview Publishing, 
ipswich, massachusetts, 2009) by John 
dobbyn ’65, law grad michael Knight is 
drawn into a high-stakes art fraud after the 
mob-style murder of his best friend.
—Jane Whitehead
The economy’s impact on the future of legal education and careers fueled a lively discussion among 
alumni and administrators at the fall meet-
ing of the bc law board of overseers in 
october. everything from the curriculum 
to new models for hiring and paying attor-
neys to innovative training paradigms was 
on the table.
associate dean for academic affairs 
michael cassidy presented on how 
recent faculty hires have kept the law 
School competitive in a down market and 
enhanced the law School’s profile in inter-
national and comparative law. however, 
it was his observation that there is grow-
ing interest in giving students more practi-
cal skills that set the gathering to brain-
storming. among the ideas fielded were 
offering a law degree in two-and-a-half 
years by adding a “summer in practice,” 
and a legal resident program based on the 
medical school model.
after a report from assistant dean 
for career Services maris abbene on 
the turmoil in the job market, a panel of 
members from various sized firms and 
from business offered their perspectives, 
confirming abbene’s findings that large 
firms (where the majority of bc law 
graduates go) have been hardest hit by 
the recession.
The situation is affecting not only 
recruiting, abbene noted, but also the 
entire structure of associate hiring, train-
ing, and pay scales. These factors raised 
questions by the overseers about the cost 
of a legal education, the feasibility of two-
year law degrees, more joint degrees (such 
as bc law’s Jd/mba) to broaden job 
options, and reorienting the curriculum 
toward diversified careers.
regardless of what is done, change is 
inevitable said one overseer, predicting that 
about 20 percent of the pre-recession econ-
omy was a “phantom” that will not return. 
in other business, chairman david 
weinstein introduced new board members 
len deluca ’77, the hon. denis cohen 
’76 (president-elect of the alumni board), 
mark leddy ’71, James Stapleton ’57, and 
Thomas zaccaro ’84.
change is inevitable
oVerSeerS looK To The FuTure
Alumni Join BC Board of Trustees
Weinstein, Concepción enhance Law School presence
Former Fidelity Investments 
executive David C. Wein-
stein ’75 and attorney Juan 
Alexander Concepción ’03 
were appointed in June to 
the Boston College Board  
of Trustees.
“David and Juan bring 
talent, wisdom, and a love 
of their alma mater to the 
Boston College Board of 
Trustees,” said University 
President William P. Leahy, 
SJ. “I look forward to work-
ing with them as we contin-
ue to advance Boston Col-
lege in the years to come.” 
Weinstein is chairman  
of the BC Law School Board 
of Overseers and co-chair  
of the Law School’s $50  
million capital campaign.  
He recently retired after  
a twenty-three-year career 
at Fidelity, where he served 
as Chief of Administration 
and led the firm’s govern-
ment relations efforts.
Concepción, a triple 
eagle, is an attorney with 
Nixon Peabody LLP and  
represents clients in busi-
ness litigation matters. He  
is a member of the Ameri-
can, Massachusetts, Boston, 
and Dominican bar associa-
tions, the Boston Lawyers 
Group’s Associates Advisory 
Council, and the Massachu-
setts Association of Hispanic 
Attorneys. A board member 
of the Lawyers’ Committee 
for Civil Rights, he is also 
co-chairman of Associates 
for Civil Rights.
[ E s q u i r E ]
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We gladly publish alumni news 
and photos. Send submissions to 
bc law magazine, 885 Centre 
St., Newton, MA 02459-1163, 
or email to sandervi@bc.edu. bc 
law magazine focuses mainly 
on professional information. To 
submit your own class notes 
online and for more detailed and 
personal class notes, go to BC 
LawNet at www.bc.edu/lawnet.
1950s 
David E. Namet ’57, a veteran 
in the Office of the counsel to 
the massachusetts House of 
Representatives, was appointed 
interim general counsel by 
Speaker of the House Robert 
a. deleo in July. 
Melvin Norris ’59 attended 
his 50th reunion at bc law  
in October. He is in private 
practice in wayland, ma.
1960s 
John F. Dobbyn ’65 is the 
author of Frame Up, a legal 
thriller published by Ocean-
view Publishing and due to be 
released in march 2010. He is 
a professor at Villanova uni-
versity School of law in Vil-
lanova, Pa, and lives with his 
wife, lois, in Valley Forge, Pa.
David T. Pagnini ’65 was 
nominated for the position of 
worcester county (ma) public 
administrator by the mas-
sachusetts Governor’s council 
in august. He is in private 
practice in milford, ma, and 
focuses on probate of estates, 
business transactions, and real 
estate conveyance.
Hon. Charles A. Abdella ’67, 
retired trial justice of the mas-
sachusetts district court, was 
named to the board of direc-
tors of wicn Public Radio in 
worcester, ma.
Robert J. Glennon Jr. ’69 ap-
peared on the Daily Show with 
John Stewart in July to dis-
cuss his book, Unquenchable: 
America’s Water Crisis and 
What to Do about It. He is a 
professor at the university of 
arizona James e. Rogers col-
lege of law in Tucson, aZ. 
Hon. Benjamin Jones ’69 
served as justice pro tempore of 
the louisiana Supreme court, 
4th district, to fill a vacancy 
created in June. He has been 
a justice of the Fourth Judicial 
district court of the State of 
louisiana since 1992.
1970s 
Fredric J. Hopengarten ’70, a 
telecommunications lawyer in 
lincoln, ma, is the author of 
Antenna Zoning: Professional 
Edition, published by Focal 
Press/elsevier in march. His 
articles and recent activities 
are featured on his web site at 
antennazoning.com.
Ronald F. Stevens ’72 was 
interviewed as an expert for a 
series on drunken driving by 
Karen Florin published on  
Theday.com in July. He is a 
partner at Stevens, Harris, 
Guernsey & Quilliam Pc in 
niantic, cT.
James D. O’Brien ’73 was 
elected chairman of the board 
of directors of the worcester 
center for Performing arts. 
He is a partner at mountain, 
dearborn & whiting llP in 
worcester, ma.
Richard P. Campbell ’74 was 
elected a vice president of 
the massachusetts bar asso-
ciation for 2009–2010. He is 
the founder and a partner of 
campbell, campbell, edwards 
& conroy Pc in boston.
Mary E. Downs ’74 was ap-
pointed executive director of 
the american academy of ac-
tuaries by the academy’s execu-
tive committee. She continues 
in her position as general coun-
sel for the academy, headquar-
tered in washington, dc.
Paul A. Lacy ’74 was named to 
the board of directors of PTc, 
the Product development  
company, in december.
William T. Baldwin ’75 was 
elected chairman of the national 
association of Personal Finan-
cial advisors. He is co-founder 
and president of Pillar Financial 
advisors in waltham, ma.
Stephen K. Fogg ’75 is a partner 
in the boston office of nelson, 
mullins, Riley & Scarborough 
[     ]REUNION  ’70 & ’75
Boston college law School took the number one spot on Super Law-
yers magazine’s 2009 “Top 
Ten law Schools in new eng-
land,” or those new england 
law schools that have pro-
duced the most Super lawyers 
this year, topping Harvard, 
Yale, and boston university, 
among others, with a total of 
440 graduates on the list.
Super lawyers is a listing 
of outstanding lawyers from 
more than seventy practice 
areas who have attained a high 
degree of peer recognition and 
professional achievement.
Super Lawyers is pub-
lished as a special supplement 
in leading newspapers and city 
and regional magazines across 
the country. Super Lawyers 
magazine, featuring articles 
about attorneys named to the 
Super lawyers list, is distrib-
uted to all attorneys in the 
state or region, the lead cor-
porate counsel of Russell 3000 
companies, and the aba-
approved law school libraries. 
Polling, research, and selec-
tion are performed by Law & 
Politics, a publication of Key 
Professional media, inc. 
To view complete list, go to 
http://www.bc.edu/schools/
law/newsevents/.
ThE laW sChools ThaT proDuCED  
ThE mosT laWyErs on This yEar’s lisT
Law SchooL Graduates  Percent of Total 
Boston College Law School 440 13
Harvard Law School 370 11 
Boston University School of Law 361 11
Suffolk University Law School 354 10
University of Connecticut School of Law 248 7
Northeastern University School of Law 121 4
Cornell University Law School 100 3
Georgetown University Law Center 99 3
University of Virginia School of Law 89 3
Yale Law School 78 2
[     ]REUNION  ’60 & ’65
bc law Takes Top Spot  
on Super lawyer’s list
440 GRaduaTeS aRe named
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llP and practices in the area 
of general corporate law.
Robert S. Mangiaratti ’75 
successfully represented the 
town of attleboro, ma, in a 
case that resulted in a critical 
massachusetts Supreme Judi-
cial court decision considered 
a victory for massachusetts 
municipalities. He is a partner 
in the Quincy, ma, office of 
murphy, Hesse, Toomey &  
lehane llP and practices in 
the areas of real estate, munici-
pal law, and land use.
Richard B. McNamara ’75 was 
confirmed as the first justice of 
the new business and commer-
cial dispute docket of the new 
Hampshire Superior court in 
October. He was previously a 
partner at wiggin & nourie Pa 
in manchester, nH.
Mark N. Berman ’76 is in-
cluded in Chambers USA: 
America’s Leading Lawyers for 
Business 2009 in the area of 
bankruptcy and restructuring. 
He is a partner at nixon Pea-
body llP and practices in the 
firm’s boston and new York, 
nY, offices.
Robert P. Lombardi ’76 was 
included in Best Lawyers in 
America 2010 for his practice 
in the field of corporate law. 
He is of counsel at mirick, 
O’connell, demallie & lougee 
llP in worcester, ma. 
Paul D. Moore ’76 is included 
in Chambers USA: America’s 
Leading Lawyers for Business 
2009 in the area of bankruptcy 
and restructuring. He is a 
partner in the boston office of 
duane morris llP.
Regina S. Rockefeller ’76 is 
included in Chambers USA: 
America’s Leading Lawyers 
for Business 2009 in the area 
of healthcare. She is a partner 
in the boston office of nixon 
Peabody llP.
Peter F. Zupcofska ’76 was 
elected to a one-year term as 
treasurer of the boston bar 
association in September. He is 
a partner in the boston office 
of burns & levinson llP and 
focuses his practice on probate 
litigation and family law.
Michael E. Capuano ’77 was a 
democratic candidate for the 
2010 uS Senate special election 
in massachusetts to fill the seat 
made vacant by the death of 
Senator edward Kennedy. He is 
a member of the uS House of 
Representatives, representing the 
8th district of massachusetts.
Hon. Elizabeth M. Fahey ’77, 
a justice of the massachusetts 
Superior court, participated 
in the aba Pathways to em-
ployment in international law 
Panel at a conference, “Trends 
and issues in Terrorism and the 
law,” presented by the inter-
national law Students associa-
tion at Southern new england 
School of law in north dart-
mouth, ma, in October. 
Christopher G. Mehne ’77 
succeeded Kevin T. Byrne ’64 
to the elected position of town 
moderator in Shrewsbury, ma. 
He is a partner in the worces-
ter, ma, office of bowditch & 
dewey llP and concentrates 
his practice in the area of es-
tates and trusts.
Peter A. Pavarini ’77 earned 
martindale-Hubbell’s highest 
rating, listed in Best Lawyers in 
America since 1991, and was 
included in the inaugural edi-
tion of Guide to the Leading 
US Healthcare Lawyers pub-
lished by legal media Group. 
He is a partner in the colum-
bus, OH, office of Schotten-
stein, Zox & dunn.
Jack Cinquegrana ’78 was ap-
pointed by the massachusetts 
Supreme Judicial court to serve 
on the massachusetts commit-
tee for Public counsel Services. 
He is a partner at choate, Hall 
& Stewart llP in boston and 
practices in the area of govern-
ment enforcement and compli-
ance.
Daniel W. Sklar ’78 is included 
in Chambers USA: America’s 
Leading Lawyers for Business 
2009 in the area of corporate 
and commercial bankruptcy. 
He is senior counsel in the 
manchester, nH, office of 
nixon Peabody llP.
Rudy J. Cerone ’79 was includ-
ed in Best Lawyers in America 
2010 for his practice in bank-
ruptcy and creditor-debtor 
rights law. He is a partner in 
the new Orleans, la, office of 
mcGlinchey Stafford Pllc.
George J. Murphy ’79 was 
elected to a three-year term on 
the board of directors of the 
international association of 
defense counsel. He is director 
of the products liability prac-
tice in the Philadelphia, Pa, 
office of Gibbons Pc.
William H. Orrick III ’79 was 
appointed counsel to the as-
sistant attorney General for 
the civil division of the uS 
department of Justice in June. 
He was previously a partner at 
coblentz, Patch, duffy & bass 
llP in San Francisco, ca.
Lauren Stiller Rikleen ’79 is 
the recipient of a 2009 women 
of Justice award presented 
by Massachusetts Lawyers 
Weekly, the massachusetts as-
sociation of women lawyers, 
and the women’s bar associa-
tion for her accomplishments in 
the areas of social justice and 
advocacy. She is a partner in 
the Framingham, ma, office of 
bowditch & dewey llP.
David W. Zizik ’79 and his 
firm, Zizik, Powers, O’connell, 
Spaulding & lamontagne Pc, 
were admitted to the Primerus 
defense institute, a division 
of the international Society of 
Primerus law Firms. a found-
ing member and the managing 
attorney, he practices in the 
firm’s westwood, ma, office.
1980s 
Rita Whaley Hanscom ’80, a 
multi-event masters track and 
field athlete, was voted “mas-
ters athlete of 2009” by world 
masters athletics in October. 
She is deputy attorney general in 
the bureau of medi-cal Fraud 
and elder abuse of the califor-
nia department of Justice.
William A. Lowell ’80 accepted 
the 2009 Passion for action 
leadership award on behalf of 
the lowell family at a special 
award dinner at the John F. 
Kennedy Presidential library 
and museum in november. The 
award, given by wheelock col-
lege, honors the family’s multi-
generational commitment to 
accessible public education for 
all. He is co-chair of the wealth 
management group at choate, 
Hall & Stewart llP in boston.
John A. Herbers ’82 and 
Norma Hinz Herbers ’82 are 
recipients of the 2009 Spirit of 
St. ignatius award presented 
by marquette university High 
School to volunteers who best 
exemplify the ideals and quali-
ties of St. ignatius.
M. J. Moltenbrey ’84 is a liti-
gation partner in the washing-
ton, dc, office of Howrey llP. 
She was formerly a partner at 
Freshfields bruckhaus deringer 
llP in washington, dc.
Douglas K. Sheff ’84 was 
elected a vice president of the 
massachusetts bar association 
for 2009–2010. He is senior 
partner at Sheff law Offices in 
boston.
Lynne Spigelmire Viti ’84 is the 
author of “‘i Got the Shotgun, 
You Got the briefcase’: law-
yering and ethics,” an essay in 
an anthology of critical studies 
of the HbO television series, 
The Wire, entitled The Wire: 
Urban Decay and American 
Television and published by 





keep in touch. Register at 
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continuum in december. She is 
a senior lecturer in the writing 
Program at wellesley college in 
wellesley, ma.
Scott P. Brown ’85 won an 
upset Republican victory for  
the uS Senate seat vacated by 
edward Kennedy.
David E. Surprenant ’85 was 
included in Best Lawyers in 
America 2010 in the fields of 
corporate law and mergers 
and acquisitions law. He is the 
managing partner at mirick, 
O’connell, demallie & lougee 
llP in worcester, ma.
Debra Wong Yang ’85 was 
named to the board of Police 
commissioners of the los 
angeles Police department. She 
is a partner in the los angeles, 
ca, office of Gibson, dunn & 
crutcher llP.
Renee M. Rotondo ’86 was 
elected to the Pompey (nY) 
Town board in november. She 
is program director for the 
madison county children’s 
advocacy center, and lives with 
her husband, Rob, and their 
two sons in Jamesville, nY.
Jeffrey K. Savit ’86 was hon-
ored by the Jewish community 
centers of Greater boston 
(JccGb) for his leadership as 
immediate past chair of the 
JccGb Governing board in 
december. He is the Jewish 
community liaison and in-
house social worker for center 
communities of brookline 
(ma) and lives with his wife, 
lori barnet, and their two 
daughters in needham, ma.
Deahn L. Berrini ’87 is the 
author of Milkweed, a novel 
about a Vietnam war home-
coming published by Somerset 
Hall Press in February.
Kerry Kennedy ’87, with her 
brother Robert Kennedy Jr., 
presented “Heroes for the 
Planet and Human Rights” as 
part of the unique lives and 
experiences lecture series in 
denver, cO, in may.
Josephine McNeil ’87 is the 
recipient of a 2009 women 
of Justice award presented 
by Massachusetts Lawyers 
Weekly, the massachusetts as-
sociation of women lawyers, 
and the women’s bar associa-
tion for her accomplishments in 
the areas of social justice and 
advocacy. She is the executive 
director of citizens for af-
fordable Housing in newton 
development Organization in 
newton, ma.
Rita A. Sheffey ’87 was named 
secretary of the atlanta bar 
association board of directors 
for 2009–2010. She is a partner 
in the litigation and intellectual 
property practice at Hunton & 
williams in atlanta, Ga.
Peter F. Neronha ’89 was ap-
pointed united States attorney 
for the district of Rhode island 
by President barack Obama. 
He was previously an assistant 
uS attorney for the state. He 
and his wife, Shelly l. Johnson, 
md, have two sons and live in 
Jamestown, Ri.
Gary J. Oberstein ’89 is in-
cluded in Chambers USA: 
America’s Leading Lawyers  
for Business 2009 in the area 
of labor and employment.  
He is a partner in the boston 
office of nixon Peabody llP.
Rebecca S. Webber ’89 intro-
duced anita Hill, professor of 
social policy, law, and women’s 
studies at the Heller Graduate 
School, brandeis university, 
at a public talk at bowdoin 
college in brunswick, me, in 
november. She is an attorney 
at linnell, choate & webber 
llP in auburn, me.
1990s 
David Mitchell Chernek ’90 
is senior vice president and 
associate general counsel at 
Prospect mortgage in Sherman 
Oaks, ca.
Walter E. Judge Jr. ’90 is 
included in Chambers USA: 
America’s Leading Lawyers for 
Business 2009 in the area of 
commercial litigation. He is a 
partner at downs Rachlin mar-
tin Pllc in burlington, VT.
John P. Kacavas ’90 was ap-
pointed united States attor-
ney for the district of new 
Hampshire by President barack 
Obama. He was formerly a 
founding partner at Kacavas 
Ramsdell & Howard Pllc in 
manchester, nH.
Ivelisse J. Berio LeBeau ’90 
was appointed co-chair of the 
board of Senior editors for the 
third edition of Employee Ben-
efits Law, published by bna 
books for the american bar 
association Section of labor 
and employment law. She is a 
partner at Sugarman & Suss-
kind Pa in miami, Fl.
Maureen O’Halloran, RSCJ, 
’90 concluded a seven-year 
term as provincial treasurer 
and chief financial officer of 
the Society of the Sacred Heart, 
united States Province at the 
society’s national headquarters 
in St. louis, mO.
Colleen M. Murphy ’90 re-
ceived the Hartford Business 
Journal’s Public Sector business 
leader of the Year award in 
december. in June, she received 
the bice clemow award, the 
highest award given to a pub-
lic official by the connecticut 
council on Freedom of infor-
mation. She is executive direc-
tor and general counsel of the 
connecticut Freedom of infor-
mation commission.
Steven M. Roses ’90 is director 
of sales at william S. Hein and 
co. in buffalo, nY. He was 
formerly uS sales manager in 
the global legal products orga-
nization at Thomson Reuters.
Susan M. Finegan ’91 is the 
recipient of a 2009 women 
of Justice award presented by 
Massachusetts Lawyers Week-
ly, the massachusetts associa-
tion of women lawyers, and 
the women’s bar association 
for her accomplishments in the 
areas of social justice and advo-
cacy. She is a partner at mintz, 
levin, cohn, Ferris, Glovsky & 
Popeo Pc in boston.
Andrea R. Tebbets ’92 is gen-
eral counsel in the Tax division 
of the uS department of Jus-
tice and works in the division’s 
Office of management and 
administration in washington, 
dc. She married attorney Rob-
ert baker in may.
Jeffrey D. Thielman ’92 is 
president of north cambridge 
catholic High School in cam-
bridge, ma. He was previously 
vice president of new initiatives 
of the cristo Rey network. 
He lives with his wife and two 
children in arlington, ma.
Anthony E. Varona ’92 was 
promoted to full professor of 
law with tenure at american 
university washington college 
of law in washington, dc, 
where he is also director of the 
SJd Program.
Linda Jorge Carbone ’93 is 
chief executive officer for the 
Tampa bay chapter of the 
american Red cross. She was 
formerly a partner at Fowler 
white boggs Pa in Tampa, Fl.
Sharon Hwang ’93 was 
elected president of the asian 
american bar association of 
the Greater chicago area for 
2009–2010, and named to a 
three-year term on the board 
of directors of the chicago 
legal clinic. She is a partner at 
mcandrews, Held & malloy in 
chicago, il, and practices in the 
areas of patent litigation and 
intellectual property counseling.
Deborah J. Peckham ’93 is a 
partner in the boston office of 
burns & levinson llP and 
practices in the area of intel-
lectual property law. She was 
previously with boston-based 
K&l Gates llP.
Jeffrey N. Catalano ’94, a 
partner at Todd & weld llP 
in boston, was elected secretary 
of the massachusetts bar as-
sociation for 2009–2010, and 
participated on the medical 
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liability in the 21st century 
Panel at the 15th annual med-
ical-legal Forum sponsored by 
the Hampden county (ma) 
bar association in Sept.
Charles D. Subrt ’94 married 
aislyn R. Gelerman in novem-
ber. The couple resides in ash-
land, ma.
Ingrid C. Schroffner ’95 was 
elected to a three-year term 
on the boston bar association 
council. She is assistant general 
counsel in the massachusetts 
executive Office of Health and 
Human Services.
Thomas R. Burton III ’96, a 
partner in the boston office 
of mintz, levin, cohn, Fer-
ris, Glovsky & Popeo Pc, was 
named to the 2009 list of “40 
under 40” emerging business 
leaders in massachusetts by 
Boston Business Journal.
Michael E. Mone Jr. ’96 par-
ticipated in the Guantanamo 
district court Habeas Pro-
ceedings Panel at a conference 
entitled “Trends and issues in 
Terrorism and law” at South-
ern new england School of 
law in north dartmouth, ma, 
in October. 
Fernando M. Pinguelo ’97, 
an attorney in the bridge-
water, nJ, office of norris, 
mclaughlin & marcus Pa, 
spoke on the topic of edis-
covery at the 2009 annual 
educational conference and 
business Show of the insur-
ance accounting and Systems 
association in Orlando, Fl, 
in June; conducted a webcast, 
“edata and information Se-
curity: Friend or Foe?” pre-
sented by the association of 
corporate counsel and spon-
sored by meritas in august; 
moderated the Sports media 
and entertainment law Panel 
at the Third annual corpo-
rate counsel Roundtable in 
newark, nJ; and was ap-
pointed to the cabinet of the 
masters conference in no-
vember. e-lessons learned, 
the ediscovery blog founded 
by Pinguelo and run by law 
students, made the ABA Jour-
nal blawg 100 list of the best 
legal blogs as selected by the 
journal’s editors.
Kai A. DuBose ’97 and her 
husband announce the birth of 
their fourth child, a boy, Kobe 
Kai dubose, in September.
Carl N. Edwards ’98, an attor-
ney and psychologist in boston, 
is a sections editor and the 
author of many of the articles 
included in the behavioral 
sciences section of the Wiley 
Encyclopedia of Forensic Sci-
ence, published by John wiley 
and Sons in June. 
Geoffrey G. Why ’98 was 
named commissioner of the 
massachusetts department of 
Telecommunications and cable 
by Governor deval Patrick in 
June. He previously served as 
the department’s general counsel.
Damon P. Hart ’99 was named 
to the Steering committee of 
the national bar association 
commercial law Section in 
august, and elected secretary 
of the boston bar association 
in September. He is a partner in 
the boston office of Holland & 
Knight llP.
Gina D. Wodarski ’99 is 
counsel in the boston office 
of edwards, angell, Palmer 
& dodge llP and focuses 
on employment litigation and 
advice, eRiSa litigation and 
advice, and pharmaceutical and 
premises liability matters.
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my greatest fear is waking up one day 
to find that i have lived an unfulfilled life. 
i am a bi-racial minority female and a first 
generation college student, and in hindsight, 
i realized that that small part of my identity 
has directly shaped my outlook on the world. 
my background encouraged my choice 
to live a life in service to others, but the 
actual experiences that i have had define 
my decision to continue on that path. my 
success is not merely my own, but the suc-
cess of my family and friends who have 
worked tirelessly to assist me in my per-
sonal and academic growth. 
i firmly believe that the primary factor 
that separates people is not their desires, 
but the lack of opportunities they are allot-
ted, and it is the responsibility of those 
who succeed to equalize the playing field. 
This insight resulted in my decision to pur-
sue coursework and activities that expand-
ed my understanding of social issues. as 
time continues, i realize that the problems 
of the world seem to infinitely grow; yet, 
i also realize that my capacity to provoke 
change grows as well. examining my 
strengths of writing analysis and oration, i 
began in the direction of law. law has the 
capacity to transform my interactions with 
others and multiply the effects into institu-
tional change which affects the masses. my 
trajectory as a student was shaped with 
precisely this goal in mind.
during my four years in college, i have 
had the privilege to view public inter-
est and human rights work from a local, 
national, and international level. when i 
began college, human rights law was my 
interest, and as i prepare for graduation, i 
know that it is my passion. 
my internship at the Southern cen-
ter for Human Rights provided me the 
opportunity to observe the process of state 
and federal habeas cases for death Row 
appeals, and develop my advocacy skills 
while representing inmates in their parole 
hearings. at an internship in the united 
States congress, i observed the complexi-
ties of public policy and the impact that 
constituents play in the actions of their rep-
resentatives. Through an internship with 
Humanity in action, i was able to interact 
with young activists from the united States 
and europe about human rights issues that 
affect the netherlands. after months of 
analysis into issues such as immigration 
and islamophobia, i became conscious of 
transnational issues that remain relevant 
in our own nation. as i sat in a hearing 
at the international criminal Tribunal for 
the Former Yugoslavia with my friend and 
fellow from bosnia, i could see the impact 
that the law played in his life. all of those 
experiences are inextricably tied to the 
legal system, and to this end, i believe their 
solutions are as well.
during college, i have continuously pur-
sued civil rights issues on a local and more 
in-depth level. as president of emory’s 
university’s chapter of the naacP, i have 
responded to local incidents of black-
face with educational forums, experienced 
activism first hand in rallies for the Jena-6 
and Troy davis, and created a life-prepara-
tion program for atlanta’s juvenile delin-
quents. The emotions and images that stay 
with me, like the thousands of people—
especially college students—crowding the 
streets of Jena, louisiana, constantly reaf-
firm my belief that i am fulfilling the duties 
that i was intended to carry out. 
although i am still internally conflicted 
about where my efforts are best served, 
home or abroad, i firmly believe that my 
strong commitment to social issues will only 
continue to expand my experiences and pro-
vide me with a well-rounded set of observa-
tions that will enhance my legal studies.






when i was thirteen, a phone call 
from my mother changed my life. my 
grandmother had slipped on the stairs, 
hit her head, and suffered a stroke. i was 
distraught at her funeral. i did not believe 
that anyone else could know the pain i felt 
from her loss. nevertheless, as i looked 
around the room and saw the tears and the 
number and diversity of people in atten-
dance, i realized that although she was my 
grandmother, her life affected many others 
beyond my comprehension.
“Gaga” was born in 1913 as mary 
Gunn, the only child of a chicken rancher 
in Sonoma county, california. after skip-
ping several grades, she finished high 
school at the age of sixteen and decided 
to pursue higher education to the utter 
dismay of her family. She graduated from 
uc berkeley and worked for the rest of 
her life as a social worker, library director, 
political activist, and mother. when i was 
born, she added the role of grandmother, 
and in this role, Gaga influenced my life in 
countless ways.
my parents divorced shortly after i was 
born and the subsequent custody battle 
raged throughout my childhood. i spent 
most of my time with my mother living in 
the cramped conditions of student housing. 
my mother was busy working, studying 
at the university, caring for me, and facing 
my father in court when, fortunately, Gaga 
moved to town. 
Gaga took care of me in the evenings 
while my mother worked and her home 
became my sanctuary from the madness. 
well into her eighties, Gaga had a small, 
cozy home filled with political literature 
and interesting characters. She consis-
tently wrote the best letters to the editor, 
was actively engaged in the league of 
women Voters, and canvassed to “get 
out the vote.” She was passionate about 
her ideas and put them into practice every 
day through her words, actions, and deci-
sions. Through a local church program, 
she volunteered her home as a place where 
homeless people could shower. my mother 
and i even received a phone call once 
from the emergency room saying that 
Gaga had pneumonia from standing in 
the cold rain with a picket sign in support 
of restructuring the national healthcare 
system. unfortunately, her dedication to 
this cause succeeded only in landing her in 
a hospital bed for a week and did not spark 
any healthcare changes.
Gaga showed me that i had a choice: 
i could let the domestic trauma of my 
childhood consume me or i could focus 
on improving the world beyond my per-
sonal problems. Gaga knew the impor-
tance of being engaged in both the political 
and intellectual worlds. She taught me to 
turn my focus outward, and these worlds 
became my escape.
in part because of Gaga, i have been an 
active member of the davidson women’s 
committee and social justice groups in 
college. i have organized round-table dis-
cussions on political issues facing women 
today, a luncheon series about women in 
the workplace, and i have produced a play 
about female refugees in war torn areas. 
i have worked hard to bring attention to 
many injustices against women on campus 
and around the world through a variety of 
venues, but it is not enough.
i was often by Gaga’s side at political 
rallies and while she volunteered. Her faith 
in people and in the legal system catalyzed 
my interest in law. Gaga’s experiences 
illustrated for me the substantive changes 
social activism can make in many people’s 
lives, but also the human limitations. i 
understand that a single person cannot 
right every wrong and a law degree will 
not miraculously change that truth, but it 
will enhance my ability to affect people’s 
lives on a larger scale than even Gaga was 
able to do.
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dedicate my legal career. i envision begin-
ning as a litigator working to protect civil 
rights within the South asian community, 
while also striving to promote a sense of 
empowerment. my experience thus far has 
shown me that what is often more impor-
tant than the verdict itself is the victims’ 
ability to hold their perpetrators account-
able. as one of my clients explained to me, 
when he signed the retainer to become a 
plaintiff in the civil lawsuit, he felt a sense 
of autonomy for the first time since arriv-
ing in the united States two years earlier.
 while part of me wants to frame my 
intents for my future work as purely noble, 
i know that part of me is desperate to 
atone for my failure to respond to Jody 
that day in the sixth grade. whatever the 
exact source of my motivation, i believe 
that a law degree is a natural step on the 
continuum of fighting back—not only for 
myself, but for the South asian community 
of which i am a part. 
in my memory, though our encounter was 
brief. She never had much education and 
has had a lot of trouble keeping a steady 
job since the war, mainly because she 
suffers from Posttraumatic Stress disorder. 
at various times over the years, she has 
lived homeless in the streets of boston or 
at a veterans’ shelter. She wanted to file for 
bankruptcy to get rid of her debt, which 
had become unmanageable. i found myself 
talking to her for a while; mainly, i listened 
to her story. at the end of the meeting she 
said she was grateful for our time and that 
she would let me know what she wanted to 
do. She called a few days later and said she 
would not be able to get the money for the 
bankruptcy. it is unlikely that i will ever see 
her again.
These are just a few examples of people 
i have come in contact with in my short life 
who have had immeasurable impact on my 
priorities. i want to speak for people like 
these. but first, i want to listen to them. 
The greatest injustice is for such people to 
suffer in silence.
months and years after leaving the 
schooner i tried to determine what 
changes it had made in me besides 
instilling the vague impulse to shout 
back every order i received, to call my 
elders sir or ma’am, and to always have 
a utility knife with me. my hair is lon-
ger, less salty; my hands less calloused. 
i hardly think that law school will be so 
far out to sea that i will have to navigate 
back by the stars, or even numbered 
buoys, and i am certain that i won’t 
have to know how to splice a line, furl a 
sail, or be able to do 120 push-ups. Yet 
after being on board for those years, i 
knew that i would not be able to pursue 
a conventional career path, and though 
i would be perfectly happy to spend 
the rest of my life living on board a 
ship, i would like for my legacy to be in 
improvements in people’s lives.
Perhaps i won’t have to navigate my 
way through a busy harbor, but i can navi-
gate my way through a densely worded 
legal passage; perhaps i won’t have to set 
and strike sails three times in a single day, 
but i can set deadlines for myself, strike 
compromises; perhaps i won’t have to do 
push-ups, but i can push myself; perhaps 
i am no longer entrusted with the safety of 
the vessel and her crew, but i trust myself—
i trust myself to work hard, i trust myself 
to apply myself to the study of law, and i 
trust myself to do great things with a law 
degree.
studying law, i helped remove a wall 
that still surrounds far too many of my 
low-income countrymen by working as 
a member of the law school’s legal aid 
committee. 
america, in contrast to china, is known 
for its bridges. The image of the Golden 
Gate bridge is a familiar sight around the 
world, and the brooklyn bridge is a com-
mon reference in american films.  
The walls that for so long have defined 
china are not high enough to long obstruct 
the tall bridge that modern technology and 
international trade are forming. as china 
begins to extend over and beyond its wall, 
and to let others in, it is being forced to 
accept that a rational, predictable, and 
fair legal system is a necessary pillar of the 
bridge to the outside world. 
i knew early in my legal studies that 
to fully bridge the differences in our legal 
worlds, i must better understand the uS 
legal system, not superficially, simply as a 
matter of comparative law, but in depth, as 
any american lawyer must.
ing investigations or informing service 
members about their legal benefits, i was 
always eager to learn more about the field 
of law, particularly international law.
my fascination with the subject began 
as a midshipman, when i first learned of 
the law of the Sea. i was captivated by the 
concept of nations agreeing to the custom 
of territorial sovereignty, while respect-
ing each other’s right to use international 
waters. i wanted to build on this under-
standing and learn how competing nations 
and empires could peacefully resolve the 
complicated legal matters that lay outside 
their own borders. as a result, i began 
studying foreign legal systems, which cul-
minated in my semester abroad in angers, 
France, where i studied and researched 
the Fifth Republic. during my junior year, 
in order to broaden my knowledge of 
important diplomatic languages, i added 
French literature as a second major. i sub-
sequently traveled to nicaragua and spoke 
with former government officials to gain 
an understanding of the napoleonic code. 
my senior year, i took an undergraduate 
international law class where my inter-
est in the subject transformed into a clear 
passion. i learned about the un charter, 
human rights cases (e.g., Filiartiga v. Pena), 
the Kyoto Protocol, and how these were 
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all stepping stones to ending strife between 
foreign governments and peoples. i was 
especially drawn to the fact that lawmak-
ers possess the capability to preserve and 
create peace while also protecting impor-
tant human rights. 
i have served as a soldier on the front-
lines of war. i have completed two combat 
tours and have assisted in the capture or 
detention of over 150 terrorists, insurgents, 
and criminals, all of whom had threatened 
the frail peace that existed among the 
diverse peoples of iraq. i have fought so 
that justice and democracy may prevail. i 
have witnessed the horror that transpires 
in lawless places. i have seen the tranquility 
that can be achieved when the order of law 
and the means to enforce it are firmly in 
place. my experiences have instilled within 
me a deep desire to serve on the frontlines 
of peace. i have served in the trenches. 
i would now like to serve in the global 
courtrooms and boardrooms ensuring that 
legislation, mediation, and compromise are 
utilized in the place of bombs and bullets.
my ultimate goal is to become a global 
peacemaker.
be the legal relationship created by the 
state for opposite-sex couples—and for 
same-sex couples. “marriage” should be 
reserved for private and religious relation-
ships, and the state should have nothing to 
do with it.
what would it mean to fully sepa-
rate religious marriage from secular civil 
unions? i think we can do better than the 
european model. clergy could perform 
marriages within each faith tradition, but 
they could not perform civil unions. civil 
unions would be created in a secular cer-
emony led by a judge, a notary public, or 
a clerk at city hall. civil unions could be 
ended by civil courts that would sort out 
property rights, economic obligations, and 
child custody. marriages could be ended 
only within the religious tradition that 
performed the marriage. each faith could 
maintain its own rules and marriage tribu-
nals for its adherents. Or if a church chose, 
it could defer to the state’s decisions about 
any civil union between the same partners. 
but then it would have only itself to blame 
if it didn’t like the state’s decisions.
The important thing is that public atten-
tion would be focused on the independence 
of the two statuses. a couple could marry 
in church, civilly unite with the state, or 
both. They could divorce in church, dis-
solve their civil union with the state, or 
both. They could be married but not civilly 
united, civilly united but not married, or 
both, or neither. Secular couples might be 
civilly united but not married; probably 
most religious couples would keep their 
religious and civil statuses synchronized. 
but that would be their choice, and they 
would be forced to think about the choice.
Of course, it is true today that churches 
do not have to recognize the state’s defini-
tion of marriage. The courts that have 
invalidated marriage discrimination have 
been clear that they meant to affect only 
legal marriage, not religious marriage. but 
the distinction has been lost on the public, 
which tends to see marriage as a single 
and unified institution. everything about 
the way we administer marriage tends to 
conceal the fact that there are really two 
institutions, and two relationships. we 
have so combined a religious institution 
with a legal one that millions of americans 
share President bush’s view that the “sanc-
tity” of marriage somehow depends on 
law, not faith. To have any hope of separat-
ing the sanctity of religious marriage from 
the legal and policy debate over same-sex 
relationships, we have to separate the state 
from marriage. 
The nature of marriage is a question 
with profound religious significance and 
fundamentally disputed answers. The state 
has no more business imposing a single 
answer to that question than to any other 
religious question. marriage is for the 
churches; government should confine itself 
to civil unions.
Douglas Laycock is the Yale Kamisar Col-
legiate Professor of Law at the University 
of Michigan. He shared a panel on same-
sex marriage with Gary Buseck ’80, legal 
director of GLAD, at BC Law School in 
October. The debate continued on campus 
in November with the Federalist Society’s 
presentation of a lecture by Maggie Gal-
lagher of the National Organization for 
Marriage.
ciples set forth in the cRc. in 1997 the 
Knesset appointed a blue ribbon commit-
tee to evaluate the body of israel children’s 
law in light of the cRc and recommend 
legislative and practice reforms. The “Rot-
levy Report,” referred to by the name of 
the committee chair, Judge emeritus Savi-
ona Rotlevy, was completed in 2004 and 
is contained in six significant volumes (in 
Hebrew only). 
implementation of the Rotlevy Report 
is ongoing and wide-ranging. its recom-
mendations, along with recommendations 
of two other justice system committees, 
were the forces behind significant recent 
reforms to israel’s juvenile delinquency 
law. Those reforms, which became effec-
tive July 30, 2009, increase protections 
at interrogation and detention for youth 
charged with crimes. like much of israel’s 
developing youth law and the cRc, the 
law attempts to increase the emphasis on 
children’s rights in the context of address-
ing their needs. 
Those involved in drafting and imple-
menting the juvenile law cite its preamble 
as critical to its understanding. The pre-
amble notes that the rights and procedures 
in the law are to be implemented “…while 
maintaining the dignity of the minor, giv-
ing proper weight to considerations of 
rehabilitation and treatment…and to the 
age and maturity of the minor.” it also 
makes clear that the law was written “…
to add to the rights vested in the minor…
not detract from them.” (Translation sup-
plied.) The law imagines the juvenile as 
a full participant with the opportunity to 
express his or her position, which will be 
given the appropriate weight in light of the 
minor’s age, development, and needs. 
The law’s concrete protections, par-
ticularly during the initial stages of the 
delinquency case, are significant and go 
beyond protections afforded juveniles in 
the uS. The law prohibits interrogation of 
juveniles during the night and requires that 
parents be present during interrogations of 
juveniles under eighteen years of age. The 
law has a bias against the use of detention, 
and specifically provides that arrest is the 
last resort, that detention should be used 
sparingly, and that juveniles under fourteen 
cannot be detained. 
Significantly, in a country in which 
political issues and arab-Jewish relations 
weave through all aspects of social policy, 
the law applies to all youth arrested within 
israel’s borders regardless of whether they 
are from the occupied territories, and pro-
visions are made for parents of youth resid-
ing in the occupied territories, but arrested 
in israel, to be present with their child as 
required by the law. 
The uS and israeli shared efforts to 
balance attention to youths’ needs with 
attention to their rights is also behind a 
major difference in our laws. israel boasts 
low arrest rates for juveniles, particularly 
juvenile girls. it is rare to arrest a minor 
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under fifteen, and the juvenile court judges 
can practically name all the girls in israel 
who have been arrested this year. How-
ever, unlike the uS, status offenders (youth 
defined in israel as those who cannot be 
protected by their parents because their 
behavior poses significant risks to them-
selves, such as running away) can be treated 
in locked facilities alongside youth charged 
with crimes. in fact, the two locked treat-
ment facilities for girls in israel are popu-
lated primarily by what we would define 
as status offenders. in the uS, the Juvenile 
Justice and delinquency Prevention act 
has prohibited states from confining status 
offenders in locked facilities with delin-
quent youth since 1974 under a deinstitu-
tionalization of status offender mandate. 
This is where the tension between needs 
and rights is played out. The girl in Jerusa-
lem Juvenile court had not been charged 
with a crime until she set fire to the sofa 
in her treatment facility, yet she had spent 
a reasonable amount of time receiving 
treatment behind locked doors because her 
behaviors put her at risk and beyond the 
control of her parents. now, through her 
conduct in the facility, she was at risk of 
sliding into the criminal justice system. but 
under israel law, fourteen is too young for 
criminal treatment and there is no appetite 
for punishing a girl with her level of dem-
onstrated need. The judge ordered home 
detention and a more complete evaluation. 
Her story, like the stories of so many 
girls in the uS justice system, remains to be 
continued.
Francine Sherman is an Adjunct Clinical 
Professor and Director of the Juvenile 
Rights Advocacy Project at BC Law. She 
consults nationally to foundations and 
juvenile justice systems on issues relating to 
girls in the juvenile justice system.
Guatemalan families living in the uS and 
in Guatemala. law students pair up with 
social workers and psychologists to inter-
view immigrants and their family mem-
bers. The interviewees, aware of their legal 
vulnerability, speak more openly because of 
the presence of a legal counselor who can 
protect their rights and advise on their 
legal situations.
From a lawyer’s standpoint, the interdis-
ciplinary approach has already borne fruit. 
For example, the PdHRP offers “Know 
Your Rights” presentations through immi-
grant community organizations. Typically 
a worthy adversary
(continued from page 23) 
in his own words
Professor Dan Kanstroom explains why 
immigration law is his life’s work
I initially went to law school because I wanted 
to learn how to use state power on behalf 
of disempowered and marginalized people. 
I thought I would do labor law because 
my father was a union organizer, and that 
seemed like a natural fit. 
Before I went to law school, I had been 
a writer and musician, and I traveled a lot. I 
performed a lot in Europe, so I had a sort of 
international feel about things. I remember 
discovering immigration law more or less by 
accident and suddenly realizing that it was 
both tremendously intellectually challenging, 
but also incredibly compelling because these 
are people who in many respects have no 
rights at all that the law recognizes. In that 
sense, immigration law resonated for me, like 
the case of Dred Scott: What do you do when 
there’s a human being in front of you and the 
law says this person has no rights? 
I started out as a law student working 
on asylum cases for Salvadorans and Haitians. 
I had a connection to Haiti; my uncle was 
Haitian, and I had Haitian cousins. Once I got 
into it, I realized that immigration law brought 
together all of the elements that make for an 
interesting and satisfying career. If you win 
one of these cases, you really feel like you’ve 
done something. I have pictures of clients—
children—whom I feel wouldn’t be here had it 
not been for the legal work I was able to do. 
That’s tremendously gratifying. It’s often also 
quixotic. The chances of winning these cases 
are often very small. 
And then I found that the history of it 
was fascinating, that the interaction with the 
clients was fascinating, and I liked speaking 
different languages and traveling to different 
countries. Sometimes, when I was in practice, 
I would sit in my office and somebody would 
come in and I’d be speaking German with 
one guy and then with the next client I’d be 
speaking Spanish. It was just really enriching 
and interesting and compelling. 
And teaching immigration law is fun. 
People who like the puzzles of law and the 
intellectual challenge of it are never bored.  
It’s infinite that way. People who feel they 
want to do some good in the world—again, 
there are infinite ways to do that. People who 
believe in human rights or who are trying to 
reform the law—they find that in immigration 
law. People who are internationalists and 
find it interesting to experience different 
cultures—they also find that in immigration 
law. So I think that it has all the pieces that 
you’d look for, at least for me.
—Interview conducted and edited by Jeri Zeder
in these presentations, a lawyer or law 
student lectures an audience of people with 
varying levels of formal education and 
english language proficiency. but, accord-
ing to the PdHRP social scientists, when 
information is delivered this way, the audi-
ence retains very little. Turns out, role play-
ing and performance are more effective. 
The PdHRP has adjusted its “Know Your 
Rights” seminars accordingly. 
lykes and Xu see several lessons here. 
“For lawyers, a really important dimension 
is to learn how to provide the best techni-
cal skills you can garner, but also decon-
struct that system so people can advocate 
for themselves,” says lykes. “This is an 
important message if we are committed to 
redressing social injustice.” Xu says, “we 
can provide information to lawyers to help 
them understand the impact of deportation 
on the whole family.” law students learn 
that social workers and psychologists can 
be partners in meeting clients’ non-legal 
needs and getting them the mental health 
and social services they require. Xu also 
emphasizes that working with social work-
ers and psychologists can help improve law 
students’ cultural competency. 
cultural competency is one of many les-
sons that are expected to come out of the 
PdHRP’s investigation into the Guatema-
lan community. Scarred by thirty-six years 
of civil war and poverty, the people of 
Guatemala encounter the uS immigration 
system through a lens of historical trauma. 
by taking the unusual step of traveling 
to Guatemala to study how the experi-
ences of detention and deportation affect 
immigrants’ families of origin, the PdHRP 
hopes to broaden the public conversation 
about immigration. what are the condi-
tions that make people migrate? How does 
their history shape their perceptions? How 
is immigration enforcement affecting the 
children of immigrants, many of whom are 
uS citizens? How is it affecting the social 
fabric of the countries the uS deports to? 
The PdHRP’s researchers have learned 
that the uS detention and deportation 
system has devastating human consequenc-
es. The families who participated in the 
PdHRP study cited poverty and violence 
in their home countries as the primary 
reasons for migrating to the uS. The expe-
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rience of migration tore families apart, 
and the specter of detention and deporta-
tion stressed parents and children alike. 
according to Kalina brabeck, an assistant 
professor of counseling, educational lead-
ership, and school psychology at Rhode 
island college who served as a PdHRP 
co-principal investigator, it is not unusual 
for a family to take on serious debt to 
finance a family member’s travel to the uS. 
if that family member is deported before 
earning enough money to pay off the debt, 
an already poor family becomes further 
impoverished. “what’s happening to fami-
lies here is having an impact on families 
there,” says brabeck. “Families on the oth-
er side of the border suffer enormously.”
That suffering is part of why Kanstroom 
established the PdHRP. “Professor Kanst-
room has a humanitarian streak to him that 
makes him different,” says debra brown 
Steinberg ’79, who leaned heavily on Kan-
stroom in her successful quest to gain green 
card status for sixteen families whose loved 
ones perished on 9/11. “His commitment is 
not abstract; it is to the people. That makes 
him a great human being, not just a great 
professor and advocate.” 
One family that has certainly suffered 
is that of eliza, whose one stumble in life 
led the uS immigration system to drive a 
wedge between her and her children. Her 
case seemed hopeless—until the PdHRP 
took it on. Through dogged legal research 
and advocacy, the PdHRP won a rare 
instance of post-deportation legal relief: 
a single-entry tourist visa. now, eliza can 
regularly visit her children in the uS, where 
she can meet their friends, see their school, 
know their teachers, and more fully be part 
of their lives.
Jeri Zeder is a regular contributor to bc 
law magazine.
rejection letters crash back in. One friend’s 
resume was returned, unopened, with 
“Return to Sender” stamped on it. One of 
my rejection letters was somehow mailed 
to my mother’s address; i guess they felt 
she could soften the blow.
and on top of that, students are getting 
hostile towards each other. i consider bc 
law a very collegial environment, where 
people are always sharing notes or con-
gratulating each other on various accom-
plishments. although that is still mainly 
the case, Ocis brought out the claws and 
fangs. my friend happened to be one of 
those lucky students who had multiple 
interviews and callbacks. as he walked by, 
whispers of “He has another interview—i 
hate him” escaped otherwise smiling faces. 
let’s be honest for a moment; we all hated 
him a little bit, but in a love-hate sort of 
way. Some people generalized, “i hate all 
‘suits.’ why are they hogging all of the 
interviews?” Others envied, “i wish i could 
be in a suit.” Still more envied, but for other 
reasons, “i want to wear my suit. i spent so 
much money on it, and it looks sooo good 
on me.” Some were “posers” and wore their 
suits despite not having any interviews. 
One of my friends was the single member 
of the “Pretend not to have an interview, so 
my friends won’t be jealous” group; as soon 
as she was done with her interview, she 
rushed into the bathroom and changed back 
to her casual clothes. One thing was cer-
tain, most of us wished we were part of the 
“science background” group—the students 
interested in iP dominated the interviews.
aside from the snarky behavior of the 
jealous-types, many students have banded 
together. There is an unspoken rule at social 
events: do not mention the three-letter-word 
“JOb.” doing so will certainly ostracize the 
speaker and elicit groans and curses from 
the rest of the group. Those who do have 
jobs keep mum and often evade the question 
even if asked directly. and understandably. 
The “i have a job already” group is very 
small. Hey, it’s lonely at the top.
along with concerns about this sum-
mer, most students are worried about 
securing jobs after graduation. will firms 
be hiring the haggard and beaten 3ls next 
fall, or just the doe-eyed members of the 
class of 2012? will the “i have a job” 
group finally dominate? will we ever be 
able to wear our suits?
Just in case, i’m keeping my iron at the 
ready.
• The ferment on the Harvard campus dur-
ing Homans’ undergraduate years. in the 
late 1930s, the administration slowly sev-
ered its close ties to nazi Germany, and the 
student body moved from isolationism to 
enthusiastic support for entry into the war to 
save britain (Homans enlisted in the Royal 
navy six months before Pearl Harbor). 
• The stifling political and cultural repres-
sion of the “Haunted Fifties,” as i. F. 
Stone dubbed the decade. during this time 
Homans served as counsel to the civil 
liberties union and handled several piv-
otal cases of the era. 
• The efforts of the nixon and Johnson 
administrations to use the conspiracy pros-
ecution as the weapon of choice to disrupt 
and deter the growing anti-Vietnam war 
movement in the 1960s. Homans was on 
the defense team in the landmark “boston 
Five” prosecution of dr. benjamin Spock, 
the Rev. william Sloane coffin, and three 
other leaders of the draft resistance. 
• The decades-long struggle to end the 
death penalty in massachusetts. The effort 
finally succeeded with Homans’ case of 
Comm. v. O’Neal.
• The evolving role of the criminal defense 
attorney over the past fifty years.
Homans stands in the line of great law-
yers like John adams, Salmon P. chase, 
and clarence darrow, who, as Oliver 
wendell Holmes Jr. put it, were willing to 
immerse themselves in the agonies of their 
times. but the narrative contrasts Homans’ 
storied legal career with a very troubled 
personal life—including two failed mar-
riages, self-destructive abuse of alcohol and 
tobacco, and egregious mismanagement of 
his finances—testifying to both the costs of 
such immersion as well as the strength of 
the human spirit when committed to the 
pursuit of the common good. 
i knew bill Homans slightly while i was 
in practice and we worked together on 
some matters, particularly the campaign 
against the restoration of the death penalty 
in the 1980s. He left behind little in the 
way of personal papers or correspondence, 
presenting a formidable challenge to any 
biographer of a deceased subject (1997). 
The written record of his life exists in the 
court files, briefs, transcripts, and decisions 
in the hundreds of cases he handled, as well 
as in newspaper accounts and magazine 
profiles. i relied extensively on interviews 
with family, friends, and associates.
at a time when trial lawyers and the 
larger profession are under attack from sev-
eral quarters, the nobility of Homans’ career 
stands as a salient reminder of the central 
role lawyers play in the political and moral 
progress of our democracy, as deToqueville 
observed nearly two hundred years ago.
in the woods with his son, accompanied by 
their dog murphy, and sometimes by his 
wife dana mcSherry ’04. He and his son 
have a goal of climbing all the 4,000-foot-
plus peaks in new Hampshire by the time 
liam goes to college. So far, they’re on 
track, having conquered nine last summer. 
—Jane Whitehead
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basics: why Financial Regulatory Overhaul 
is Overrated.” Entrepreneurial Business Law 
Journal (forthcoming 2009). “will the Sec 
Survive Financial Regulatory Reform?” Pitts-
burgh Law Review (forthcoming 2010).
Presentations: “How the Financial crisis Has 
blurred the Federal–State divide in corporate 
Governance: The case of executive com-
pensation,” roundtable, “layering Gover-
nance: multilevel Regulation under bush and 
beyond,” sponsored by the center on Feder-
alism and intersystemic Governance, emory 
university School of law, atlanta, Ga, in 
april. “Organizing and Outlining an article,” 
boston college eagle Scholars Seminar in Sept. 
“will the Sec Survive Financial Regulatory 
Reform?” symposium entitled “The Past, Pres-
ent, and Future of the Sec,” university of Pitts-
burgh School of law, Pittsburgh, Pa, in Oct.
Activities: moderator, “corporate Gover-
nance” panel, Roundtable on corporate Gov-
ernance and Securities law Responses to the 
Financial crisis, university of maryland School 
of law, baltimore, md, in april. The Future 
of Financial Regulation dialogue dinner with 
bc law alumni, Providence, Ri, in Sept. Par-
ticipant, symposium, “The delaware Fiduciary 
duty of Good Faith after disney: meaningful 
or mickey mouse?” sponsored by the New 
York Law School Law Review and the center 
on business law and Policy, new York law 
School, new York, nY, in nov.
GrEGory a. KalsChEur, sJ
Associate Professor
Recent Publications: “conscience and citizen-
ship: The Primacy of conscience for catholics 
in Public life.” Journal of Catholic Social 
Thought 6 (2009): 319–336. Review of Chris-
tianity and Law: An Introduction, edited by 
John witte Jr. and Frank alexander. Theo-
logical Studies 70 (September 2009): 722–724. 
Review of Recovering Self-Evident Truths: 
Catholic Perspectives on American Law, edited 
by michael a. Scaperlanda and Teresa Stanton 
collett. Journal of Law and Religion 24 (2009): 
739–744.
Presentations: “benedict XVi and Positive Sec-
ularity,” 4th annual conference on catholic 
legal Thought, catholic university of america 
columbus School of law, washington, dc, 
in June. “engaging the catholic intellectual 
Tradition,” faculty seminar on contempo-
rary Pedagogy and the ignatian Tradition, St. 
Joseph’s university, Philadelphia, Pa, in June. 
“engaging the catholic intellectual Tradition: 
a candid conversation,” 2009 institute for 
administration in catholic Higher education, 
boston college in July. “is Public morality 
an Oxymoron after lawrence? Reflections on 
Human dignity, Freedom, and limits on law,” 
symposium entitled “Religious legal Theory: 
The State of the Field,” Seton Hall university 
School of law, newark, nJ, in nov.
academic Vitae
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Activities: member of the executive commit-
tee and organizer of the panel, “benedict XVi 
and law, 4th annual conference on catholic 
legal Thought, catholic university of america 
columbus School of law, washington, dc, in 
June. Presenter, “courses in catholic Social 
Thought and the law,” panel, Joseph T. 
mccullen Jr. Symposium on catholic Social 
Thought and the law, Villanova university 
School of law, Villanova, Pa, in Sept.
Other: celebrant, university of detroit mercy 
School of law 97th annual Red mass, Saints 
Peter and Paul church, detroit, mi, in Sept.
DaniEl KansTroom
Associate Professor and Director of the 
International Human Rights Program
Recent Publications: “law, Torture, and the 
‘Task of the Good lawyer’: mukasey ago-
nistes.” Boston College International and 
Comparative Law Review (2009): 187–202.
Presentations: “immigration law and the com-
munity,” immigration law Society, washing-
ton university School of law, St. louis, mO, in 
Sept. “deportation and the Rule of law,” John 
F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard 
university in Sept. “Post-deportation Human 
Rights: a work in Progress,” conference enti-
tled “migration during an era of Restriction,” 
university of Texas, austin, TX, in nov.
Activities: commentator, manuscript entitled 
Warning Out: Robert Love’s Search for Strang-
ers in Pre-revolutionary Boston by cornelia H. 
dayton and Sharon V. Salinger, Organization 
of american Historians 2009 annual meet-
ing, Seattle, wa, in march. “aftermath: The 
effects of deportation,” plenary closing panel 
for deportation conference, John Jay college 
of criminal Justice, new York, nY, in may. 
Presenter, “i Speak english: The immigrant 
experience” panel, Hispanic Heritage month, 
boston college in Sept. Panel respondent, 
brookings-duke immigration Policy Round-
table, boston college in nov.
New Appointments: appointed interim direc-
tor, boston college center for Human Rights 
and international Justice. Reappointed to the 
american bar association commission on 
immigration.
Promotions: Promoted to associate professor 
with tenure at bc law.
Other: with a team of students from his 
international Human Rights law class, wrote 
and submitted an amicus curiae brief for law 
professors to the dc circuit court of appeals 
in the case of Al Maqeleh et al. v. Gates et al. 
related to arbitrary detention at bagram air 
base in afghanistan. 
sanforD n. KaTz
Darald and Juliet Libby Professor of Law
Presentations: “Family law in the new cen-
tury,” national council of Juvenile and Fam-
ily court Judges 72nd annual conference, 
chicago, il, in July. “The Family law world 
of walter weyrauch,” 2009 weyrauch dis-
tinguished lecture in Family law, university 
of Florida levin college of law, Gainesville, 
Fl, in Oct.
New Appointments: named to the massa-




Recent Publications: “modern man.” America 
201, issue 4 (august 17, 2009): 22–25.
Presentations: “a Jesuit law School: what’s the 
difference?” loyola university chicago School 
of law, chicago, il, in april. “The employee 
Free choice act,” workshop on work law, 
association of american law Schools 2009 
mid-Year meeting, long beach, ca, in June. 
“The Future of employment Regulation,” Joint 
labor management committee of the Food 
industry, chicago, il, in Oct.
Activities: Participant, american law institute 
(ali) 86th annual meeting, washington, dc, 
in may. attended a reception and dinner spon-
sored by the catholics in alliance for the com-
mon Good, washington, dc, in June. Guest, 
institute for american Values (iaV) 20th anni-
versary celebration, new York, nY, in June.
Other: member, consultative Group of the 
ali Restatement of the law Third employ-
ment law project; and the iaV council on 
Families. Reelected to the national executive 
board of the international Society for labor 
and Social Security law united States branch 
in may. interviewed by the Boston Globe 
about the newspaper Guild’s negotiations 
during the threatened closure of the paper; the 
associated Press for a major state of marriage 
story; the medill news Service at northwest-
ern university on youth membership in the 
labor movement; and wbZ newsRadio on 
the Senate confirmation hearings for Justice 
Sotomayor in July.
CynThia C. liChTEnsTEin 
Professor Emerita
Presentations: “Regulation of investment bank-
ing: Glass-Steagall Returns?” asian institute of 
international Financial law Seminar, “current 
issues in Global Financial Regulation,” univer-
sity of Hong Kong, china, in Oct.
New Appointments: named Paul Hastings 
visiting professor in corporate and financial 
law, Faculty of law, university of Hong Kong, 
china, for fall 2009. 
DaniEl a. lyons
Assistant Professor
Recent Publications: “Public use, Public 
choice, and the urban Growth machine: 
competing Political economies of Takings 
law.” University of Michigan Journal of Law 
Reform 42 (2009): 265–322.
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Works in Progress: “Technology convergence 
and Federalism: who Should control the 
Future of Telecommunications Regulation?” 
University of Michigan Journal of Law Reform 
43 (forthcoming 2010).
New Appointments: named assistant professor 
at bc law in July.
ray maDoff
Professor 
Presentations: “introduction to american law 
of Trusts,” university of barcelona, barcelona, 
Spain, in april. “components of an estate 
Plan,” State Street Global advisors, boston in 
april. “cRaTs and cRuTs and claTs and 
cluTs: The dr. Seuss of Split-interest Gifts,” 
Planned Giving Group of new england, boston 
in may. “everything You always wanted to 
Know about estate Planning* but were afraid 
to ask,” boston Foundation, boston in Sept. 
“what leona Helmsley can Teach us about 
the charitable deduction,” symposium, “The 
law of Philanthropy in the 21st century,” chi-
cago-Kent college of law, chicago, il, in Oct.
mary ann nEary
Associate Law Librarian for Education  
and Reference and Lecturer in Law
Presentations: “Technology and Research” as 
part of panel presentation entitled “what Tech-
nology can do for us as lawyers,” meritas 
litigation and labor and employment Joint 
Section meeting, boston in Oct.
Activities: Program coordinator and speaker, 
“legal Research Questions on the bar exam: 
Preparing Our Students,” american associa-
tion of law libraries 2009 annual meeting 
and conference, washington, dc, in July.
DaviD s. olson
Assistant Professor
Presentations: “First amendment challenges to 
copyright laws,” boston college law Review 
Symposium, “Publicity, Privacy, intellectual 
Property, and the First amendment,” bc law 
in april. “empirical Study of concurrent 
invention by industry,” to the faculty of Villa-
nova university School of law, Villanova, Pa; 
and at the Seventh annual works in Progress 
intellectual Property conference, Seton Hall 
university School of law, newark, nJ, in Oct.
mary-rosE papanDrEa
Associate Professor
Presentations: “The Future of Student Speech 
Rights,” The Future of the First amendment 
Symposium co-hosted by the american con-
stitution Society and the willamette center 
for Religion, law and democracy, willamette 
university college of law, Salem, OR, in Oct. 
“will the First amendment be Tamed by the 
new Supreme court?” Harvard law School 
reunion in Oct.
Other: appeared on necn regarding the 
retirement of Justice david Souter and the 
confirmation hearings for Justice Sotomayor.
vlaD f. pErJu
Assistant Professor 
Recent Publications: “a comment on legis-
prudence.” Boston University Law Review 89 
(2009): 427–434.
Works in Progress: “Struggles for Recognition 
in modern law: The case of disability Rights 
in the eu and the uS.” “cosmopolitanism 
and constitutional Self-Government.” “The 
Standpoint(s) of Justice.”
Presentations: “Struggles for Recognition in 
modern law: The case of disability Rights 
in the eu and the uS,” new York university 
School of law, new York, nY, in nov.
Activities: Participant, “workshop on com-
parative administrative law,” Yale law 
School, new Haven, cT, in may. Participant, 
“comparative Perspectives on Federalism and 
Separation of Powers: lessons from—and 
for—national, Supranational, and Global 
Governance,” workshop sponsored by the 
national Humanities center and the insti-
tute for advanced Studies, berlin, Germany, 
in July. Panelist, “Reforming the Romanian 
constitution,” clough center for the Study of 
constitutional democracy, boston college in 
nov. Participant, “The end and the beginning: 
The Revolutions of 1989 and the Resurgence 
of History” conference, woodrow wilson 
international center for Scholars, washington, 
dc, in nov. 
New Appointments: appointed a research 
fellow for 2009–2010 by the Hauser Global 
law School Program at new York university 
School of law.
Other: Recipient of the 2009 ius commune 
Prize by the ius commune Research School, 
maastricht university, the netherlands, for his 
article, “Reason and authority in the european 
court of Justice,” published in the Virginia 
Journal of International Law. 
zyGmunT J. B. plaTEr
Professor
Presentations: “a Very Small Fish in an iron 
Triangle,” center for environmental Studies, 
williams college, williamstown, ma, in Sept. 
“ecology, law, and national environmen-
tal Policy,” 2009–2010 colloquium Series, 
weston Observatory, department of Geology 
and Geophysics, boston college in Oct. “The 
Only Fish Story where the Fish Gets Smaller,” 
lake Forest college, lake Forest, il, in nov.
Activities: lectures and seminars on ecology 
and law, endangered species, ocean pollution, 
and natural resources, lake Forest college 
center for environmental Studies, chicago, il, 
in nov. Participated in a memorial event mark-
ing thirty years after an order of the Supreme 
court was superseded by an act of congress 
and the little Tennessee River was turned into 
the Tellico Reservoir, Vonore, Tn, in nov.
Brian J. m. Quinn
Assistant Professor
Recent Publications: “The Failure of Private 
Ordering and the Financial crisis of 2008.” 
New York University Journal of Law and Busi-
ness 5 (2009): 549–615.
Works in Progress: “Farmers, middlemen, and 
the new Rule of law movement.” Third World 
Law Journal (forthcoming 2010). “Optionality 
in merger agreements.”




Recent Publications: “‘we the Jurists’: islamic 
constitutionalism in iraq.” University of Penn-
sylvania Journal of Constitutional Law 10 
(2008): 527–579.
Works in Progress: “islamic legal maxims as 
Substantive canons of construction.” Journal 
of Islamic Law and Society 16 (forthcoming 
2009). “The islamic Rule of lenity: islamic 
law, lenity, and the Role of the courts.”
Presentations: “Religion as democratic con-
stituent,” Yale law School middle east legal 
Studies Seminar, “The State and legitimacy in 
the middle east,” abu dhabi, uae, in Jan. 
“Religion and constitutional identity,” uni-
versity of maryland School of law, baltimore, 
md, in Feb. “islamic law, lenity, and the 
Role of the courts,” workshop presentation, 
Harvard law School in march. “islamic law, 
Society, and the Jurisprudence of doubt,” 
islamic Studies colloquium, Princeton univer-
sity, Princeton, nJ, in Sept.
Activities: Program chair, “communities of 
law,” 16th Graduate conference in medieval 
Studies, “law and legal culture in the middle 
ages,” Princeton university, Princeton, nJ, in 
april.
New Appointments: named assistant professor 
at bc law; an islamic legal Studies Program 
affiliate in research, Harvard law School; and a 
2009 carnegie scholar for islamic law research.
Other: Received a Phd with a concentration 
in islamic law from the department of near 
eastern Studies at Princeton university in nov.
JamEs r. rEpETTi
William J. Kenealy, SJ, Professor of Law
Recent Publications: with Paul R. mcdaniel 
and Paul R. caron. Federal Wealth Transfer 
Taxation: Cases and Materials. 6th ed. new 
York: Foundation Press, 2009.
DianE m. rinG
Professor
Presentations: “Taxation of mobile income: 
income from intangibles,” 63rd congress of 
the international Fiscal association, Vancou-
ver, bc, canada, in Sept.
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Joan a. shEar
Legal Information Librarian and Lecturer in Law
New Appointments: chair, law librarians 
of new england nominations committee 
in april; and american association of law 
libraries copyright committee in July.
franCinE T. shErman
Clinical Professor and Director of the Juvenile 
Rights Advocacy Project
Recent Publications: Using JDAI Strategies to 
Reduce the Detention of Girls: Practice Guide 
#5. baltimore: annie e. casey Foundation, 
2009.
Works in Progress: “access to community 
Health care for Youth in the Juvenile Justice 
System: initial lessons from the massachu-
setts Health Passport Project.” Women, Girls, 
and Criminal Justice. Vol. 8, no. 6 (October/
november 2007): 81–82, 87–91. Reprinted 
in Women and Girls in the Criminal Justice 
System: Policy Issues and Practice Strategies, 
edited by Russ immarigeon. Kingston, nJ: 
civic Research institute, forthcoming 2010.
Presentations: “Girls in the united States Juve-
nile Justice System,” Fifth annual Girls, com-
munity, and Justice conference, university 
of massachusetts, dartmouth, ma, in June. 
“Sexual exploitation, Girls, and detention 
Reform,” annie e. casey Foundation Juvenile 
detention alternatives initiative (Jdai) inter-
site conference, washington, dc, in aug. 
“Social welfare v. Social control: Juvenile 
Justice in the united States,” israel national 
Juvenile Public defender’s conference; and 
“Girls in the united States Justice System,” 
israel Juvenile court Judges’ meeting, Tel aviv 
university, Tel aviv, israel, in nov.
Activities: moderator, clark county Girls Sym-
posium on commercial Sexual exploitation, 
las Vegas, nV, in July. workshop facilitator, 
“Tour through the Practice Guide on detention 
Reform for Girls,” Jdai inter-site conference, 
washington, dc, in aug. 
Other: member, dYS Facility Self-assessment 
Team, Spectrum Girls Program. Guest of the 
israel national Juvenile defenders, Juvenile 
court Judges, and youth rights clinical pro-
grams at bar ilan university, Ramat Gan, 




Works in Progress: Transactional Clinic Semi-
nar Companion. St. Paul, mn: west Thomson, 
forthcoming 2010. “counseling community 
Groups.”
Presentations: “casuistry and Practical ethical 
decision making,” speaker and participant, 
with Hon. James V. menno ’86, in a day-long 
discussion for massachusetts Probate and Fam-
ily court department justices on the questions 
of positivism and morality in their judging 
practices, clinton, ma, in april. “counseling 
community Groups,” conference entitled “The 
Pedagogy of interviewing and counseling ii: 
continuing the Quest for improved method-
ology,” ucla School of law, los angeles, 
ca, in Oct.
Activities: Participant, experiential educa-
tion Techniques Roundtable, a collaboration 
between Temple university beasley School of 
law and Tsinghua university, Qingdao, china, 
in July. Plenary speaker on ethical issues in 
medical–legal partnerships, conference entitled 
“interdisciplinary collaborative education: 
Partnerships between law Schools and the 
Health Professions,” Georgia State university, 
atlanta, Ga, in Sept. 
Other: Treasurer, community day center of 
waltham, a nonprofit organization offering 




Presentations: with alexis J. anderson, 
“beyond the ada: How legal Skills Faculty 
can Help Students with ‘non-Visible’ disabili-
ties bridge the ‘accommodations Gap’ between 
law School and legal Practice,” institute for 
law Teaching and learning 2009 conference, 
“implementing best Practices and educating 
lawyers: Teaching Skills and Professionalism 
across the curriculum,” institute for law 
Teaching and learning, Gonzaga university 
School of law, Spokane, wa, in June.
Activities: Panelist, “Taking the long View: 
Seeing Your legal career through the chal-
lenges of an economic downturn” sponsored 
by the boston bar association new lawyers 
Section and the Senior lawyers Section, nutter, 
mcclennen & Fish llP, boston in June.
alfrED C. yEn
Professor and Director of the Emerging 
Enterprises and Business Law Program
Works in Progress: “a Preliminary First amend-
ment analysis of legislation Treating news 
aggregation as copyright infringement.” Van-
derbilt Entertainment and Technology Law 
Review. “a First amendment Perspective on 
the construction of Third Party copyright 
liability.” Boston College Law Review. “Torts 
and the construction of inducement and 
contributory liability in amazon and Visa.” 
Columbia Journal of Law and the Arts.
Presentations: “a Preliminary First amendment 
analysis of legislation Treating news aggre-
gation as copyright infringement,” Vanderbilt 
Journal of entertainment and Technology law 
Symposium, “drawing lines in the digital age: 
copyright, Fair use, and derivative works,” 
Vanderbilt university law School, nashville, 
Tn, in Oct.
New Appointments: member, association of 
american law Schools membership Review 
committee.
 2000s 
Deborah Kim Seo ’00 is of counsel in the 
San Francisco, ca, office of bullivant 
Houser bailey Pc and focuses her practice 
in the areas of corporate finance, securities, 
mergers, and acquisitions.
David G. Sobol ’00 is a partner at boston-
based dinicola, Sobol & upton llP and 
concentrates in the areas of litigation, 
bankruptcy, and financial transactions.  
He was formerly at Holland & Knight  
llP in boston.
Thomas E. Gaynor ’01 is senior counsel in 
the business practices group at buchalter 
nemer in the firm’s los angeles and San 
Francisco, ca, offices. 
Ramzi Abadou ’02 is managing partner in 
the San Francisco, ca, office of barroway, 
Topaz, Kessler, meltzer & check llP. He 
is a former partner of coughlin, Stoia, 
Geller, Rudman & Robbins in San diego, 
ca.
Nathaniel M. Jordan ’02 is partner at 
Yoder, ainlay, ulmer & buckingham llP 
in Goshen, in, and concentrates in general 
trial practice, focusing on governmental 
litigation, civil rights, construction, and 
employment law.
Danielle P. Bianchi ’03 has a new job in 
the department of the navy’s Office of the 
General counsel as the assistant to the as-
sociate General counsel (management).
Travis W. Callahan ’03 is chief execu-
tive officer at m&a Property investors in 
Geneva, Switzerland.
Carrie Solages ’04 ran an exciting but 
unsuccessful campaign as democratic  
candidate for county clerk of nassau 
county in new York. He is a partner at 
Solages & Solages Pc in mineola, nY, 
and focuses his practice in the areas civil 
litigation, criminal defense, divorce, and 
personal injury.
Julia Martinescu Beckley ’05 married 
dustin clark beckley at american martyrs 
catholic church in manhattan beach, ca, 
in September. She is an associate in the 
toxic torts department of the los angeles 
office of mcKenna, long & aldridge llP. 
Terrence J. Brasch ’05 and Jessica A. 
Cunningham ’05 were married at the 
allied arts Guild in menlo Park, ca,  
in September.
class notes
(continued from page 48) 
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Sarah Jane Forman ’05 was named a clini-
cal teaching fellow in the criminal Justice 
clinic at washington university School of 
law in St. louis, mO.
Meghan M. Lynch ’05 is an associate in 
the Rochester, nY, office of Harter, Secrest 
& emery llP and focuses her practice in 
the areas of litigation and labor and em-
ployment law. She was previously with  
the Rochester firm of woods Oviatt  
Gilman llP.
Julie Yong-hee Park ’05 has established 
the law Offices of Julia Park llc in new 
York city and is focusing on uS immigra-
tion and special education law in new 
York and new Jersey. She was previously 
with cravath, Swaine & moore llP.
R. Victoria Fuller ’06 is an associate in 
the boston office of Taylor, duane, barton 
& Gilman llP and focuses her practice  
on insurance coverage disputes and em-
ployment litigation. She was a former 
associate at boston-based choate, Hall  
& Stewart llP.
Kristine Ann Cummings ’07 was honored 
by the women’s bar Foundation in 2008 
for her pro bono work with the Family 
law Project for battered women. She is an 
associate at Sally & Fitch llP in boston 
and concentrates her practice in family 
law and probate litigation. She and her 
husband, Leigh E. Cummings III ’07, live 
in boston.
David E. Peterson ’08 is an associate at 
estate Preservation law Offices in worces-
ter, ma. He was previously an associate at 
Fusaro, altomare & ermilio in worcester.
in closing
(continued from page 80) 
tion and teaching students to have a keen 
awareness of others and promoting justice. 
in the context of the modern law school, 
Jesuit law schools strive to implant these 
ideals into whatever a student chooses as 
a personal or professional path. This is 
not an attempt to “convert” students to a 
particular faith but rather is an attempt to 
ingrain a particular value into law students 
that they can then take with them after 
graduation.
i do believe that bc law is a place 
where such qualities are instilled in its 
graduates. it is a place where national 
prominence in legal education is achieved 
while the Jesuit qualities of concern for 
others and promoting justice are ingrained 
into each graduate. From my own interac-
tions with students, i also feel it is some-
thing bc law graduates obtain and often 
do not fully appreciate as an added bonus 
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to our legal training. currently, bc law is 
taking steps to make this aspect of a bc 
law education more explicit. For example, 
the current 1l class has a new require-
ment, Perspectives on law and Justice, that 
ensures students take at least one course 
examining the normative ideal of justice 
from a theoretical, historical, or com-
parative perspective. courses satisfying 
this requirement are designed to critically 
study the moral, philosophical, and cul-
tural premises underlying legal doctrines, 
and how such doctrines can be shaped and 
applied to promote a more just society.
The above perspectives are personal to 
me; however, i feel they should be embraced 
by all graduates of boston college law 
School. as my days as a law student drew 
to a close, i realized more and more that 
many students and alumni may not fully 
appreciate what sets bc law apart from 
other law schools and thus what makes 
our training and prestige special. 
Students and faculty are responsible for 
keeping the Jesuit tradition alive and flour-
ishing through their words and actions, 
whether explicitly or implicitly; it does not 
merely happen through traditional course-
work. The Jesuit tradition at bc law 
must be viewed in a larger context: as a 
quality and value ingrained in graduates to 
promote justice for the common good. as 
associate Professor Gregory a. Kalscheur, 
SJ, states in an article on the subject, 
“ideally, the Jesuit law school should strive 
to form lawyers who are people whose 
lives are animated by a certain kind of 
spirit; the graduate of a Jesuit law school 
should be a certain kind of person who 
acts in specific ways, whose life embodies a 
certain ‘Jesuit style.’” i hope that this arti-
cle enlightens all bc law alumni, students, 
faculty, and friends to the specialness of the 
bc law degree to the legal community.
behind the columns
(continued from page 3) 
administrators of estates, and so on. 
not surprisingly, all the deans felt that 
the accreditation standards should take 
a broader view of the business of the 
legal profession. This is not an objection 
to teaching skills per se. at bc we offer 
more than thirty such courses. but they 
aren’t all aimed at preparing students 
for litigation. The list of courses includes 
things like advising the business Plan-
ner, Sales in Practice, deals: The eco-
nomic Structure of Transactions, estate 
Planning, Technology Transactions and 
licensing, Real estate Finance, Venture 
capital, and land use Planning.
a second concern shared by the deans 
is the way skills are taught. as skills 
training becomes more pervasive, we see 
it in traditional courses, employing tech-
niques like simulation exercises, group 
projects, and supervised writing. The 
aba process has suggested that clinical 
instruction is the preferred method of 
skills training. The new england deans 
all agreed that clinics are a highly desir-
able component of modern legal educa-
tion. but, they said, clinics require “a low 
student-faculty ratio and [are] therefore 
very expensive. a drop in the market for 
lawyers is now forcing law schools to 
seek ways to freeze or reduce tuition. as 
our graduates struggle with their debt 
burden, any requirement that increases 
costs must be weighed very carefully.” 
Our third concern focused on the 
assessment process itself. at present, we 
mark a student’s progress through law 
school with semester exams, and law 
schools’ success through bar passage 
rates and employment statistics. Few of 
us have fond memories of bluebooks and 
bar exams. but we should proceed cau-
tiously before casting these aside in favor 
of measures like “peer (student to stu-
dent) assessment,” “evaluation of student 
learning portfolios,” and “surveys of 
attorneys, judges, and alumni” (proposed 
interpretation 304-1). These are untested 
methodologies. To give just one example, 
US News & World Report currently sur-
veys attorneys, judges, and academics ev-
ery year, asking them to rank law schools 
on a 1-5 scale of quality. The response 
rate among attorneys and judges is low. 
and i can say, having done the survey 
for almost two decades, that i have scant 
information on which to base an opinion 
for many schools. as a possible measure 
of the quality of our graduates, i would 
far rather rely on the bar exam than on a 
survey like this. 
i think the aba’s review process will 
prove to be a useful exercise. There is 
room for improvement in the current 
standards. and the section leadership has 
done a good job of conducting an open 
process and inviting participation by the 
academy. i hope the conversation results 
in thoughtful modifications.
1. The change dates back to a consent decree the ABA signed 
with the Department of Justice in 1995. In the early 1990’s, the 
Massachusetts School of Law sued the ABA over some difficulties it 
was having in getting accreditation. The Department of Justice took 
an interest in the case, especially in charges that the ABA was using 
its power as an accrediting agency to protect the economic interests 
of law faculty. In the consent decree, the ABA agreed to reform the 
accreditation process so that it was no longer controlled by faculty 
who benefited from requiring better pay and working conditions.
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P rofessor James repetti, a leading tax scholar and the first holder of the william J. Kenealy, SJ, Professorship, gave the chair’s inaugural lecture at the Law School in October on the role of economic analysis in determining the future of the american tax system.
the professorship is the result of a gift pledged five years ago by the Class of 1974 and completed 
in 2009. the Kenealy Professorship is among several chairs that are part of Boston College Law 
School’s $50 million goal in the university’s Light the world capital campaign.
richard P. Campbell ’74 was among the leadership donors to the Kenealy Professorship and 
attended repetti’s lecture. “i was impressed by how far Boston College Law School has traveled 
since our class graduated,” he said. “the Law School is now, unequivocally, one of the nation’s best. 
i could almost feel its preeminence in the lecture hall—a 
renowned scholar addressing an accomplished alumni in a 
fabulous facility. it was a great event.”
in his presentation, repetti said concerns about fairness, 
administrability, and economic efficiency had tradition-
ally played equal roles in the design of the tax system. in 
the past twenty years, however, concerns about economic 
efficiency appear to have dominated the debate. repetti 
argued that economic efficiency should not play a greater 
role in structuring our tax system than concerns about the 
system’s fairness and administrability because the antici-
pated gains from economic efficiency are no more certain 
than gains associated with fairness and administrability.
repetti, who joined the faculty of BC Law School 
in 1986, was appointed as the first the rev. william J. 
Kenealy, SJ, Professor at the start of this academic year. 
the professorship is named in honor of the member of the 
Law School’s first class who went on to serve as dean of the 
school from 1939–1956. 
“all of us in the Class of 1974 recognize that Boston 
College Law School’s ability to continue its spectacular 
growth will be, first and foremost, a function of the quality 
of its faculty,” said John Boc, chair of meridian investments 
and a member of the BC Law Board of Overseers. “accord-
ingly, we decided that the funding of the Kenealy Chair was 
the best way for us to contribute to that growth.”
repetti is co-author of the texts Partnership Income Taxa-
tion, Introduction to United States International Taxation, 
Federal Wealth Transfer Taxation, Problems in Federal 
Wealth Transfer Taxation, and Tax Aspects of Organizing 
and Operating a Business and a contributing author to 
the treatises Comparative Income Taxation: A Structural 
Analysis and The International Guide to Partnerships. 
a 1975 magna cum laude graduate of Harvard College, 
repetti received his Jd magna cum laude and mBa degrees 
from Boston College in 1980, after which he clerked for 
Judge walter Skinner, then worked for ropes & gray. 
for more biographical information on repetti and to 
view the video of the lecture, go to www.bc.edu/schools/
law/newsevents.html.
repetti gives inaugural Kenealy Lecture
 class of ’74 gift funds new professorship




















































challenge grant program increases total
S ince launching the Light the world campaign, BC Law School has been the recipient of a number of gifts towards its goal of 500 legacy gifts. Legacy giv-
ing offers donors creative ways to maximize their giving to 
BC Law School and it ensures that their alma mater receives 
much needed financial support for years to come. it also 
offers tax advantages when passing along assets to heirs.
the majority of recent legacy gifts have come from alum-
ni, some given jointly with their spouses; a member of the 
Law School administration and her spouse are also among 
the new donors.
the most common—and simplest—type of legacy gift is a 
bequest intention. it works this way: donors name the Law 
School in their will as a beneficiary of a certain percentage 
or dollar amount of their outright or residual estate or they 
name the Law School as a contingent beneficiary. 
Other options include charitable remainder trusts and 
charitable gift annuities, both of which enable donors to 
receive income during their lifetimes while making a chari-
table gift to the Law School. donors may also choose to 
name the Law School as a beneficiary of their life insurance 
policies.
if you have included the Law School in your estate plans 
and would like your gift to be counted as part of the Light 
the world campaign effort, please let us know. Should you 
wish to learn more about legacy giving opportunities to Bos-
ton College Law School, please contact allison Picott, senior 
associate director of capital giving, by phone at 617-552-
8696, by email at picott@bc.edu, or by mail at 885 Centre 
Street, newton, ma 02459.
 the Simplicity of Legacy giving
there’s an option for every donor
Legacy gifts are part of a deeply rooted tradition at Boston College Law School—and those who make them play a key 
role in securing the Law School’s future. donors are recognized as members of the Shaw Society and have remembered 
the Law School in a life income gift or have named BC Law as a beneficiary of a will, trust, retirement plan, or life 
insurance policy. members receive special recognition within the Law School and additional benefits that include 
invitations to exclusive events and updates on the latest BC Law giving news. Please complete the form below to 
become a Shaw Society member.
if you have included BC Law in your estate plan, we invite you to complete this form, so that we may enroll you in the 
Shaw Society.  if you would prefer simply to notify the Law School that you have made arrangements that warrant your 
inclusion in the Shaw Society, please let us know.  
CONFIDENTIAL
date:.
name:       date of birth:
Spouse:       Spouse date of birth:
Class year(s) and school(s):    Parent year(s): 
mailing address: 
 
telephone:      e-mail: 
Please enroll me/us as a member of the Shaw Society:
o	 i/we may be included in a list of Shaw Society members in BC Law publications 
Or
o	 i/we prefer to remain an anonymous member of the Shaw Society
While you may simply wish to inform the Law School that you should be counted among the members of the Shaw 
Society, if you would like to let us know the nature of what you have done, please feel free to complete the rest of this 
form:
o	 i / o	we have named Boston College Law School as a beneficiary of a will or trust 
o	 i / o	we have named Boston College Law School as a beneficiary in one or more:
o	Life insurance policy  o		ira, pension, or other retirement account
o	donor-advised fund  o		Other (please specify): 
approximate amount of your gift in today’s dollars:     gift designation: 
Boston College Law School • Office of institutional advancement • Barat House • 885 Centre Street, newton, ma 
02459




n retirement assets (401(K), ira, etc.)
n Life insurance
n gifts of real estate
n Charitable gift annuities
n Charitable remainder trusts
n Charitable Lead trusts
thank you for your SuPPort of bc LaW SchooL
Please fold along dotted line and tape at top
ALLISON PICOTT 
OFFICE OF INSTITUTIONAL ADVANCEMENT 
BOSTON COLLEGE LAW SCHOOL 
885 CENTRE ST 
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[ R e p o R t  o n  G i v i n G ]
F R OM  T H E  a s s O c i a T E  d E a n  
O F  i n s T i T u T i O n a l  a d va n c E M E n T
alumni Defy the Odds
B Y  M a R i a n n E  l O R d
the Report on Giving recognizes all do-
nors who made a gift to Boston College 
Law School during the fiscal year span-
ning June 1, 2008 to may 31, 2009. any 
gift recorded before June 1, 2008 was 
part of last year’s totals and report; any 
gift recorded after may 31, 2009 will be 
recognized in next year’s report.
Considerable care has gone into the preparation of 
the Report on Giving. Each donor is very important 
to us and every effort has been made to ensure that 
no name has been missed or appears incorrectly. If 
we have omitted, misspelled, or incorrectly recorded 
a name, we sincerely apologize. Please bring any 
errors to our attention. You may contact Marianne 
Lord, associate dean, by phone at 617-552-3536, 
by email at Marianne.Lord@bc.edu, or by mail at 
885 Centre Street, Newton, MA 02459. 
The Kane Society, a new giving society recognizing 
alumni participation in giving to the Law School, 
has been established in honor of Paul M. Kane 
A&S’64, L’70, P’88, ’89, ’97. Kane spearheaded last 
year’s successful Kane Participation Challenge, 
which encouraged regular annual giving to BC 
Law. With a long tradition of supporting both the 
University and the Law School, Paul, and the entire 
Kane Family, epitomize dedication and loyalty to 
Boston College.
Beginning in these pages next year, we will 
acknowledge members of the Kane Society for 
their consistent support.
in FY2009 
BC Law alumni 
responded to the 
needs and aspi-
rations of the 
community with 
unpr e c eden t -
ed support and faith in the future, 
despite all the economic uncertainty 
and hardship. it seems they inherently 
understand that supporting their law 
school enhances the value of their 
own credentials and that their invest-
ment speaks to a broader societal 
goal. For a democracy to work, it 
must produce widespread, accessible, 
and expected justice.  
Really good law schools remove 
the barriers of economic hardship 
and increase access to justice through 
scholarships for those who seek to 
serve that value in society. 
Really good law schools support 
the research and careers of professors 
who devote their lives to teaching 
and scholarship in service to a living 
and growing body of law. they pre-
pare the next generation who would 
deliver justice to their communities, 
their countries, and the world. 
in the Fall of 2009, we celebrated 
Professor Jim Repetti’s investiture as 
the inaugural chair holder of the Rev. 
william Kenealy Professorship. it was 
established through the generosity of 
the Class of 1974 on the occasion of 
their thirtieth reunion and completely 
funded on the occasion of their thirty-
fifth. Our alumni know that Professor 
Repetti ’80 is a contributor to the 
national discussion and debate over 
US tax policy and has educated count-
less leaders in the field.
with thanks and admiration, i 
submit this brief report on some of 
what our alumni, both newly minted 
and seasoned, have accomplished in 
support of justice between June 1, 
2008 and may 31, 2009:
• 80 percent of the graduating 
Class of 2009, itself facing a dif-
ficult job market, committed a gift 
of $150,000 for loan repayment as-
sistance to support graduates who go 
into public interest work. a generous 
alumnus whose career was in finan-
cial services made a challenge gift of 
$50,000 to the class effort.
In 2009 the largest distribution 
ever was made by BC Law to alumni 
needing loan repayment assistance.
• many alumni who created newly 
established, named, endowed schol-
arships, and faculty research funds 
learned that their endowments fell 
below gift value due to the market 
slide and would produce little or no 
income this year. 
Endowment donors responded by 
giving additional income of nearly 
$100,000 to ameliorate the loss. 
• with the help of 10 reunion com-
mittees, the classes who celebrated re-
unions in the Fall of 2008 (those with 
graduation years ending in 3s and 8s) 
pledged $2.176 million to the school. 
Those funds enhanced scholarships, 
loan repayment assistance, faculty 
research, and other important projects 
and programs.
• alumni helped set another re-
cord in overall giving in Fiscal Year 
2009 with pledges of $6.6 million, 
up from $6.2 million in the previous 
fiscal year.
The largest gift in the Law School’s 
history was received in FY2009—a 
pledge of $3.1 million from Liberty 
Mutual Insurance for a professor- 


















• those alumni who gave to the Law School Fund 
contributed a total of $1.88 million.
The Law School Fund was spent in its entirety 
for loan repayment assistance, scholarships, public 
interest fellowships, faculty research, LAB, oral 
advocacy competitions, and so much more.
thank you for your faith, for your optimism, 
and for your support of Boston College Law School.
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alumni
Charles J. Gulino ’59*
James a. Champy ’68
Paul m. Kane ’70
David a. t. Donohue ’71
John J. mcHale ’75
John a. tarantino ’81
michael H. Lee ’83
thomas a. zaccaro ’84*
Joanne e. Caruso ’86







estate of Frank Oliver
Joe Peterchak
Patrice tarantino




the Jacob & Valeria Langeloth 
Foundation
Liberty mutual Group inc.
alumni
Francis D. Privitera ’56
Robert D. Keefe ’72
Richard P. Campbell ’74*
Joan Lukey ’74*
David C. weinstein ’75







Philip D. Stevenson 
Laura L. Vanek
Clare weinstein
corporations and  
Foundations
Picerne Charitable trust
Privitera Family Charitable 
Foundation
alumni
James F. Stapleton ’57
Robert a. trevisani ’58
anne P. Jones ’61
R. Robert Popeo ’61
william m. Kargman ’67
Christopher C. mansfield ’75
John t. montgomery ’75
David m. Solomon ’76
michael J. Puzo ’77
Jeffrey S. Sabin ’77
Debra Brown Steinberg ’79*
Lidia B. Devonshire ’80
James H. Lerner ’80
Robert C. mendelson ’80
John D. Donovan Jr. ’81
Donald m. Keller Jr. ’82
Patricia Kennedy Rocha ’82
Brian J. Knez ’84*
James Dawson Carey ’91
Danielle Salvucci Black ’96





Virginia m. Quealy Dunphy
Patrick O. Dunphy 
Donna L. Hale 
Lynn C. Brown Kargman
John m. Kenney











corporations and  
Foundations
the annie e. Casey Foundation
BC Law Publications trust




the Gardiner Howland Shaw 
Foundation
James a. Champy Living trust
K. P. m. G. Foundation
Kargman Charitable & education 
Fund
Knez Family Foundation
the Lawrence & Lillian Solomon 
Fund inc.
mcGrath & Kane
new Cadaro Realty trust
wallace minot Leonard 
Foundation
alumni
Darald R. Libby ’55 †
John J. Curtin ’57
David e. tardif ’58
Harold Hestnes ’61
Raymond F. murphy ’61
Roger m. Bougie ’62
David B. Perini ’62
william a. mcCormack ’67
John e. Heraty ’69*
Frederic n. Halstrom ’70
Robert a. O’neil ’71
Robert K. Decelles ’72
Douglass n. ellis ’72
George m. Kunath ’73
John F. Boc ’74*
John D. Hanify ’74*
David Leslie ’74*
walter B. Prince ’74*
Hon. ellen S. Huvelle ’75
Daniel F. murphy ’75
Kathleen e. Shannon ’75
Leonard F. DeLuca ’77
Richard V. Fitzgerald ’77
Kitt Sawitsky ’77
Ralph Joseph Cinquegrana ’78
Patrick thomas Jones ’78
Kathleen m. mcKenna ’78
Douglas L. wisner ’78
James e. mcDermott ’80
Steven a. wilcox ’80
Clover m. Drinkwater ’81
Sarah Salter Levy ’81
John m. Pereira ’81
Deborah Beth Goldberg ’83
albert a. notini ’83
mark V. nuccio ’83
Geoffrey e. Hobart ’85
mark C. michalowski ’85
Kathryn Jean Barton ’87
David Victor Drubner ’88
Peter a. alpert ’89*
Kathleen O. Pasqualini ’90































nancy e J. michalowski














corporations and  
Foundations
Boston College Law School alumni 
association
Charles B. & Louis R. Perini 
Family Foundation
Citi Global impact Funding trust 
inc.
the eleanor F. Langan Foundation 
of 1997




mansfield Family investment trust
the massachusetts Cultural 
Council
Schwab Fund For Charitable 
Giving
the Dean’s Council Giving Societies
The dean’s council recognizes the generosity of the many alumni and friends of Boston college law school who make  
leadership commitments of $1,500 or more ($1,000 for graduates of five years or fewer) for any purpose in each fiscal year.
THE sT. THOMas MORE sOciETY ($100,000 or above, cash or pledge)
This premier level of the dean’s council honors st. Thomas More, who epitomizes the amalgamation of intellect and  
virtue that we strive for at Boston college law school. st. Thomas More was a renowned English Renaissance lawyer  
and scholar, declared by Pope John Paul ii “the heavenly Patron of statesmen and Politicians.”
THE HuBER sOciETY ($50,000 or above, cash or pledge)
This society demonstrates the regard and gratitude felt by so many alumni and faculty toward dean Richard G. Huber. 
during his tenure as dean, he spearheaded additions to the faculty, the acquisition of the current newton campus, 
the first joint degree, and several new law reviews. However, for many, dean Huber is remembered not only for  
the great things he did for the law school, but for his wonderful and caring nature.
THE BaRaT sOciETY ($20,000)
More than 200 years ago, st. Madeleine sophie Barat founded the society of the sacred Heart. dedicated to 
educating women, in 1946 the society established the newton college of the sacred Heart. Our alumni, students, 
and faculty celebrate the vision, courage, and resolve exhibited by people such as st. Madeleine sophie Barat.
THE slizEwski sOciETY ($10,000)
One of the law school’s most beloved professors, Emil slizewski ’43 was a legend on campus for his Trusts 
and Estates course. unstinting in his research and generous spirit, he provided some of the most rigorous and 
rewarding educational experiences at the law school during his half-century of service. This giving society honors 
Professor slizewski’s memory and expresses our gratitude for his loyalty, perseverance, and knowledge.
*= reunion year  † = deceased
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alumni
Julian J. D’agostine ’53
anna m. DiGenio ’57
Douglas J. macmaster Jr. ’58
Stephen J. Paris ’63
Herbert J. Schneider ’64*
Paula w. Gold ’67
John R. Shaughnessy ’68
Jeffrey m. Siger ’69*
Richard R. zaragoza ’69*
Joseph J. Recupero ’73
Patricia R. Recupero ’73
John F. Bronzo ’74*
Kevin P. Phillips ’75
Charles F. Rogers ’75
James F. Kavanaugh ’77
Dennis R. La Fiura ’77
Stephen wells Kidder ’78
Judith ann malone ’78
Gary Stewart Rattet ’78
James J. Yukevich ’78
John Gilmore Childers ’81
David w. ellis ’81
edward t. Hinchey ’81
Linda J. Hoard ’81
Karen G. Del Ponte ’83
Christopher David Dillon ’83
Helene w. Haddad ’83
mark e. Haddad ’83
Randall G. Hesser ’83
Janice L. moore ’83
Robert J. moore ’83
michael J. Coughlin Jr. ’84*
mary Jean moltenbrey ’84*
mary Deck Rutledge ’88
anne Rickard Jackowitz ’89*
Jodi m. Petrucelli ’92
John D. norberg ’95
andrew Peter Borggaard ’96












Cynthia L ward Kavanaugh
















arpad Von Lazar 
elise R. zaragoza






Goldman, Sachs & Co.
Kevin B. Callanan Revocable 
Living trust
Rathmann Family Foundation
Vanguard Charitable endowment 
Program
wilmer, Cutler, Pickering, Hale & 
Dorr LLP
THE HOuGHTElinG sOciETY ($2,500)
For nearly a quarter of a century, Professor James l. Houghteling’s intellectual curiosity and enthusiasm touched 
generations of Bc law students. His passion for learning permeated his classroom teaching and inspired countless 
lawyers to continue in their exploration of the law, well beyond their law school days.
alumni
Philip H. R. Cahill ’48
John P. white ’54*
Frances Clohessy Spillane ’58
marcel Charles Durot ’60
John F. Keenan ’60
J. Owen todd ’60
John R. murphy ’63
John J. Sheehy ’63
Hon. thomas P. Kennedy ’64*
Lawrence a. Katz ’67
michael e. mone ’67
Paul w. Goodrich ’68
e. J. Holland ’68
Jeffrey P. Somers ’68
margaret S. travers ’69*
mary m. Connolly ’70
David thomas Gay ’70
Richard J. Schulman ’70
Robert m. Bloom ’71
maurice H. Sullivan ’71
michael S. Greco ’72
Gaynelle Griffin Jones ’72
Jane Lisman Katz ’72
Frank R. newett ’72
walter a. Costello ’73
Richard m. Gelb ’73
andrew R. Kosloff ’73
John K. markey ’73
Joseph egan ’74*
Patricia C. Gunn ’74*
Paul a. Lacy ’74*
Paula Pugh newett ’74*
Kathleen King Parker ’75
Stephen Parker ’75
Robert B. Hoffman ’76
Robert L. Raskopf ’76
marianne D. Short ’76
mark D. wincek ’76
Philip m. Cedar ’77
evan Crosby Dresser ’77
Richard a. Feinstein ’77
James e. Harvey ’77
mary Holland Harvey ’77
mark C. Kelly ’77
James P. Laughlin ’77
Philip D. O’neill ’77
mary K. Ryan ’77
thomas m. Saunders ’78
Steven Lewis Schreckinger ’78
Jovi tenev ’78
teresa Valdes-Fauli weintraub ’79*
Judy willis ’79*
nelson G. apjohn ’81
Steven G. madison ’81
thomas Paul Dale ’82
edward F. Fay ’82
Barbara m. Senecal ’82
Charles P. Shimer ’82
Rebecca S. Vose ’82
william R. Baldiga ’83
Laurence J. Bird ’83
Kim L. Chisholm ’83
Susan J. Ganz ’83
Leslie a. Shimer ’83
Scott a. Faust ’85
Juan manuel acosta ’86
Kathleen m. Gilligan ’86
Gary D. Levine ’87
John Peter Bostany ’88
mary Jo Johnson ’88
Pete Stuart michaels ’88
adolfo e. Jimenez ’90
Deborah C. Segal ’90
Brenda Ruel Sharton ’90
anthony David Rizzotti ’92
Robert J. weber ’92
Brigida Benitez ’93
elena S. Rutrick ’93
Jill Rizzotti ’95
Cece Cassandra Davenport ’96
Jonathan Bryan Brooks ’99*
Brandon L. Bigelow ’01
Kristina L. Brittenham ’05
John V. Hobgood ’05
Sara a. Horvath ’05
erin e. mcFeron ’05
Susan ellen Schorr ’05
Steven e. Sexton ’05
Jennifer R. Capasso ’06
Stephen t. melnick ’06
Katherine Dacey Seib ’06



































































corporations and  
Foundations
the Dorsey & whitney 
Foundation
Fidelity investments
Gelb & Gelb LLP
the Greater Kansas City 
Community Foundation 
Jane & Robert Katz Foundation
madison-Holguin Family trust
marsh & mcLennan 
merrill Lynch & Company
moors & Cabot inc.
murphy Family trust
PnC advisors
the Plymouth Rock Foundation
walt Disney Co. Foundation
THE dOOlEY sOciETY ($1,500, $1,000 for graduates of five years or fewer)
as the law school’s first dean, dennis a. dooley brought vigor and innovation to his vision. His dynamic administrative 
leadership and engagement with the broader community laid the foundation for the law school’s future prosperity.
alumni
James J. mawn ’57
George G. Burke ’59*
Owen B. Lynch ’59*
edward i. Rudman ’62
John J. Powers ’63
Suzanne Lataif Powers ’63
Kevin B. Callanan ’67
Stephen B. Goldenberg ’67
martin michaelson ’68
Jon D. Schneider ’68
arthur G. wiener ’68
michael O. Jennings ’72
Daniel J. meehan ’72
Lawrence O. Spaulding ’72
alan i. Saltman ’73
Lawrence R. Sidman ’73
neal C. tully ’73
Kevin J. moynihan ’74*
Robert P. Joy ’75
Kenneth S. Prince ’75
James L. Rudolph ’75
Vicki L. Hawkins-Jones ’76
michael D. Jones ’76
Sander a. Rikleen ’76
Kenneth D. arbeeny ’78
michael alan Hacker ’78
thomas Frederick Holt ’78
Debra Lay-Renkens ’78
william J. Rooney ’78
mitchell elliot Rudin ’78
Scott K. Goodell ’79*
thomas Henry Hannigan ’79*
Lauren Stiller Rikleen ’79*
Camille Kamee Fong ’82
Pamela Downing Brake ’83
Stephen J. Brake ’83
michael F. Coyne ’83
Stephen V. Gimigliano ’83
Donal J. Orr ’83
michael K. Fee ’84*
Peter J. Haley ’84*
Sandra Leung ’84*
Christopher P. Harvey ’86
Hugh G. mcCrory ’86
ann L. milner ’86
Loretta Rhodes Richard ’88
anne O’Connor mcCrory ’89*
Lisa marie Ropple ’89*
Kimberly L. Sachse ’89*
David L. Batty ’91
John e. Henry ’91
michelle R. Dennison ’92
Rodney D. Johnson ’92
John F. malitzis ’92




































anne Harvey taylor 
melissa tully
Jonathan wilk




the Laurie m. tisch illumination 
Fund
merck & Company inc
mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris, 





United way of Rhode island
THE sullivan sOciETY ($5,000)
Richard s. sullivan ’39 was a trailblazer who helped to transform a fledging program in labor and trade law into a 
major focus at the law school. His example encourages the law school to continue its tradition of excellence and 
forge new traditions in emerging areas of the law.
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Class Giving Report
The law school’s class Giving Report recognizes the generosity of the many alumni,  
students, and friends who contribute to the school.








Philip H. R. Cahill
Charles w. Capraro
Daniel a. Healy










Hon. Joseph F. Deegan Jr.
william H. Hogan
Ralph S. inouye
Hon. Kenneth F. mcLaughlin












Hon. thomas H. Corrigan






Hon. John F. murphy Jr.
albert G. tierney
1953










Hon. John e. Fenton Jr.
everett B. Horn





















Lt. Col. Frank t. moniz
Francis D. Privitera
Hon. John a. tierney
1957
Hon. Conrad J. Bletzer Sr.
walter J. e. Carroll























Raymond J. Kenney Jr.
Lucille K. Kozlowski


















































Hon. Douglas R. Gray







































































Hon. Joseph J. Reardon
nelson G. Ross
Herbert J. Schneider
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thomas F. Sullivan
1967




































Hon. John P. Connor Jr.













































Col. michael J. Brawley
thomas H. Brown

























































































Recipient Marcus Hughes ’09
“When I learned I was the recipient of the Michael 
Mone Scholarship, much of the anxiety I felt about 
financing my education was taken off my shoulders. It 
enabled me to graduate with manageable debt, and I am 
truly thankful for his generosity. I have met Mike Mone, 
and he is a great man. I am inspired by his willingness 
to give back in a way that directly impacts my life and  
others like me. I hope to follow in his footsteps.”
donor Michael Mone ’67 
“My Dad lost his job in my sopho-
more year at Middlebury College 
and they put me on scholarship. I 
wouldn’t have been able to go without 
that, so I’ve always felt an obligation 
to make sure others get the support 
they need, particularly at Boston College. My scholar-
ship has a preference for African Americans because I 
was concerned about the need to have more diversity in 
the profession. Having the money to attract someone like 
Marcus Hughes is great for Marcus and it’s great for BC 
Law School.”
Scholarships


















































































































































































































































Hon. Denis P. Cohen
Katherine Litman Cohen












































































































Gerard a. St. amand
Hon. Jeremy a. Stahlin
Christopher J. Sterritt
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Hon. Robert n. Scola Jr.
Douglas D. Scott
Larry G. J. Shapiro
Francine t. Sherman
Debbie-ann Sklar





















Hon. David taylor Donnelly






























































mary elizabeth Van Dyck












































































michael F. Kilkelly 












































































































































































































































































































































































































Recipient Professor Mary Rose Papandrea
“This past year there was a real concern about whether 
there would be money for summer research, so I was 
particularly grateful in this economy to have the support 
of an alumnus like John McHale. During the school 
year we focus on serving our students and doing the 
best we can in the classroom, but in the summer we 
can devote ourselves to our equally important scholarly 
research. Without alumni support it would be difficult 
to undertake that work.”
donor John J. McHale ’75 
“I felt gratified to have been able 
to play a part in making possible 
Professor Mary Rose Papandrea’s 
article “Student Speech Rights in the 
Digital Age.” It would be terrible if 
economic circumstances meant that 
scholarship of this caliber didn’t happen.”
Faculty Support
[ R e p o R t  o n  G i v i n G ]




























































Beth C. Van Pelt
Daniel H. weintraub
Charles willson



































































































































































































































































































Donations reach recipients quicker
A reorganization of BC Law School’s budgeting 
and operating procedures under the direction of 
Joseph Carroll, the associate dean for finance and 
administration, has resulted in a more efficient and 
timely distribution of Law School Fund dollars to the 
programs it supports.
“The effort has made the Law School Fund more 
responsive to its strategic initiatives,” Carroll said, 
citing the impact on scholarships, loan repayment 
assistance (LRAP), faculty research, and summer 
public-interest stipends, in particular. 
For example, together with dollars from endowed 
funds and presuming a minimum of $2 million in 
gifts to the Law School fund annually, Carroll antici-
pates the ability to allocate $1.5 million to scholar-
ships in the next fiscal year, up from $800,000 in 
FY08. As for Loan Repayment Assistance, the Law 
School Fund will contribute $133,000 next year, up 
from $60,000 (combined with other funds, the Law 
School’s total contribution to LRAP will be $333,000, 
up from $260,000 last year.)
“Our streamlined procedures are getting more dol-
lars to programs faster than ever before,” observes 
Marianne Lord, associate dean of institutional 
advancement. “That’s a real boon to recipients and 
to our donors.”
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FY99 FY00 FY01 FY02 FY03 FY04 FY05 FY06 FY07 FY08 FY09
Pledges
Cash
Boston college law school
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Kim a. Bucchi Consoli


























































































































































































































Deborah wells ah tye























































marta a Schneider Butler
Beth a. Byrne
Graciela eleta Cacho


























































































James Van B. Dresser



































































Rose marie morones Fisher
Susan Kay Pastor Fishman
Daniel H. Fitts
Jill e. Fitzgerald


























































donor Peggy a. leen 
“My late husband was able to devote 
a lifetime to public service, in large 
part because of receiving a full schol-
arship to BC Law. I endowed The 
Thomas L. Leen ’66 Loan Repay-
ment Assistance Fund because the 
enormous cost of higher education often prohibits tal-
ented and motivated people from entering the public 
sector. Contributing to this program was the best way 
to remember and recognize his lifelong contribution and 
commitment to public service.”
Recipient Liz Chacko ’03
“At the Friends of Farmworkers in Pennsylvania, I work 
with clients who often have very few places they can go 
for help with their problems. They’re grateful when 
they’re able to get something—even as basic as wag-
es— for work they’ve done. I’m not sure that I would be 
able to do this work if I didn’t have LRAP assistance.”
Loan Repayment assistance
[ R e p o R t  o n  G i v i n G ]
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Dr. andrew H. Liu






























































































































































































Janet R. Kaufman 
Katherine S. Kaufmann

















































Dr. Benn m. Kushner
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Boston college law school Fund
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The Shaw Society—Establish Your Own Legacy at BC Law
might include a $50,000 bequest provision in their will for the Law 
School; invested at 5 percent, this could produce $2,500 each year.
There are also more sophisticated types of legacy gifts that may 
provide donors and their spouses with supplemental income 
during their lifetimes, or allow them to pass along assets to their 
heirs with reduced tax liability, while supporting the Law School 
in tandem.
Legacy gifts are critical to Boston College Law School’s educational 
mission and are necessary for the Law School to compete with 
other institutions for the best and brightest faculty and students. 
Currently, only 1 to 2 percent of Boston College’s endowment is 
funded with money from realized bequests. By comparison, the 
colleges and universities with larger endowments than BC’s are 
funded with 35 to 40 percent from realized bequests. Through the 
Light the World campaign, we plan to solidify Boston College Law 
School as one of the top law schools in the United States.
If you wish to establish your own living legacy or explore legacy 
giving, please contact Allison Picott, senior associate director of 
capital giving, by phone at 617-552-8696, by email at picott@
bc.edu, or by mail at 885 Centre Street, Newton, MA 02459.
Russell e. Brennan ’34†*
anonymous ’43†
Joseph C. Barry ’47†
Lawrence J. Fitzgerald ’47†
Lawrence S. Flaherty ’47†
walter F. Sullivan ’47
Daniel a. Healy ’48
John C. Lacy ’48
Hon. Paul V. mullaney ’48
anonymous ’49†*
David R. white ’49†*
George P. Khouri ’51
Robert w. Blakeney ’52†
John B. Hogan ’52
Julian J. D’agostine ’53
John F. mcCarty ’54†*
Raymond J. Kenney Jr. ’58
Hon. James F. Queenan Jr. ’58
George G. Burke ’59*
Owen B. Lynch ’59*
anonymous ’60
anthony R. DiPietro ’60
elwynn J. miller ’60
Charles D. Ferris ’61
anne P. Jones ’61
anonymous ’62
Hon. B. L. Hassenfeld-Rutberg ’65
Paul J. mcnamara ’65
Donald w. northrup ’66
Robert e. Sullivan ’66
Jane tobin Lundregan ’67
william J. Lundregan ’67
anonymous ’68 
James a. Champy ’68
James J. marcellino ’68
Peter w. thoms ’68
anonymous ’69 
william F. Farley ’69*
edward R. Leahy ’71
anonymous ’72 
Robert C. Ciricillo ’72
edith n. Dinneen ’73
thomas t. Lonardo ’73
James m. micali ’73
anonymous ’74 
Charles S. mcLaughlin ’74*
Paul a. Delory ’75
Hon. william P. Robinson iii ’75
Robert S. Farrington ’76
Peter F. zupcofska ’76
Christopher G. mehne ’77
michael J. Puzo ’77
S. Jane Rose ’77
Gary m. Sidell ’77
Leonard e. Sienko Jr. ’77
ernest michael Dichele ’78
Richard Daniel Packenham ’78†
Barry Jay ward ’78
mary F. Costello ’79†*
John n. montalbano ’80
Peter R. Brown ’81
william F. Grieco ’81
Kevin michael Carome ’82
norma Jeanne Herbers ’82
Susan Vogt Brown ’83
Christine P. Ritch ’87 
megan elizabeth Carroll ’92
edward J. Loughman ’93
Don Joseph Julio Cordell ’94*
The Shaw Society, Boston College’s legacy giving recognition soci-
ety, is named in honor of Joseph Coolidge Shaw, SJ, who helped 
found the University through his bequest of books and the pro-
ceeds of his life insurance policy.
This is the inaugural annual listing of the BC Law Shaw Society 
members who have included the University and/or Law School in 
their estate plans as of May 31, 2009. Each Shaw Society member is 
very important to us and every effort has been made to ensure that 
no name has been missed or appears incorrectly. Please bring any 
errors to our attention.
As part of the Light the World campaign, the University has set a 
goal of 5,000 legacy gifts (e.g., bequests, charitable gift annuities, 
charitable remainder trusts, and lead trusts). The Law School is 
committed to securing 500 legacy gifts as part of the larger goal set 
by the University.
A legacy gift to Boston College Law School can be as simple as 
naming the Law School as a beneficiary in a will or retirement 
fund. It also ensures donors that their annual giving to the Law 
School will continue in perpetuity. For example, those who give 
$2,500 each year to the Law School Fund during their lifetime 
T H E  s H aw  s O c i E T Y 
(Boston college’s legacy giving recognition society)
This society is named in honor of Joseph coolidge shaw, sJ, who helped found the university  
through his bequest of books and the proceeds of his life insurance policy.
*= reunion year  † = deceased

























Denise Haffner e. Olden
Carolyn Brady O’Leary
mary L. Driscoll O’Leary
Susan O’Leary
alan Oliff
estate of Frank Oliver





















































































































mary ellen Kirk walsh













Lynn marie n. weiss
Kathleen murphy wells













































Peter J. Saint Pierre















































































































































































Sandra a. Smith 
Veronica Smith





















margaret a. St. amand
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OuTRiGHT GiFTs 
The quickest and easiest way to make a gift is outright, either by 
check or credit card. Outright gifts have the most immediate benefit 
to the Law School because they can be applied right away to the 
purpose for which the gift is intended.
Outright gifts may also be made using appreciated securities. Many 
people have stock holdings that have appreciated in value. If some of 
these shares were sold, they would be subject to capital gains taxes. 
A gift of appreciated securities allows the individual to avoid capital 
gains taxes on the contributed shares and to be credited with a gift 
valued at the full fair market value of those shares.
liFE incOME GiFTs
Federal tax laws provide ways to structure a gift that provides a 
stream of income to the donor and/or another beneficiary the donor 
may name while giving the donor a charitable deduction for his or 
her philanthropy. Among the most commonly used of such gift ve-
hicles are charitable gift annuities and charitable remainder trusts. 
Life income gifts provide an immediate charitable deduction to the 
donor, even though the Law School’s use of the contributed assets is 
deferred until the term of the gift vehicle has expired.
With life income gifts, it frequently is possible to improve the level of 
the donor’s annual income, even while expressing one’s philanthropic 
interest in Boston College Law School. Through such charitable gifts, 
a donor may also actually improve the value of the estate he or she 
wishes to leave to heirs. In the final analysis, the potential advantages 
of such gift arrangements often enable individuals to make charitable 
gifts at levels much higher than they thought possible.
liFE insuRancE
Frequently, donors own a life insurance policy that is no longer 
needed for its original purpose. Such a policy can be contributed to 
Boston College Law School by irrevocably transferring ownership of 
the policy to Boston College and designating the Law School as the 
beneficiary. In general, gift credit is given for the cash surrender value 
and that value may be claimed as an income tax deduction in the year 
of the transfer.
BEQuEsTs
Donors may include Boston College Law School as a beneficiary of 
their estate. Bequests may be made for a specific amount, or for a 
percentage of the residual estate after all specific bequests have  
been fulfilled.
To discuss any of these options that may be of interest, please contact 
the Office of Institutional Advancement at Boston College Law School 
at 617-552-6263. Donors are encouraged to discuss their philanthropic 
plans with their attorney or tax advisor, especially before undertaking 
one of the more complex approaches.
Ways of Giving to Boston College Law School
There are many ways to make a gift or to fulfill a pledge to Boston College Law School. Those most frequently used are listed below. Each has its distinctive benefits, depending on the type of asset contributed, the form of gift selected, and the donor’s age. The Office  of Institutional Advancement is prepared to work with donors to fashion the most beneficial gift for the donor, for the donor’s family, 
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[ I n  C l o s I n g ]
needless to say, i thought 
long and hard before deciding 
to enroll at Boston College Law 
School, and i do not regret my 
decision. in fact, i now appreci-
ate more reasons to revel in my 
selection. not once during my 
decision-making process did the 
fact that BC is rooted in the Jesu-
it tradition factor into my choice. 
However, three years and a law 
degree later, i understand just 
what this one aspect has done to 
enhance my legal training.
those well versed in the his-
tory of american legal education 
know that the establishment of 
the proprietary Litchfield Law 
School in 1784 marked the birth of the american law 
school. Litchfield signaled the transition from law 
office instruction to law school pedagogy. even more 
familiar to lawyers than the creation of the Litchfield 
Law School is the fact that the modern law school 
truly took root with the deanship of Christopher 
Columbus Langdell at Harvard Law School in 1870. 
from Langdell the modern law school curriculum 
flourished, including the case method, use of the 
Socratic method, and graded examinations. Langdell’s 
model has been adopted by virtually every law school 
in the united States. Perhaps less renowned are the 
contributions made by other law schools to legal 
education and the effect such training has on graduates 
of those law schools.
there are currently fourteen, out of some two 
hundred aBa-accredited law schools in the united 
States, founded in the Jesuit tradition. interestingly, 
eleven of the fourteen Jesuit law 
schools are ranked in the top 
100 of the US News & World 
Report’s 2010 law school rank-
ings, and three of those, BC Law 
included, are in the top tier. each 
of these schools embraces its 
Jesuit heritage in different ways, 
but each school offers the legal 
community a graduate explicitly 
or implicitly taught in the Jesuit 
vein: emphasizing the develop-
ment of the whole person, a con-
cern for justice, and a commit-
ment to public service. it is this 
aspect of a legal education that i 
did not consider when choosing 
a law school but now appreciate 
as being integral to my strengths as a lawyer.
there have been numerous academic debates about 
whether or not there is a “specialness” gained when 
one pursues a legal education at a Jesuit law school. 
Some argue that Jesuit law schools cannot be both 
nationally recognized and adhere to the principles 
upon which their schools were founded. Others argue 
that it is possible to achieve both and, in fact, when 
this happens, a special law student is produced that 
truly makes a difference in the legal community. while 
this article does not attempt to substantively add to 
that debate, i must say that thanks to Professor daniel 
r. Coquillette’s american Legal education course, 
which i took during my 3L year, i was able to spend 
approximately fourteen weeks trying to learn more 
about the topic. it led me to a deeper understanding of 
the legal education i was receiving at BC Law.
the Jesuits, from their inception, focused on educa-
a revelation
One student’s epiphany about the specialness of a Jesuit law degree
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(continued on page 57)
d
uring the spring of 2006, i, like many other law school applicants, had to make 
the difficult decision of where to attend law school. i used many of the stan-
dard tools to narrow my decision, including  the infamous US News & World 
Report rankings and recommendations by friends already in law school. 
 “My wife, Pat, and I decidedto do a charitable gift annuity 
for Boston College Law School 
because it was consistent with our 
retirement goals. Among other 
products, we had been purchasing 
annuities and were planning  
to buy another one. This planned  
gift provided the attractiveness  
of an annuity—it offers a  
reasonable rate of return and  
a portion of it is tax deductible—
while enabling us to help a very  
valid and important program,  
the Law School, about which we  
care a great deal. We had already 
made a substantial pledge to the  
Law School Fund. The gift annuity 
ensures our contributions will 
continue into the future.”—John Tarantino ’81,  
   BC Law Board of Overseers
Make a legacy gift to Bc law School today
You can arrange a charitable gift annuity to benefit Boston College Law School. In exchange for your gift to BC, the University agrees to pay 
you, and/or another beneficiary, a fixed dollar amount annually for life. An annuity can be established with a minimum gift of $10,000 and is 
most appropriate for older beneficiaries who are looking for a fixed annuity payment. Payments can begin immediately or be deferred. To learn 
more, contact Allison Picott, senior associate director for capital giving, at 617-552-8696 or picott@bc.edu.
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“It is, indeed, the season  
of regenerated feeling— 
the season for kindling,  
not merely the fire  
of hospitality in the hall,  
but the genial flame  
of charity in the heart.” 
—Washington Irving
Give
to the law school fund
